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Frankly,not even t
precisely how long a M

There is no simpler index of

automotive value than automo-

tive longevity.

The more you get out of a

as long as five million miles, to

engine machining tolerances as

fine as .001 millimeter.

Precisely how far can this pas-

car in miles and years of faithful ornrrffr',1,'rTuli!r!l!'i,:,,r0,, sionate pursuit of durability even-

service, the more car you've got- theGuinnessBookof WorldRecords tually take a Mercedes-Benz-and

ten for your money stheworld'smostdurablecar' 
your money? The fact is that no one

No carmaker goes to greater lengths than knows precisely. Although it should be noted

Mercedes-Benz in the effort to give you just that the Guinness Book of World Records

that. From preproduction shakedown tests has declared a certain 1957 Mercedes -Benz

0



he engineers know
des-B enz can last.erce

sedan "the world's most durable car."

There is absolutely no guarantee, of course,

that your new Mercedes-Benz will someday equal

or surpass that car's one million, one hundred

and eighty-four thousand, eight hundred and

eighty miles.

But then, there is absolutely no guarantee

that it won't. For more information about

Mercedes-Benz automobiles, call l-800-336-8282

ENCINEERED LIKE NO OTHER

CAR IN THE WORLD
&*
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Monogram. Highly-advanced
o

built around a su{prisingly e idea.
o

r:i ,t. ,F ,ti .t .t, ,I

When you consider all of the
technological superiorities to be

foundin Monogram'''appliances, buy them for this reason alone.
it might seem quite rational to The Monogram refrigerator,
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d
for example, is controlled by an alsocnshedicethroughthedoor:
electronic diagnostic system that And inr,as purposelt'
is far more adi'anced than an1. designed to be slx inches it,kler
thing found on otherbuilt-ins. than cot-trer-rtional models. So it

It's also the onll'one lvith an can take full-sized part)' tra)':s

electronicdispenser.\[hic]r offers with ease.
notjust \\,ater and cr-rbed ice, but Our t-emarkably handsome

new gas downdraftcooktop also
has many advantages over similar
units. Such as an exceptionally
effi cient re tractnblz exhaust
system. Andfiue burners,
instead of the more usual four.

The Monogram dishwasher
contains one more outstanding
feature. An electronic brain that
constandy monitors its operation,
and, should something go
\!r'on g, can diagno se thre pre cise

cause of the problem.
But even though product

advancements like these can be
found throughout the entire
line, they are not the major
reason why you should consider
Monogram.

Its strongest attribute is the
fact that itri a line.

Which can make your life
much more simple when you
start constmcting your kitchen.
(Particularly when it comes to
such potentially frustrating
matten as delivery dates and
sen'ice.)

Because, instead of having
to deal with one company for
your refrigeratot another for
yourdishwasheq and possibly two
more for your oven and cooktop,
you only have to talkto one.

A company that goesjust a
little furtherwhen itcomes to
service.

Who else offers anythingas
helpful as the GEAnswer
Center'service? (You can call
800-626-2000 any hour ofthe
day or night, 7 daysa week.)

Who else backs their
products with such an
extensive network of factory
service professionals ?

No one else.
Only GE.
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VERY SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

SOFT-SCULPTED FLUIDIW. THE REALIZATION OF A NEW ACE

OF SUITINC. TO CARRY YOUR DAY COMPLETE YOUR

EVENINC. FROM FIFTH AVENUE DRESS COLLECTIONS:

RONNIE HELLERS TWO-PIECE TRIACETATE AND POLYESTER

CREPE SUIT WITH CROPPED IVORY JACKET AND HICH.

WAISTED NAVY SARONC SKIRT SIZES 2 TO P, $450 (95-057).

TO ORDER, CALL .I-8OO-345-3454, TO RECEIVE A

COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF OUR LATEST FOLIO CATALOGUE,

CALL 1{0G322f257,WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS.
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Special Service is Our Custom.
We can customize anything from a Greek revival to a Ftench revolution.

And we're exlperts at matching anything you have in mind,
like the one-of-a-kind black and white Poligny Toile shown here.

If you need a new color, a new pattern, a new creation, come to Brunschwig & Fils,
where solving your special problems is our specialty.

BrunschwrG EFils
75 Virginia Road, North White Plains, New York 10603 Through architects and interior designers
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Volume 162, Number 2

The Phillips Collection Sotheby's French furniture expert Phillips
Hathaway lives among the finds of a lifetime. By Kent Black 138

The Writing on the Wall Architect Frederic Schwartz left no
surface untouched in the Central Park West apartment of a young
collector. By Charles Gandee 142

Knight in lreland Olda FitzGerald writes about life in the family
castle with her husband, the Knight of Glin 148

COVER
Actress Isabella
Rossellini carries
an armful of
cream roses
through a garden
in Bellport, New
York. Page 100.
Photograph by
Eric Boman.

Decorative
objects on a
mantel in an
Irish castle.
Page 148.

Hollywood producer Peter
Guber, his wife, Lynda, and

their dog, Gordon, outside their
Aspen house. Page 126.

Wrlght in Hollywoorl A historic Frank Lloyd Wright house is brought
back to life by film producer Joel Silver. By Pilar Viladas 78

The Mode! Apartment Jerry Hall homes in on a stylish London
pied-i-terre. By Guy Nevill 88

Retreat to Marrakesh Patrick and Martine Guerrand-Hermds leave
the modern world behind when they escape to their villa in Morocco.
By Charla Carter 94

The Fame of the Rose Why the classic full-blown beauty is the flower
of the moment. By Stephanie Mansfield IOO

City tights Gary Hager of Parish-Hadley finds inspiration in a

Manhattan panorama. By Nancy Marx Better I 04

The Formal Farm Landscape architect Pascal Cribier
reinterprets the traditional French garden through his
own vision of rural geometry. By Paula Deitz lO8

The Height of Elegance Milton and Carroll Petrie
moved five floors up without leaving home.
By Pilar Viladas ! 16

Crystal Gazing For seven centuries the glorious glass
of Bohemia has set the world's standard.
By Martin Filler 122

Aspen on Location Hotshot producer Peter Guber
creates the ultimate Western movie set.

By Kent Black 126

Sharp Focus An American photographer in Paris
arranges the fragments of his domestic life.
By Edmund White 132

A Gerrit Thomas Rieneld chair rests against the wall of a Cental Park West apartment. Page 142
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fl t {""r points on t}re glote, every Jry o{ th" y".., th"

f'l rhil. 
"{ 

R"yul\riLing Line stanJ as gleaming out-

I ! posts o[ r"r"rrJipitous merriment, uncLarteJ joy,

u"J ull manner o{ -ir".llu.reous wonJerment.

Eu"[, rhip is rateJ [i',re-stars-plr.. Eu"h t.u.s a rt ff
.Lill"J at maLing amazing acts o{ Li.rJrr"rr r".- lik

"*ryJ.y occurrences. \trh;"h, o{ *rrr"", th"y u*.

S" r}r""ld yo, 
".r". 

{."1 that tLe *orld! .to"Lpil" o[

magic ir J*i.rJli"g, pl"u." 
"o.,siJ"rr at this very

moment a pianist is playing in the tractle* P."i[ic

*hil", in the Atlantic, a tutl" is teing set with {ine

silrrer. In tkeGsman Sea a toast is teing proposed

*hil", in the I.rJiu, Ocea, u "lorJl"., moon

casts a rp"ll o., u 
"o.rpl" 

f.o,., V".-ont, in a place 
1

*1r"." -iracles, quite literally, .r"rr". cease.

For directiorrr, pl"ur" contact your courteous

travelagent, or pl,or," (8OO) 426.-0821 {or a copy

OgAu*,ol;oi

Great Barrier Reef,

a man in .hifu glount

serues tea.

In ilrn lrrrbo, at

Leningral, Dom

Perignon 1Q82

materializes.

Vithin uieo of

tlre Alri 
"on "*"t, lre"l,

strawberries appear

Miracles? Magic?

\i", onl yns.

oI o,r, 1990 Cruise

Atlus. \7e looL {o.o,u.J

to seeing you on bo..d.

RuynLVlrlilr Llilr

-

Tl, Ros"l V;L;"s S"",,ael tk *llb h*< 
"lr;p

by Berlitz. Conde Nast Tiaoeler onJ Tiounl-

Hd;J"g hth ,"tn Roy"l ViLing Line nu^h, one
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Side chair from
the SoHo desig,n
shop Dialogica.
Page 34.

FEBRUARY
Contributors Notes 20

Notes New and Noteworthy 29

Design by Heather Smith Maclsaac 14
Talking Objects from Dialogica are conversation pieces

Architecture by Joseph Giovannini 40
The master builders of the West are celebrities in Japan

People by James Servin 46
Oleg Cassini is lord of the manor in his Manhattan house

Decoration by Glenn Harrell 5O
French decorators take over a New York town house

Food by Gene Hovis 58
Deep-dish pies serve up down-home comfort

Writer in Residence by Ann Magnuson 4
A star of Anything But Love revisits the scenes of
her childhood

Travel by Karin Winegar 68
Winter visitors receive a warm welcome at a

Minnesota lodge

Workroom by Dana Cowin 74
Joe Biunno gets top billing for decorative hardware

Editor's Page by Nancy Novogrod 77

Cars by Pilar Viladas 158
The redesign of the Mercedes SL convertible stops traffic

Resources Where to Find It 165

Gandee at Larte by Charles Gandee 168
Patrick Vuitton gets carried away with special orders

Cree Indian
designs enliven
the great hall of
Naniboujou
Lodge. Page 68.

Joe Biunno handcrafts
finiaLs in the old-
world style. Page 74.

For the French Designer Showhouse,
Frangois Catroux lines the walls

of a sitting room with a
Boneni and Garouste fabric. Page 50.

Japanese ffice building model. Page 40.
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211 EAST 58 STREET NEW YORK THROUGH DECORATORS AND FINE STORES
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You left a teapot in a ta&i. l%e repla^ce? it,
You wrecke? your rente? can Ve covere) it. You mitde? your fligbt, We cbangel it
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TO APPLY, CALL T . AOO. THE. GOLD

.UNDERWRITTEN 
BY THE INS. Co. oF No. AMERIcA. A CIGNA Co. THE AMERICAN ExPRESS. PURCHASE PRoTECTIONSM PLAN COVERS MOST WORLDWIOE CARO PURCHASES FOR 90 DAYS, CONDITIONS ANO
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'ou alwayt wante? tbe perfect traueling companion Now you've got iti

vlorlaa i+, War*
THE 

'[MERICAN 
EXPRESSM GOLD CARD

CLUSIONS APPLY: 52.5OO LIMIT PER ITEM ON ]EWELRY. WATCHES AND FURS. CAR RENTAL INSURANCE SUa]EcT To PoLIcY TERUS AND coNDITIoNS, UNDERWRITTEN BY AMEX ASSURANCE CoMPANI
IS IS EXCESS COVERAGE THAT REIMBURSES FoR ELIGISLE LoSSES NoT CoVERED 8Y ofHER soURcEs oF INSURANCE oR REIMEURSEMENI PLAilS, CoVERAGE APPLIES To U,S. CARDMEMBERS oNLY
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It all started back when Joyce Chen took traditional

0riental rookware and did something untraditional.

She modernized it. l'1aking it lust as rewarding, but

infinitely easier t0 make anything. from Szechuan

Chicken to I'latzo Ball Soup.

tint came the Peking Pan,'" which totally

back-burnered the wok. Ihen came the first non-

toxic, bacteria-free cutting boards; the All-ln-0ne

knife; a complete Ine of updated cooking tools;

adaptable bamboo steamers; one-step stirfry
sauces; and the list goes on.

For more information about Joyce Chen prod-

ucts, ask any gourmet. No interpreter necessary.

JOYGE GHE]I

lonern (00[u0re lor tlte krtern ltitrhm
Joya Chen Products, 4ll Waverley 0aks Road, Waltham, l''lA 02154
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Room Design: Mario Buatta {LL DESIGNS IN STOCK

Autumn Leaf

Carpet: Directoire, Azure Yellow

Clichy-Salmon Petit Bouquet-Black

sra#K
Exclusive to the Trade, Color Catalog $15.00
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lndividually designed - Custom crafted in West Cermany

Contact the allmilm6 Consulting and Seruice Center for your nearest allmilm6 design studio,

or send $10. for a comprehensive brochure and information package.

allmilmci corporation Depanment HC 70 Clinton Road Fairfield, N, 07006 201 227-2502

Available in Canada

t8 HG FEBRUARY I99O

an investment in your lifestyle.
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the fantastic kitchen and bath
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Ann llaSnuson plays Catherine Hughes,
the hard-nosed editor in chief on the hit ABC-
TV series Anything But Love. Magnuson,
whose movies include Making Mr. Right, Te-
quila Sunrise, and the upcoming Love at
Large, also contributes to Vogue and Condd
Nast Traveler. As this month's writer in resi-
dence, she reveals the bittersweet emotions
she experienced when the family house was
put up for sale, which she sees as a disturbing
trend. "Could the middle-class world of the
Cleavers and Huxtables be a thing ofthe past?
CanaNewswee& cover story be far behind?"

Stephanie lrlansf leld,
a contributing editor of
Vogue and reporter for
The Washington Post's
Style section, is currently
on leave to write a biog-
raphy of Doris Duke.
Mansfield explores the
"elusive, romantic, and
mysterious nature" of
the rose for this issue.
She discovered the beau-
ty of the flower during
her days at Oxford and
admits to an incurable
case of rose envy ever
since-"always loving
and admiring other peo-
ple's roses."

Davld Seldner describes his voca-
tion as "experimental and stylized
photography that deals with fragmen-
tation." In addition to recently as-

sembling David Seidner, a book of
his photos, and contributing to
Harpers & Queen andltalianVogue,
he shot his Paris residence-a fre-
quent point of reference in his com-
positions-for the February issue:
"Some of the sets I've built look just
like the inside of my house. It's so

much a part of my work. "

tr
8
z
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lames Serryln visits
fashion designer Oleg
Cassini and tours his
formidable Gramercy
Park house in the
"People" column.
Servin, who has writ-
ten for 7 Days, GQ,
and Spy, found Cas-
sini's castle a "monu-
ment to medievalism
and to the kind of
grand sybaritic life
he has enjoyed for so
many years. "

ts
otr

Guy Neyalt is the author of Exotic Grove: A Portrait of Lady Dorothy Nevill, which
examines the life of his great-great-aunt, a renowned traveler, gardener, and writer.
In this month's HG, he reports on Jerry Hall's decoration of her London pied-)r-terre:
"It was not an easy apartment to arrange, but she made it her own by mixing her trea-
sures, ranging from the sixteenth century to today, throughout the flat. "
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Colour so rich you can feel it. -g
7.t

ft

Hyd rati ng Creme LipColou r
With the very first touch, your lips will
luxuriate in brilliant colour and shine.

Hydra-Riche feels remarkably
creamy, smooth and wears so evenly.

Tests prove that this extraordinary
formula hydrates, leavirq lips

noticeably softer, smoother; silkier. lts
added plus, protective sunscreens.

Allthis could only be concealed in the
luxuryof Lancome's black and gold

signature case. lt discreetly opens to
abeveled tip forthe perfect
application of very affluent

French shades
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The new dimension f rom Gaggenau. Electric grill, downdraft hob
ventilator, electric deep-fryer, glass ceran hob. Examples for a unique
collection of built-in kitchen appliances,
If your tastes are somewhat special, take a good look at the new
built-in kitchen appliances from Gaggenau. You'll find that each of them
features an unequalled combination of functionality, high quality materials,
superior workmanship, and the sheer beauty of clean design, This is in
fact why Gaggenau's built-in kitchen equipment has merited the Good
Design Award so frequently,

The new line from Gaggenau is uniquely greared toward cooking with
a difference. The built-in oven, the built-in gas hob, the glass ceran hob,

the electric barbecue grill, the electric deep fryer, the hob ventilator, the
exhaust hood and the automatic dishwasher - all of these units are patently

different from your common, every day appliances. They are unmistakably
Gaggenau - and they are made in Germany,

would you like to learn more about Gaggenau? If so, a new com-
prehensive brochure is yours by sending $5 to Gaggenau USA Corporation,
Dept. H-2, 425 University Avenue, Norwood, MA 02062.

The Difference is Gaggenau

Interwest, Phoenix, AZ; Interwest, Bell, CA; Gene Schick Co., So. San Francjsco, CA; Thomas Distributing, Denver, CO; Boyd Corp., North Haven, Cl:
Gulf Central Corp., Ibmpa, FI; GAGGENAU USA Corp,, Norwood, MA; GAGGENAU MIDWEST, Mt, prospect,lri INDISCO, Scarboro, ME.Margo, Inc,,
Maryland Height' MO; lnterwesl, Las Vegas, Ny; Interwest, AJbuquerque, NM Feder Enterprises, New Hyde Park, NY; C & F Distributors, Columbia, pA; Electrical
Distributing, lnc., Portland, OR, Peerless, lnc., Charlotte, NC Reinhard Distributing Co., Plymouth, MN; T. H. Rogers Distributing, Omaha, NE; Steiner Enterprises,
lnc., Ft. Wayne, ,lN; Top Brands, Maple Heights, OH; Trevauow,lnc. Auburn Htlls, Mt; United Distributors, Inc,, Harahan, l,A; yAH Distributors, Richardson,
TX; The Zamoiski Co., Baltimore, MD; Euro-l,ine Appliances Ltd., Tbronto, Canada; Radex Ltd., Montreal, Canada; Canwest Wholesale Ltd., Srl.rey, BC, Canada.



they say it cantt be
bOftlgd. Don'!r believe ir.
Believe the facE s :
Fact one: Your skin is constantly
losing the essent ia1 fluids that help
keep it looking younger.
Fact two: This arnazingly similar f luid
starts sinking in instantly.
Believe the proof: The way your skin
looks within moments of applicaEion:
Softer. Smoother. Younger.
And radiant again.

old gracefully?
with 0i1 of Olay.

Why grow
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THROUGH OUR EXCTUSIVE STOBES AND THROUGH THE TRADE IN THE USA AND CANADA,
NEW YOBK. ATLANTA. BEVERLY HILLS. BIRMINGHAM, MI. BOSTON. CHICAGO. COLUMBUS, OH. DENVER. HARTFORD/CANTON. HOUSTON. LA JOLLA. MIAMI . MINNEAPOLIS. MONTREAL. PALM BE
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D,esigner Marco Formenli on Capri.
"Capriis a tribute to the vitality of spring. I chose Asian
buffalo leather to impart a f resh intensity to the classic
lines of this sofa."
Seats slide forward for extra c omtort. Capri is available
in many types of leathers, in a wide range of colors.
For our large-format catalog, please send a $1 0 check
to Roche-Bobois (Dept. CA3). 183 Madison Avenue.
New York, NY 10016.

II

ROCHE.BOBOIS. A VERY PERSONAL SENSE OF STYLE.
PAFIS .LONDON . BRUSSELS. GENEVA. MADRID . BARCELONA .TOKYO.

INTERIOR LAN
SPRING. ER. I

I
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IAMUS. PHILADELPHIA. PHOENIX.OUEBEC. ROSLYN HEIGHTS, NY. SAN FRANCISCO. SCARSDALE. SEATTLE. SOUTHPOFT, CT. TORONTO. VANCOUVER BC. WASHINGTON DC. WINNETKA, IL.



SEASOITAL GATATOG
available, write:
ESPRIT

9'l8F Minnesota St.

S.E, CA 94107
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GATHERINGMOSS
In England, forfurniture and accessoriesfrom toast racks to
carpets one goes to a decorating shop . In America, one turns
to Charlotte Moss. For a display she dubs Social Butterfly,
the first of many thematic windows at her new shop, Moss
puts in a guest appearance amid the antiques, books, silver,

porcelain, texttles, and new lines of painted and upholstered
furniture which are her stock-in-tade. Moss keeps a custom-
er request bookfor those special items not already part ofher
eye-catching collection. Charlotte Moss & Co., 1027 Lex-
ington Ave., New York, NY 1002 I ; (2 12) 772-3320.
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PURE AND STMPLE The cacophony of color
and pattern in Nancy Hagin's better-known work gives

way to simple forms and the beaury of white against
white, as illustrated in Enamel Top, 1989 (below), one

of a collection of paintings and watercolors available
through the Fischbach Gallery, NYC.

BREATH OF SPRING
Get a jump on spring with the

New York Flower Show (Mar
2-l l) at Pier 92 and the
Philadelphia Flower Show
(Mar. l1-18) at the

Philadelphia C ivic Center.
Call (212) 757-0915 and (215)
62 5 -82 5 3, re spective ly.

PERIOO PIECES
The latest introductions from
October's High Point market
draw inspiration from across
the design timeline. The oval
commode (above), $2,488, by
designer Charles Pfister, is
part of the Premier Collection
for Baker Furniture; call
(616) 361-7321. The Russian
desk (right), $5,700,
from John Widdicomb
is based on Russian
imperial designs and
incorporates intricate
inlay, brass trim, and
an elegant veneer;
call (616) 459-7173.
The marble-columned
sideboard (below),
$9,950, is a repro-
duction from the
Smithsonian C ollection
for Century Furniture;
call (800) 852-5552.

,qr$$'

IN THE WRAP OF LUXURY
When winter winds send shivers down your spine,
curl up in a paisley cashmere jacquard lap
blanket (left), $1,100, from Asprey, NYC (212)
688-181 l. Available in four colors.

I

I

A SUMMERS BRONZE
Inspired by a 1985 exhibit rf works by
the Giacometti brothers, Gene Summers,
an architect for thirty years, switched
gears and began <'rafting furniture and
decorative objects in bronze. The
candleholder (above), one of more than
120 pieces, is available to the trade at
Holly Hunt, Chicago (3 12 ) 661 - 1900.
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GOING ONCE
John Singleton Copley's oil on canvas
portrail (above), estimate $l 00,000-
$150,000, is parr of Howard and May
Joynt's prestiqious collection of lTth-
and lSth-century American furniture
and art. A new generation of collectors
bid for the treasures at Christie's
(Jan. 1920): call (212) 546-ll8l.

TIMELESS TRAPPINGS
Two nev'classics in the making (above)
are the Pocket Watch charger, $95,
and the Polo chair of woven leather,
$1 I ,765, from the Ralph Lauren Home
Col lection. Available through Ralph
huren stores nationwide.

IENS ON
THE LAND
Sally Gall's
black and white
photographs do
more than portray
a scene; they convelt
a sense of actuall.v
being there.
Capistrano (left) is
one of thirty limited-
edition photographs
on view (Jan. 20-
Feb. 17) at
Lieberman & Saul
Gallery, 155 Spring
Street, NYC.
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MASTER WRIGHT
Visit the Phoenix Art Museum to see The
Illinois, Mile High Skyscraper (left), d
project proposed in 1956 for Chicago but
never completed, and over 300 other
Frank Lloyd Wright architectural renderings
in "Masterworks from the Frank Lloyd
Wright Archives" (Jan. l3-Apr. 8).
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PETAL PUSHER
For those people wfus love flon,ers but

are not blessed with green thumbs,
Debra Felberbaum (below) has a

solution. In her shop, Flowers
Fore"'er, she handcrafts dried floral

arrangements lhal can last three

),ears. Call (2 I 2 ) 472-8877.
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ltflrt I't
onique and Sergio Savarese have some lofty ideas when it
comes to the philosophy behind their New York design atelier
and new store, Dialogica. Just for instance, "Who of us

would not give an instant of life to be surrounded by objects with the

magical power to evoke moments of passion and reflection. " And
as if passion weren't enough, this husband-and-wife fumiture-and-
interior-design team draws on curiosity and provocation, sensation
and memory, irony and soul for inspiration.

But proving that actions speak louder than words-and the
finished product louder than the idea-is the Talking Objects
collection of fumiture, rugs, and accessories brought together last
November in one generous storefront in SoHo. Of the five pieces

that debuted at the first Intemational Contemporary Furniture Fair
in New York, a blue velvet sofa seduced the crowd with its
voluptuous shape, titillating fabric and color, and provocative
name, Elle s'Ecoute, Il s'Abandonne. Talk about passion.

The Savareses are keen on "turning up the senses, creating
positive moments, " and the dozen or so pieces recently added to the

collection offer far more than a moment's sensory satisfaction. For
the philosopher there is the Think Tank sofa, for the sentimentalist

the Memorabilia table, for the dreamer the Wings sleeper-sofa ("a

DESIGN

Ihe IoHo Iouch

The Talking Objects from Dialogica

are real conversation pieces

By Heather Smith Maclsaac

A Dialogica interior includes accessories such as

tlle crushed-velvet pillows and satin and velvet blanket
as well as the sofa and chair flanking a credenza oI
African anigre wood and quilted stainless steel.

Monique and Sergio Savarese, top left, seated

on Splash chairs. Above: The Wings
sola in a swirl fabric by Dialogica.

wingspread over day into night' '), for the romantic the Splash chair
with sexy velvet legs, for the naturalist a screen of rush and ebonized
maple "dreamt on a voyage between primitive worlds. " And for
coddling the littlest collector a cherrywood cradle upholstered in
green crushed velvet, topped with a cover of pure white cotton.

Ideas and materials get equal play in a Dialogica piece: a single

credenza may incorporate metaphors and cultural references as well
as quilted stainless steel and exotic wood. The designers are able not
only to conjure up but also produce "dreamful objects for the
everyday," largely because they have control over their creation.
"We have our own line of fabrics, which were developed with
domestic mills, and most of our furniture is made in the Bronx, " says

Monique. "Being our own manufacturer allows us a lot of freedom
and spontaneity. We go from a sketch or watercolor right to the

prototype. " Although the Savareses, as self-proclaimed
maximalists, have fashioned themselves a tall order, they have
managed to produce a collection both visual and visionary. Dialogica,
484 Broome Street, New York, NY 10013; (212) 966-1934. a
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SnOW HIM WHAT YOU REALLY HAVE
YOUR HEART SET ON.
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THT OO GRTATTST BOOKS
TVTRWRITTTN

The flnest edltlon you can flnd of lloby
Dick ls the great Easton Press leather-
bound edltion. Now l'ou can have thls

luxurlous book (a wonderful value at lts
regular prlce of $36.50) for the prlce of

a paperback-only $4.95-w1th no
obllgatlon to buy any other book. You

can keep Mobl Dlck for $.1.95 forerer!

Why is The Easton Press making this,
dare we say it, whale of a deal? Because we
think you'll be delighted and astonished
when you see the quality of your first Eas-
ton Press leather-bound edition. \4rhen you
feel the quality of the leather, and hold the
heft of the book. When you look at the
beauty of the binding, and see the gleam of
the 22kt gold inlaid on the spinel

Frankty, we are hoping you will be so
taken with this first volume that you will
want, to own additional leather-bound edi-
tions from The 100 Greatest Books Ever
W'ritten. But you are under no obligation to
do so.

Replace those paperbachs
and forgotten best sellers

w{th leather-bound classlcs!

Theres a time in y'our life when you
will want, to replace your paper-

backs and forgotten best
sellers with a library of

beautiful and important books. That's what
a great library is all about. . . books so mag-
nificent that theyare your pride and ioy...a
statement, abou[ you. And, a library of
leather-bound books is the best of all.

Each book bound in
genuine leather
with accents of

22kL gold.

Real \alue!
The books in this collection are a genuine
bargain. Not cheap reprints. Not, poor-qual-
ity editions made to look, but certainly not
last, like leather. Easton Press editions are
the real thing. Real leather editions of the
finest quality. Heirloom books elegantly
bound and printed on acid-free paper so
that they will last. for generations.

Yet the cost is not, expensive. For little
more than the price of ordinary-looking
hardcover books you can own t,hese
extraordinary editions - books that are
admired and collected in 131 countries
around the world. Books that you will be
proud to display in your home - forever!

Classlcs b1' Brontit. Dlckens.
Dostoyevsky. Shakespeare. T['aln.

Who remembers most of yesterday's best
sellers? You can be sure the world will never
forget the works of Shakespeare. Milton.
Dostoyevsky. Dickens. Tolstoy. TWain. These
are the greatest authors of all time - rep-
resented here by their greatest works! (We
include a list of all the titles with your $4.95
book; you then get, to choose which books
you want to receive!)

Each volume is custom.bounrl for you.

You dont, see luxurious leather-bound books
in most, homes, which is all the more reason
you'll be proud to see them in yours! Nor do
you see these Easton Press leather editions
for sale in bookstores. They are made avail-
able directly to you - with no bookstore
mark-up and no distribution excesses. T'his
is what lets us keep the price low and the
quality high.

Superior craftsmanship and materials go
into each Easton Press edition. Premium-

quality leather. Acid-neutral paper. Gilded
page ends. Satin ribbon page markers.
Moir6 fabric endsheets. Superb illustra-
tions. Hubbed spines accented with pre-
cious 22kt gold.

.lt iust $-1.95 you hate nothing to lose.

Own Moby Dick for $4.95. For the price of a
paperback, own this luxurious edition out-
right. Then, whether you buy anlthing fur-
ther is entirely up to you. Obviously, you get
this book for a fraction of what, it, costs us to
make. We do so in confidence that you will
be truly impressed.

To take us up on this unusual opportunity,
simply call us, toll free, at the number
shown, or mail the reservation application
below.

CAtt TOtt FREE: 1-800-367.4534

a
.-d

il-ea.b^,P-noza
o 1990 MBrr

Reservation Application

The Easton Press
47 Richard Avenue
Norwalk. Conn.06857

Yes...send my leather-bound edition of Moby
Dick for me to keep forever at iust $4.95... and
reserve my subscription to The 100 Greatest
Books Ever Written. If I like this book, send me
further editions at the rate of one per month at
$36.50+ each-with this price held firm for the
next two full yearsl

I understand you will send me a list of all the
titles in the collection. I can tell you which, if
any, I do not want, and I am free to tell you then
to send me no further books at all if that is my
decision. I may return any book within 30 days
for a refund, and either party may cancel this
subscription agreement at any time.

Heres how I want to pay for my $4.95 Moby
Dick and future volumes (unless I tell you to
cancel ):
tr VISA ! l\lastercard I American Express E Dioe.s Club

0reditCard \o. Explratlon Date

E I prefer to pay by check. ($4.95 enclosed).

\ame

.{ddress 

-

City

State 

--- 

Zip

Signature 

-

" tlorderssublectr6iEilGnel-
'Plus $2.93 for shipping and handling and any applicable sales tax.

1-3502

The
first book
is yours [o

keep
for only
$4.95.
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Go lorf Young Architect

ARCH!TECTURE

The master builders of the West are

celebrities in the land of the rising sun

By Joseph Giovannini

N
ot since Western architects trailed the

petrodollars to Saudi Arabia in the

1970s has there been such a migra-

tion ofarchitectural talent. Dozens ofthe
best and brightest from America, En-
gland, Austria, Italy, and Switzerland are

boardingjets forTokyo and Osaka, draw-

ings in their quivers, doing what they

have done since the time of the Gothic ca-

thedrals: going to the jobs. For small and

midsize Western firms with strong design

reputations, Japan has emerged as the

new patron state.

The yen, of course, is the first among

many reasons for the talent drain. Today a

Japanese businessman with a chunk of
land will pay a foreign architect about the

same fees he would pay an architect from across

the prefecture. The difference is that when Frank Gehry,

Aldo Rossi, Richard Rogers, Charles Moore, Robert A. M. Stem,

Christian de Portzamparc, and Stanley Tigerman step off the jet,

they are carrying not only the drawings but also an unusual design,

prestige, and a name with public relations potential in the status-

conscious Japanese marketplace. Vertiginous prices for real estate

also underlie the invitations. The escalation in land values not only
justifies eight- and nine-story buildings shoehorned onto sliver lots,

it also demands value-added design-or what the Japanese term

imeji appu (up-image) and imeji chanji (image change).

Japan has a short but brilliant history of importing foreign archi-

tects. Frank Lloyd Wright did the sublime Imperial Hotel (whose

demolition will live in infamy) and Le Corbusier designed the Na-

tional Museum of Westem Art in Tokyo (with clever

interlocking cubist spaces). Japanese developers

today are interested in this tradition of signature talent and

not in corporate architecture at which their nation's large con-

struction companies already excel. The immigration adds to what

has been called the Japanese design revolution-the recent high-

speed, time-lapse flowering of radical work by the Japanese in

graphics, landscape and industrial design, and fashion.

Some sections ofTokyo boast groupings ofavant-garde buildings

that exist nowhere else in the same concentration. Roppongi, a fash-

ionable district in southeastern Tokyo, has become a de facto open-

air museum of contemporary architecture and interiors. Within
several blocks, you can lunch at the English-clubbish Metropole by

London architect Nigel Coates, stroll over to a free-form gift shop

by the Viennese firm Coop Himmelblau, catch several image-in-

tense efforts by Japan's own, and end the aftemoon at Coates's

Caff6 Bongo. Iraqi-born, London-based ZahaHadid is starting a

small building nearby. Architects have beenjetting around for de-

cades, but the current globalization of design has had a great assist

from fax machines with an accidental bonus for Japan. At Michael

Graves's Princeton office, for example, a drawing faxed in the eve-

ning to associated architects in Japan will arrive in their moming

baskets, giving them the whole workday for a solution that, faxed

back, will await Graves in the morning. The joint offices can work

llew York

architect George

Ranalli's model,

above, Ior a

fokyo atrium.
Left: A garden

folly for Erpo 9l)

in Osaka by Coop

Himmelblau.

Below: Fishdance

rcstaurant
in Kobe by

Frank Gehry.
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for tired skin.
Your skin has had a long, hard day.

Emollier,t-f iCh *r*nr of olay
melts away the tensions
of the day as you rest.
8 uni-nterrupted hours of treatment
boosts depleted moisture levels.
Improves resiliency.
Easing dry Iines.
skin f eels f ifme f af rer
a night of Rest & Relaxation.
And, oh, the little lift you get
from looking younger in the a.m.

Why grow old gracefully?
Fight it with
Night of Olay.
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In many projuts the architecture is a kind

of entertainmerut, like an urban folb

on the same project 24 hours a day.

Akin to architecture's globalization is Ja-

pan's own intemationalization, now a stated

national goal. Like Americans in the 1950s

and '60s, the Japanese today are traveling
abroad in hordes, retuming better informed,

more open, visually sophisticated, and loaded

with Gucci and Hermds. At home, interna-

tionalization is taking root. For the first time,

foreigners can hold seats on the Tokyo stock

exchange; it is even possible to take language

lessons on commuter trains. Buildings by

world-famous architects symbolize the inter-

nationalization. Once inward-looking Japa-

nese cities are acquiring a sense ofthe rest ofthe world.
Last summer, on the southern island of Kitakyushu, the video

cameras were rolling and the interpreters murmuring into micro-
phones as a dozen internationally prominent architects each came

up to the podium for fifteen minutes of fame in Fukuoka City. The

long conferenge hall was packed as Michael Graves, Stanley Tiger-
man, Rem Koolhaas, Christian de Portzamparc, Steven Holl, and

Mark Mack described their work in general and their apartment

houses for Fukuoka City in particular. The architects had been hired

by a local development firm to design apartment buildings on two

large parcels in Fukuoka. The first phase in the development ofthe
buildings was to make the project famous.

Japanese developers, who often consult agents with lists offor-
eign architects, lean to the brand names such as Graves, who has a

dozen projects throughout the coun-

try, including classicized health
clubs, high-rise apartments, and cor-

porate headquarters. But other
choices, such as ZahaHadid and Ni-

gel Coates, are more recherch6 and involve greater risk. The interi-

ors by Coates are among his first built works, as are the dynamic,

floating designs by Hadid-her first buildings, long awaited by the

architecture world, are not inexpensive, and the proud developer

has already advertised them by picturing one on telephone calling

cards given out by his company.

If the work done in the 1970s in Saudi Arabia and other oil-pro-

ducing nations helped build underdeveloped countries, there is no

such social miSsion in Japan. Some foreign architects, highly re-

spected at home, occupy in Japan a role somewhere between artist,

film star, status symbol, and social pet, and they are serving up de-

signs for a society in an advanced stage of aesthetic consumerism.

Many of the projects are for restaurants, clubs, and fashion stores

where the architecture is a kind of entertainment, like an urban folly.
With its mock library and curlicue railings, Metropole is droll. Phi-

lippe Starck's restaurant, Manin-which advertises "space and

cuisine"-offers a dramatic granite fashion-ramp staircase into the

subbasement. Leonard Koren, author of28-3 Useful ldeasfrom Ja-

panfor Entrepreneurs and Everyone Else, citicizes such projects

as "expressions of an undiscriminating nouveau riche culture in

which the buildings are simply another kind of Mercedes." The

groupings in Tokyo resemble a collection-one of each from every-

body who is somebody.

There have been difficulties. "The Japanese are very rigid about

how to do things," says one American designer. "They have

straight functional solutions and say no immediately if something

deviates from their norm, including the use of foreign rather than a

Japanese material. And they have such an extreme sense of propri-

ety that it's important that we not be quoted by name and that we not

A model oI the

Higashi Azabu oflice
building, above, by

l,lorphosis. Above

righc l{igel Coates's

Bohemia lazz Club

in Tokyo. Right:

Aldo Rossi's project

for ll Palazzo, a hotel

and restaurant
complex in Fukuoka.

Below: A Robert

Stern drawing of his

Golf Clubhouse on

the Izu Peninsula.
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Then there are the cultural barriers. One architect

was perplexed when lavish models and drawings
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Artistry in alabaster. An original from the Marbro Collection of lamps and chandeliers available through select

showmoms. For your catalog, send $6.ffi to Marbro, Dept. # 898, 1625 S. Los Angeles Street, hs Angeles, CA 90015.

}{OIIS
drew no response from the client committee
until the next day when the group collectively
voiced its appreciation. The Japanese arrive

at decisions by consensus, and no one would
volunteer an opinion before conferring with
his colleagues. For Wolf D. Prix, of the Vi-
ennese firm Coop Himmelblau, there was the

problem of communicating to workmen in
Japanese: "They have no word for diago-
nal." (Actually the term is taikakusen-
maybe they had no word for his diagonals.)

But in general, foreigners have few com-
plaints. "The Japanese are concemed about
quality, they're willing to pay for design, and

work without any complex legal apparatus, "
says Thom Mayne of Molphosis in Los An-
geles. currently working on a golfclubhouse
and a small high rise. "It's all done on a bow. "

"At the job site," says Bob Stern, "it's
wonderful----everybody lines up outside in
ranked order, workers wearing white gloves

and smocks. Japanese cordiality extends
onto the site: you go in for tea.'' Then there is

the sushi. "They took me to successive res-

taurants, each more incredible than the last, "
says New York's George Ranalli. "The su-

shi is different there. They serve fish of the

season alongside seasonal flowers-every-
thing is coded for the time of year. "

One of the pleasures of the commissions is

the Japanese sense of craft and precision in
construction. "Every level change, every
wall is worked out so that they never have to

cut a tile,'' observes Buzz Yudell of the San-

ta Monica firm Moore Ruble Yudell.
Since the Chinese cultural invasions ofthe

eighth century, the Japanese have learned to
assimilate ideas from abroad, making for-
eign ideas theirs through a process of adapt-

ing and refining. Given their desire to
conform and agree, the Japanese have often
looked beyond their island for individuality.
The corollary is that the Japanese regard with
some suspicion compatriots who venture
abroad and assimilate too much; as they be-

come more "foreign" they are less Japanese.

If Japan's younger architects have welcomed
Western designers who might seem to be in-
vading their turf, it is because everyone has

enough work and because foreigners are im-
porting new ideas to watch, use, and adapt

without being criticized.
The new round of architects is simply the

latest in an ancient cycle of imported change

and transformation. It is the Japanese way. a
From the La Barge Collection of fine mirrors and tables,
available through showrooms. For a 64-page Table Catalog, send
$i6.00 to La Barge, Dept. 955, PO. Box 1769, Holland, MI4g4zz
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PEOPLE

Oleg Cassini is lord of the manor

in his baronial Manhattan house

By James Servin

I ,-.a with a dinner jacket, tennis racket, and $10, Oleg Cassini

f, aniveO in New York in December 1936 and immediately de-

ll spaireo. The 23-year-old Italian aristocrat found the city's ar-

chitecture hopelessly dreary. Even the well-to-do, he thought, lived
in unimportant-looking buildings. Where were the palazzi?

Cassini's search for an identity, a profession, and just the right
palazzo away from home took him on a checkered journey through

some of the most celebrated pages of American social history. As a

boy, Cassini sketched for the Parisian couturier Jean Patou; in New
York he quickly found design work with retail fashion houses.

In Hollywood Cassini became the "naughty count" who, in spite

of his marriage to actress Gene Tierney, robed and disrobed the

likes of Grace Kelly, Anita Ekberg, and Marilyn Monroe while
drafting movie costumes. Cassini redeemed his public image in
1942 when he became an American citizen and then a U.S. Cavalry
officer in World War II. He experienced perhaps his finest mo-

ments of respectability and recognition as the sole couturier
for Jacqueline Kennedy throughout the Camelot reign. It was dur-
ing this period that Cassini purchased a baronial castle off Man-
hattan's Gramercy Park. Finally, the renegade Florentine had an

urban fortress to call home.

Built in the sixteenth century in Holland, Cassini's residence, as

the accepted legend goes, originally belonged to a member of the

Wells Fargo banking family, who transported it overseas brick by

brick in 1845. Today, from the outside, it fits inconspicuously and

snugly into a row of brownstones, but as you descend a small flight
of brick steps and confront a stone archway and a massive door with
an elaborate iron grating, a dungeonlike ambiance takes over. The

foyer has a stone floor and what could be safely called a miniature

arrnory of breastplates, swords, and crossed daggers mounted on

one wall. To the right stands a foreboding four-seat bench from an

Italian chapel. Its unusually high armrests were designed to accom-

modate guards wearing suits of armor.

There is also a mirrored case which,
when lit, displays aportion of Cassini's ex-

tensive weaponry collection. Among the

more striking items here are a Burmese cut-

lass ("Ideal," Cassini says, "for slicing

off buffalo heads"), seventeenth-century

Persian muskets and daggers, a sixteenth-

century German gun, two French pistols,

and, his favorite, an ivory, gold, and

enamel sword that once belonged to Czar

Nicholas II. Most of these treasures were

acquired by Cassini on what he calls

[ofiionoble loilrerr
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Oleg Cassini's designs, such as this
dress, lefl made lacqueline Kennedy

a fashion icon of the sixties. Top:

Cassini and his favorite first lady.

Above: A fireplace in his bedroom,

armed with a collection of swords

and daggers. The paneling is l6th
century ltalian. Right Cassini's late

Renaissance four-poster canopy bed.
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}{OIt'
" semi-gastronomic, semi-art and furniture-

hunting voyages" throughout Europe and

Asia. "I collect these things so my travels

don't evaporate," says Cassini, nattily
dressed in a houndstooth jacket. "I see my-

self as a modem-day Marco Polo. ' '

Or perhaps a latter-day musketeer. Cassini

grew up with tales of chivalry and yeoman-

ship and the knowledge of his own noble leg-

acy: he was born with a place in the Imperial

Guard before the Bolshevik revolution inter-

vened and Cassini's family fled to Italy. In
Florence Cassini and his mother and brother

lived in a sprawling triplex decorated with
late Renaissance trappings. This richly tex-

tured courtly look was just what his own
house, an imposing structure with vaulted

twenty-foot ceilings, leaded stained-glass
windows, and intricately carved wood panel-

ing, seemed to welcome. "One could see

that this place had the basics," Cassini says,

"but it was like a pretty girl who needed a

bath, a haircut, and a new dress. "
Over the course of 25 years Cassini has

been able to Svengali his five floors to his sat-

isfaction; this "pretty girl," though, is no

shrinking violet. Blood-red carpet covers the

stairwells and deep dark woods abound. Mo-
nastic in its simplicity, the main room is pop-

ulated with three standing suits of armor, one

of them bought from Hearst's San Simeon,

the other two from Lord Astor's Hever Castle

in Kent, England.

Stepping into this cavernous corner of the

house is like walking into a cathedral; sheer

space overwhelms at first. But once your
senses adjust to the time warp, you begin to

notice carefully stationed, august treasures:

the prehistoric helmet, possibly Greek,
found in Etruria; the beaded thronelike
chairs; the towering silver candelabra; the

sconces of crossed swords and spear-carry-

ing soldiers; the Cassini, Medici, and Crom-
well flags that hang from the ceiling; the

small silver curios (pears, shells, birds); and

the personal mementos-a portrait of Cas-

sini's grandfather, who was a Russian am-

bassador to the United States, a bust of
Robert Kennedy, and autographed photos of
Jacqueline Kennedy ("For Oleg, with deep-

est appreciation" and another with her sister,

L,ee Radziwill, "For Oleg, who made us the

best-dressed women in Asia").
For someone given to such a fierce aesthet-

ic, Cassini's manner is surprisingly gentle, if

uncompromising. "When I find a piece that

is better than what I have, I eliminate the

weaker," he says. It's a soldierly, if not Dar-
winian, approach to interiordesign, but then,

Cassini assures, the marketplace for late Re-

naissance decorative art is hardly a jousting

tournament these days. "There's not too
much interest in this period because it's too

massive," says Cassini. "You'd have to live
in a castle. Apartments cannot take it. "

In the second floor dining room, one of
these pieces, a long heavy sixteenth-century

table, stands surrounded by twelve red velvet
upholstered chairs with ornamental scrolled

backs. The notorious party giver says that
guests dining here rarely spot the ancient
graffiti on the table because it's usually so

laden with dishes . " I gave a dinner party for
Marilyn Monroe when she was in New
York," Cassini says. "But nothing extraor-
dinary happened-she ate my food and drank
my champagne."

Perhaps he's being modest. In his 1987

autobiography,ln My Own Fashion, Cassini

reveals that he once had a harem of seven-
one woman for each day of the week. Up-
stairs, as a maid cleans his room, Cassini

details the artisanship of his bed, a late six-
teenth century four-poster with cherubs
carved into the headboard and a canopy cov-
ered in a printed linen of his own design.
"The only problem is that the men of that pe-

riod were a little short," he says, now look-
ing at his bed a bit doubtfully. "I almost have

to sleep diagonally on it. "
From his bed Cassini has full view of a

fireplace covered with more weapons-Per-
sian swords, pistols, and one particularly ser-

pentine dagger with an antler handle. "If I
had any of these weapons in battle," sighs

Cassini, "I would have been very huppy."
All rude injustices of the hourglass aside,

Oleg Cassini certainly has lived through this

century with style and brought to it some

much-needed chivalry. Next month in partic-

ular he's a man of the present when he intro-
duces Cassini, his fragrance for women,
which will be sold in stores nationwide. But

after a long day, no matter what project he's
working on, with a crash of the carved-wood
door and the iron gate, Oleg Cassini is back to

a world where he might have been king.
"This house is finished. It is complete,"
he says, meditatively. "It is now a piece

of history." I

Shetill
furniture is aaailable through

these line furniture and
department stores,

Alabua
Birmingham Wholesale
Bimingham
Bragg Funiture
Huntsoille

Arkanso
Rye Wholesale
North Little Rock

Conneclist
Hayden Wayside
Enfield
Wayside Funiture
Mitfurd

Temessee
Total Concepts
Chattonooga
Parkway Galleries
Knoxville

D. C.
Woodwad & lothrop
(ALL TOCATIONS)
Woshingtot

Delewm
J. Conn Scott
Selbryille

Florida
Robb & Stuckey
(ALL LOCATTONS)
Ft. Mye6
Wonells
(ALL T,oCATTONS)
N. Palm Beach

Budines
(MOST TOCATIONS)
Mismi

Geolgia
Richt
(ALL T,OCATIONS)
Atlohtd

Iouicie
Kornmeyets
Baton Rouge

Maine
Youngs
Ponlond

Marylmd
Bagby Furniture
Wodward & hthrop
(ALL LoCATIONS)
Baltimore

MffichuECttg
Bradford Furniture
(ALL I.,OCATIONS)
Boston
Mye/s Fumiture
Hyqnnis
Grand Rapids Furniture
South Boston
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Batte Furniture
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NryYuk
L. & J. G. Stickley
Albany
Manlius
Rfrhester
Nelson Ellis
Binghamlon
Huffman Koos
Catle Plae
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E- J. Audi
NruYork

North Cmlim
Country Shop
Hickory

Oklahom
Housley Brcs.
Oklohoma City
Brown Futniture
Shawnee
Dickason-Goodman
Tulil
Pennaylvmia
John Wanamaker
Haftisbu/g
knkintM
Irnghome
Montgomerwille
Philadelphia
tuadiag
Whitehall
Arthur Moser
Pittsbutg
Robert Hammel
Pittsburg

Bradford Showroom
Mmphis
Bradfordt
Nashoille

T€xas

John-William
Austin
Saa Antonio
Ellison s
Ft. Wotth
Gabbert's
Ft. l^lonh
Dallos
Howell's
Mckinney
Knu-Gmdlellow
Dallas
Spears
Lubbock
Suniland
Houston
Wein
Dallns
Stowers
Stn Antonio

v\inia
Willis-Wayside
Viginia Bwh
Wmdwad & Iothrop
(ALL TOCATTONS)
Colony House
Arlington
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Butler Fumitre
Huntingtoil
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Dt(ORAIION

lrtoiron Ittonhotlon

An elite corps of French decorators

takes over a New York town house

By Glenn Harrell

Francoohiles stormed a brown-

[.,on. rn Manhattan this prst tall
I to, ttr. first French Designer
Showhouse organized to benefit the

American Hospital of Paris. A late

nineteenth century town house was

revamped for the occasion with a

green door (commonly seen on the Rive Gauche), Continental hard-

ware, and French-style windows; the designs within were marked

by extraordinary texture and color. A fairy tale-derived whimsy

prevailed, from a bedroom by Louis-Charles de R6musat at Didier

Aaron inspiredby A Thousand and One Nights to a dreamy chif-

fon-draped antechamber by Paul Mathieu and Michael Ray.

FranEois Catroux took the Russian Constructivist and Wiener

Werkstdtte movements as departure points for the sitting room he

designed. Its decidedly masculine aura was achieved by the use of a

heavy indigo blue cotton, faux grained wainscoting, and blocky Jo-

sef Hoffmann-style chairs with studded leather panels. The fabric's

bold border acted as a wriggling frieze below the wall's crown

molding and on the banquette's upholstered base, balanced by the

vivid entangled geometry of the Art Deco rug.

Across the foyer, portidre curtains were tied back to reveal an inti-

mate drawing room designed by Jacques Grange with the help of
Marie-Paule Pell6, creative director of Co ndi Nast Traveler. Glit-
tering opulence was resrained by rusticity. A damask-covered sofa,

armchairs, and ottoman were all cushily overstuffed, including up-

Russian

Constructivist
painting, c. 1923,

by Anna Kogan,

right, hangs

above mantel.

Furniture, art,
objects, and

rug from Barry

Friedman,

NYC. Details

see Resources.
oz
l

I
a

ln his sitting
room, left
Frangois Catroux
used Gazebo, an

indigo printed
fabric designed

by Mattia Bonetti

and Elizabeth

Garouste for
Etamine, Paris,

throughout
Below: French

flag llies from
the 1878

brownstone.
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Imagine hearing the pamer of rain on
the roof and the sizzlingof steak on rhe
grill-at the same time.

Think about enjoyrng a savory grilled
salmon filet in the middle of the wi.rter
G middle of the night, for that ffrarter

With Jenn-Air s downdraft ventila-
just enough smoke
th that robust flavor

tron
your

system,
food wi

And then it's whisk ed away to the outside,
without the need for an overhead hood.
'Ib find out more, see the Yellow Pages for the Jenn-Air dealer nearest you. G w,rite

if iti going to snow, rain, hail, or ger dark
in the coming yeaq better ger a Jenn-Air

wJ-pxxz4rre
Jenn-Air Co., 3035 Shadeland Ave.,Indianapolis,IN qr2;%.@ 1989 Jenn-Air C.o.
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DI(ORAIION

ln the drawing room decorated by lacques Grange, top, a late

lSth century Russian chandelier from Didier Aaron, l{YC. Abover

Armchairs upholstered in a Quadrille fabric llank tiled chimney-

piece in the gentleman's dressing room by Gcnevidve Faure'

Mattia Bonetti and

Elizabeth Garouste

transformed an attic
room, left, using

pieces from their
frapani furnishings

collection for Lieur,

Paris. The standing

lamps with sirties-
style beehive shades,

tables, and sofa

and armchair have

synthetic resin bases

in the shape and color

of coral branches.

The bouse ernbodied a uery Frencb

douceur de vivre 
-the 

sweetness of

life that transcends rnere stylisbness

holstered feet. Two contrasting layers ofiridescent silk taffeta at the

window framed vases stuffed to the brim with roses. Genevidve

Faure's mid nineteenth century gentleman's dressing room was

equally atmospheric, with a strong Aesthetic movement feeling that

would have appealed to the voluptuary Des Esseintes, hero of Huys-

mans's influential novel A Rebours (Against the Grain).
On the top floor, next to transplanted Tennessean Hilton McCon-

nico's rooms decked out in lobster and diminutive cactus, was Mat-

tia Bonetti and Elizabeth Garouste's Petite Chambre. "We wanted

to create an underwater kingdom," explains Bonetti. A two-tone

blue palette featured coral branches floating beneath a wavelike

crown. and the rug's border was punctuated with starfish, shells,

and crabs. Something new for the contemporary team was "intro-

ducing antiques from an ancient time. " An early nineteenth-century

velvet curtain bedizened with gold cartouches and a Louis XVI

screen hid windows to exaggerate the room's otherworldliness, a

quality exhibited in the decorative schemes ofboth the old guard and

the avant-garde at the grandly Gallic showhouse. Appearing as it

did at the end ofa year filled with French bicentennial observances

of every kind, this remarkable anthology of some of the best decora-

tors of today summed up qualities that seem ineffably French: a will-

ingness to go beyond the limits of quiet good taste, an enthusiasm

for surprise and unexpected mixtures, and an unabashed embrace of
rlouceur de vivre-lhe proverbial sweetness of life that transcends

mere stylishness. ll Editor: John Ryman
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Great

of fashion" has

triumphed again.

Yves St. Laurent has

personally supervised a

selection of the most

ravishing images from

his twenty-five years as

the King of Haute

Couture. The result is

the high fashion and

photography sensation of
the decade: 53 sensuous

duotone and 79

extravagant 6-color

reproductions ofthe
work of such master

photographers as Avedon,

Horst, Helmut Newton,

Penn, David Seidner,

Snowdon and lliro,
printed on rich,

healy paper and

bound in Smy,th-sewn

boards wrapped in
cloth. Dust-jacketed

and protected in a silver

foil and black slipcase,

Yues St. Laurmt:
Images of Design is

$100 in bookstores. As

a Cond6 Nast reader.

you may order First

Edition copies at just

$70, plus $5 postage

and handling from the

Cond6 Nast Collection

Dept. 835058,

P.0. Box 10214

Des Moines, lA 50336

or call toll-free:

1-800-453-5000.

Residents of NY, CA, CO, GA, lL, lA, KI Ml, MA pleose
odd soles lox. Pleose ollow4-6 weeks for delivery.

Mulriply'mirored in on ortful photo by Dovid Seidner;
double exposure by Dovid Seidner
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I
Furniture and Textiles

Laguna Niguel

/oNancy Corzine

8747 Melrose Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90069

2t3-652-4859
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THE BEST OF FTORIDA

-
JONATHAN'S

LANDING
Casually sophisticated living is the es-

sence of Jonathan's Landing in Jupiter.
This friendly community is geared to resi-

dents interested in golfand water-oriented

recreation. Freshwater lagoons, lush land-

scaping and fresh- or salt-water frontage

add to the beauty and charm ofJonathan's

Landing. There is no through traffic, and a

system of promenades gives the series of

neighborhoods a peaceful small-town feel-

ing. Neighborhood recreation centers,

three golf courses and nine tennis courts

Advertisement

provide choices for active residents, and

the Gardens, Palm Beach County's newest

and most elaborate shopping center, is

located only frve miles away. Jonathan's

Landing is skilHully maintained with all
amenities and a fully manned and comput-

erized 2{-hour security system. It is the

ultimate in the convenience of planned

community living with a high quality
of life.

:5f-lK*
WOODFIETD

COUNTTY CI-UB
Country club living takes on a new dimen-

sion at Woodfield Country Club in Boca

Raton. Twelve very different neighbor-

hoods have been designed around a large

open playing field, central lake and seven-

acre nature preserve in this socially active

low-density community. Golf, a tennis

center, racquet sports clubhouse, and

swim and fitness club give residents a vari-

ety of options. There are programs for
children and social activities for adults of
all ages. This plush private community

has been created for relaxation and estab-

lishing friendships with other residents

who have chosen Woodfield for its warm

neighborhood feeling.

-
SEA OAKS

A gentle Gulf Stream breeze tells you

you've reached Sea Oaks at Vero Beach. A

luxury beach and tennis community, Sea

Oaks offers award-winning residential de-

signs from Dune Houses with magnificent

ocean views to Tennis Cottages with the

distinctive charm of "old Florida."

Surrounded by water, residents have

long enjoyed fishing for speckled perch,

tarpen, jack and king mackerel, and the

recent addition ofa state-of-the-art marina

will make boating yet another of the spe-

cial pleasures ofSea Oaks.

-
PAt}I BEACH POLO
& COUNTRY CLUB

Each year the finest polo players in the

world gather to compete at what is consid-

ered the international headquarters for the

sport-the Palm Beach Polo & Country

Club. Meanwhile, golfers tee off on three

challenging championship courses, and

Oceanside or riverside, you'll love our neighborhood
nity of oceanfront Dune
Houses, River Homes and
lakeside, Gnnis and River
Villas, priced from $136,000
to $565,000.

Sea Oaks. A beach club
Uncrowded, unspoiled with a halfmile of sugary
living. This is Sea Oaks. sand, 16 tennis courts, a

- ,An award-winning, new 48-slip marina, superb vero
125-acreprivateconunu. dining, naturetrails, apool

I and fftness center. Sunrise
over the Adantic. Sunset
over the Indian River.

8850 X North AIA
Beach, Florida32963 \407]. ?31.5656

Toll Free (800) 223-622?

By Glenfed De Corp., Inc., a subsidiary of Glendale Federal Bmk, the mtion's fffth-largest wings institution. Both are a part of Glenfcd,
Inc., with mts in ucru of $25 billion. Ve offer favorable finmcing, including ffxed md wiable rate mortgages md oo closing csts.
This advenirment is not m offering to residens of Nw York or Nu Jerey
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THE BEST OF FTORIDA
tennis players may choose from among

clay, grass and hard-surfaced courts.

Completing this perfect picture of a world-

class sporting facility is the l25-acre

Equestrian Club, home of the prestigious

Winter Equestrian Festival.

Recognized as one of south Florida's

most complete communities, Palm Beach

Polo offers a diverse selection ofarchitec-

tural styles, from single-family homes to

grand estate residences. The newest addi-

tion to Palm Beach Polo is the courtyard

home, surrounding a tropically land-

scaped pool. This innovative design, the

crdme de la crlme of luxury living, in-

cludes a separate and fully equipped

guesthouse.

Advertisement

-
MIZNER VIttAGE

Boca Raton 1925: World-renowned archi-

tect Addison Mizner set out to create "the

world's most architecturally beautiful

playground." The five-star Cloister Inn,

with its romantic Mediterranean atmos-

phere, stands as a testimonial to Mizner's

virtuosic talent.

Enter award-winning Architect William

Cox: Expertly reinterpreting some of the

same Mediterranean elements, Cox has

designed luscious pink and aqua towers

that rise from the earth like whimsical

sand castles. Located on the grounds of

the Boca Raton Resort and Club and on

the sparkling r{aters of the Intracoastal

Waterway, Mizner Village has set a new

standand for luxury condominiums.

Glass elevators traverse skylit central

atriums. Vast windows and French doors

lend a sense of grandeur to the spacious

suites. And open floor plans with large

protected balconies allow for the most gra-

cious entertaining.

-
THE LANDfiIARK

The Landmark is a luxury 27-story condo-

ndul$e in island livin$
Savor the best of island living in your own
Marina Villa at Hawk's Cay Resort. The Marina
Villas are set on a private island with its own
world-class resort, in the heart of the idyllic
Florida Keys. Relax by the pool. Lounge by the
sparkling blue lagoon. Enjoy the view lrom your
private, screened balcony as the boats come
back to the Marina after a day on the ocean.
lndulge in island living at Hawk's Cay Resort.

The Marina Villas are one-of-a-kind two-bed-
room villas with the Atlantic at your doorstep.
Deep sea fishing, Gulf Stream sailing, coral reef
diving and snorkeling, dolphin shows and edu-
cation programs, championship tennis and fine
dining await you at Hawk's Cay Resort: Amer-
ica's Caribbean island, yours for the taking.

Reward your success. Call the Marina Villas
at Hawk's Cay Resort today to arrange a per-
sonal tour of our fully furnished models and our
perfect private island. Toll-free in Florida: 800
432-2242. Outside of Florida: 800 327-7775.

nffiffi Itlarina Uillar
at Hawk's Cay

Priced from the low $200's
Mile Marker 61,

Duck Key, Florida 33050
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One Building.

97 Units.
From 5100 square feet.

$1,1OOP00 and up.

The 7000 st Willinms lsland.
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lbu've ToAPd
Whv settle for arut address when vou can

now have the addresJl pam Beach p5lo and
Country Club.

For as little as $200,000.
Everything you've ever wanted is here. A

wide choice ofiuperb townhomes, villas, patio
homes, and custom single-family homesjbuilt
by some of South Florida's finesibuilders.

And a full complement of exciting amenities:
45 holes of champibnship golf,Zlterinis courts,
three clubhouses-, the new-Equestrian Club,
croquet, polo, and much more.

All within minutes of excellent schools,
shopping and entertainment.Which means palm
Beach Polo is equally plrfeg for your primary
resrclence or your vacatlon home.

Why wait?
If you thought you could never afford to live

at Palm Beach P-olo, think again. Call our Sales
Center at (407) 7 9 I A l0 or l-800-4 32-3 374 now.
Or better yet, come visit and choose one of the
luxurious homes Arvida RealW is offerine todav

Then tell ttre world you've moved to"a pakir
Beach Polo address.

But no need to tell how little it cost you.

Eve
ErbrlAffited.

t
I

E 1989 Mda Rfalry [rd., UGEed Rel hre Brok6 Otrsirynd avdableh st6 whtr prchibild by Iaw Artfully finessing the issue of affordability, Palm Beach Pok
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Follow this map.
From !-95,erit
Forest Hill Boule-
vardrdrive west to
our main entrance.

From the Florida
TUrnpike, erit Lake
Worth Roadrdrive
westto US-44l,go
north to Forest Hil!
Boulevard and turn
Ieft to Palm Beach
Polo and Gountry
Glub.
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Palm Beach Polo
AND COOI\TRY CLOB

An Arvida/tandmark Community

13198 Forest Hill Boulevard
West Palm Beach, Florida 33414

OKEECHOBEE BLVD.
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THE BEST OF FTORIDA
minium tower that is close to the water,

close to golf and close to exciting shop-

ping. Located in the glamorous Aventura/

Turnberry Isle area of North Miami Beach,

the Landmark's unique residences over-

look breathtaking vistas of the Atlantic

Ocean, the Intracoastal Waterway and the

two championship golf courses of Turn-

berry Isle Country Club. A wide range of

floorplans is available, including stunning

two-story "loft" and "duplex" apartment

designs, priced from $318,560 and situ-

ated on high floors for outstanding views.

Other selections include one-, two- and

three-bedroom residences, from

$150,000 to $541,500. Recreation, from

tennis to health spa and more, and atten-

tive services provide a luxury lifestyle.

Advertisement

Occupancy is scheduled for April 1990.

The Sales Office is open 9:30-5:30 daily,

20185 East Country Club Drive, North

Miami Beach, FL 33180. Telephone (305)

935-8700 or (800) 456-3675.

-
THE WATENWAYS

Luxury living amid lush, tropical land-

scaping is the hallmark of Waterways,

Iocated in Aventura. A series of
neighborhoods provides residents with a

variety of Florida lifestyle options. From

single-family homes and town houses to

luxury high-rise condominiums, Water-

ways represents the optimum in commu-

nity living. Dramatic architectural design,

spacious living and beautiful garden views

characterize the luxurious homes of the

neighborhood, Island Way. Oversized

kitchens, private pools, sundecks and

master-bathroom spa facilities add to the

ftrst-class features of these residences.

Waterways offers the best in outdoor liv-

ing, masterful design and the romance of

southern Florida.

-
,IIARINA V!ttAS AI

HAWK'S CAY
Combine the essence of a perfect resort,

the extract ofluxury living and a pinch of

the exotic and you have the Marina Villas

at Hawk's Cay. Located on a private 65-

acre island midway down the Florida

Keys, the elegant new villas overlook

Hawk's Cay's 70-slip marina. Residents

enjoy the myriad ofpleasures ofthe resort:

tennis, swimming, whirlpool spas, fishing

and diving along the only living coral reef

in the continental U.S. The Marina Villas

at Hawk's Cay are surrounded by lush trop-

ical gardens and bordered by the turquoise

waters of the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic

Ocean. The Villas benefit from their ex-

cellent location in the Florida Key Chain,

relaxed atmosphere, year-round temperate

climate and unique amenities.

wtrLrAlvls tstAND
The 7000 Building, known as "Ultra," is
the newest venture at Williams Island in

North Miami Beach. This super-luxury

27-story condominium represents the

height of innovative design for affluent res-
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homes to private estates,
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atout tkis Jistinctive new
Boca Raton communitv.
call us at 407-994-486b.
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IHE F1EEIIS I]I.
Srngle Fomrly Homes

Iower Residences

Atrium Aponmenrs
Townhome Residences

FROM THE LOV $1005 TO

JUST OVER $1 MILLION
Your ship has come in. At The
Waterways. With Island Ways
exclusive waterfront enclave
of single family homes of
rare beauty and quality in a
maintained environment.

The Tower Residences of
Harborside present breathtaking
water views from entertainment-
sized private terraces. And lavish
interiors for great living and
entertaining.

The sophisticated Atrium
Apartments of Spinnaker Bay
are approached by glass eleva-
tors that rise midst landscaped
atriums to breeze ways and
private apartment entrances.

In the Townhomes of
Marina Cove sliding glass opens
onto huge patios and balconies.
Luxuries include lavish interiors
with vaulted ceilings, courtyard
entrances and garages.

The Waterways is
surrounded by stunning blue-
water views of the Intracoastal
and the Atlantic beyond, with
a deep water yacht harbor right
at your doorstep. A $5-million
Scandinavian Spa. Your com-
munitys own waterfront
shopping village with a fine

selection of dockside
restaurants.

And its allin the famed
Aventura/Ti.rrnberry area,
incomparable in prestige and
convenience.

Sail in today to The

Waterways, where quality. value.
and dedication to excellence
are brought to you by Coscan
Development, Ltd., through its
wholly owned subsidiary, Coscan
Waterways, Inc. With assets in
excess of $ 1 billion, and over

Ba g, Atr i u m Apa rtme n ts.

,-Hl
(207 St.) and The Waterways
entrance. (305) 935-3271.
Outside Florida call toll-free:
l-800-626-1072. Open 9:30 to
5:30 daily, and by appointment
Prices subject to change
without notice.

Harborside. Residences. lslandWag,Single-FamilgHomes.

,
t
=t
3,

16,000 homes built throughout
the United States and Canada,
Coscan is a name that has
earned your confidence.

Take I-95 to lves Dairy Road
and go east to Biscayne Blvd.
Turn north to the first light
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WePutlbu
CloserTb

Bocals Social
Fhbdc.

Mizner ViJlage puts vou
on the grcunds of The Boca

Raton Resort and Club. The

very heart of Boca'.s social

scene. And closerto every-

thing. Right on the Intra-
coastal Waterway Just across

from the beach. Near fine
restauranLs. And. of r'ourse. in

the middle of Boca society.

When you buy an Arwida

home at Mizner Village, we'lI

Resort and Club.o So you can

take adr,antage of their cham-

pionship golf, fivestar dining
andBeachClub.

Mizner villa$e. with the ele-

gance and attention to detail

that make Arvida homes Flori-

da's most coveted.

Prices start at $262,000. For

more information, mail us the

coupon. Or call (4f7) 39 4 -37 OO.

Do it today. Because there's

one more thing MiznerVillage
is closer to: selling out.

City, St.,

Itail to: Arvida Ii@ll,y &rl€s, Ltd.. Il0 Ilq 1OO,

Dept. IlG2. Bo(a natou, !'1, 3:1429.

A Pril'ate Arvida Communitv At
The tsoca llalon ResoflAnd Club.
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H9yev91we got here, one thing is certain. Water attracts us. And that's what makes living atJonathan's Landing
so attractive. More fhart120 acres of water. Much of it salt water connected to the IntracoastaiWiterway. Which, ii
turn, leads to the ocean.

So you can go from your back door to Neptune's backyard in
9" 4ry land,-we've built 5a holes of championship goif. TWo

Hills. But beware the hazards- slices are attract6d to wa:teir as well.

a matter of minutes. Floating all the way.
courses designed by Tom Fazio, one by Arthur

Single-family homesites are priced from$275,000; patio homesites from $140,000. If
you're interested in a new home or condominium, we've got that, too.

But mostly we've got water. Water, water everywheie. And direct access to the sea. It's
calling. So call us at (4071746-2561. Or mail the coupon toJonathan's Landing, Jupiter, FL 3Z4ZZ. JUPITER, FLOR

Addres City State zipNme
A coImuity dwelopment by 6 ALCOA Properties, lnc. This is trot il offering to IIy, NJ, or IL residents. Prices subject to change. This is not an offering. Sales en only be made in hlrn B€acl counry

to
exrolve fromthe sea.
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Ir Ylcu TUINK Turtls OpEN Snncn,
\[A.IITI[ YOU COME IXSTDE.

Ivo Storv Loft Penthouse
priced from $318,560.

I{ASTER BEDROOM

-4==-

OPEN TO
L]VI}iG ROO!'I

BELO\I

Y- BALCONY
BELOW

\.
BEDROOM #3

\
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KITCHEN

2-STORY DINING RoON,I
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Penrhouse, from $318,560. Or a variety
of sinsle-storv One. Two and Three
Bedro"om r.riLiences, f rom $ 150p00

to $541,500. Overlooking the ocean,

{/*

Intracoastal Waterwav and golf courses

of exciti ng Turnberryisle. Sih ed ule d
occupdncu April a990.

'Open 
9:30 to 5:30 7 days a week, at

20185 East Country Club Diive, N. Miami
Beach, IL 33180. Bioker participation wel-
come. (305) 935-8700 or taO0-+S6-3675

UNPARATLETED APARTMENT RESIDENCES

OI'ENTO
DlNING.BOOM

BELOW

l
L

SurBrnr De5rqd W Ri*ffied k]'trdr
R#rL{.s*idtr AtA. PA.

n

Inside and out, The Landmark is one-of-
a-kind. Our ooen. oanoramic views are

a prelude to th. opin spaciousness o[
orlr soecial two-s{orv a6artment desisns.
Chodse a Manhattanlstyle "duplex'r
aDartment home. availa6le on the 16th

rhru2Tthstories, or a dramatic "loft"



idents. Multiple terraces, accommoda-

tions for private help, computer-controlled

systems for lighting and temperature

levels, plus thermos;atically controlled

wine and fur closets are only a few of
the luxurious appointments at "Ultra."
Kitchens are equipped with every modern

convenience, a vault and safety closet are

located in each residence and a special

tradesman entrance enhances the security

of each apartment. A lounge for chauffeurs

and special garage services are available

to residents. Special building services in-

clude afternoon tea, evening cocktails,

evening dinner service, building switch-

board and executive business suite. A pri-
vate gatehouse, valet service, doorman

and concierge complete "Ultra's" high

level of luxury living.

rHE BEST OI FIORIDA
To order brochures and information
about the real estate properties fea-
tured in this section, complete the
coupon below by circling the corre-
sponding number and send to: HG
magazine, P.O. Box 16O8, Riverton,
NJ 08077-9908.

1. Jonathan's Landing
2. The Landmark

3. Marina Villas at Hawk's Cav
4. Mizner Village
5. Palm Beach PoIo & Countrv Club
6. Sea Oaks

7. The Waterways

B. Williams Island
9. Woodfield Country Club

Name 

--Address

City State 

- 
Zip 

-This offer expires April 1, 1990.

Please allow 4--6 weeks for delivery.

Offer is available only in the U.S. and
its territories.

\IEL\\IE PAINE

PAINT
I ,, u. easv as abra-
I cadabraiThe
quick-change magic
of paint. Use it to
define a doorway',
texture a $'all, stencil

othing trans-
forms a room

more magicallythan
fabric! Draped ele-
gantly over windo\4,s,
sw?thed simply orcr
a favorite chair, sus-
pended softly from
the ceiling, fabric
instantly changes the
character of every-
thing it touches.
Whether your decorat-
ing style is traditional
or minimal, subtle or
Iarish, you'll find inspir-
ation on e\,ery page!
Fabric Magic is a
sourcebookofideas for
windows, bedrooms, furnishings, walls and ceilings.
Techniques, trade secrets, and sewing tips are
explained in easy-to-understand languagc.
An-vbody can do it! Hard cor,rr, 215 pages.r\
\ rr" 357o when vou order both
\J booksl Order Paint )lagic.or
Fabric Nlagic, at 2oo/o below the
regular bookstore price. Order trofi
books for 35o/o offthe regular price.

Call TOLL-FREE 1-8OO-453-9OOO

or send check, money order or
credit card information to:
Cond6 Nast Collection,
Dept. 845016, P.O. Box 10214,
Des Moines,IA 50336.
Paint Magic $16.00

(tull price, $19.95)
Fabric Magic $24.00

(tull price, $29.95)
Both Books $32.00

(a $49.9O value!)

lrarn the secrets of sponging,
lacquering, marbling and more. From
tortoise-shelling to trompe l'oeil,

glazing to $aining. Once practiced
only by masters of illusircn, these

techniques are revealed in terms
decorator

Paint Magic shows you
easy and inexpensive

techniques guar-
anteed to add a
magic touch to any
home. Lavishlv
illustrated, with'
120 color photo-
graphs, it's the most
complete guide to
the special effects
ofdecoratir,'e paint
and finishes. Soft
cover, 240 pages.

T{AGIC
IN

HOME!

a floor. Create finishes
and flourishes that
transform flat surfaces
into fantasy!

Discover the simplest
ways to odd texture,
pottern, color to

Jlotpainted wolls,
woodwork,Jurniture.

A step-by-step guide to
shode constuction,
cornices, curtain
headings, ond bard-
wore, Special eflects
yu can do!

Please add $2.50 per book
for postage & handling or
$4.00 for both.
Residenrsol N.ll CA, CO IL. IU,A. Ml, IA
pleas add appmpriare sales tu. Plear allow up ro Ibur reeks for delir ery

FTORIDA

Please send me the brochures circled.

N.,
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Return to an
Old#atior*d

Gt d*r,

Pinks, Purple Loosestrife and Jacobl Ladder.
For the first time, an American writer reveals to

American gardeners the splendors of long-forgotten
flowers that are enjo;nng a resurgence of gardening
interest. And the result is a great, gorgeous bouquet
of a book: both a practical guide to using antique
species in contemporary gardens, and a nostalgic
evocation of a lusher, more romantic gardening era.

Illustrated with 200 enchanting full-color pho-
tograplrs, the 160 pages of Antt4w Fbpert are packed
with everyhing from history to folklore to essential

most of their modern counterparts. And at the end
you'll find a complete list of nurseries from which you
can order the plants and seeds.

Measuring 10" x 10" and hardbound, AntQut
Flowert sells for a reasonable $29.95 in bookstores.
But as a Cond6 Nast reader, you can have it for 20o/o

less: just $24.00 plus $2.50 shipping and handling.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-455-8100, or send your
check and order inflormation to:
C.onde Nast Collection Dept. 505024,
P.O. Box 10214, Des Moines, IA 50356.

over beds of Canterbury Bells and C,ottage

ing Sea Kale. Let your eyes wander
with English Primrose and Flower-
bine. Gaze down paths lined

out over fields of

disease and neglect -and more beautiful - than
grow, more fragrant, more resistant to

antique species that are often easier to
heart is a portfolio devoted to 50

Foxglove and Colum-
information on soil, light, cli-

mate and care. At the book's

Residents of NY CA, GA, IL, IA, MI, MA pleae add appropriate sales u Pleae allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.



HAND MADE IN ENGLAND
exclusively through Smallbone showrooms

I50EAST5gTHSTREET NEWvORK NYlO155. Tel:(212)486-a530 Sl5SOUTHBOBEBTSONBLVD LOSANGELES CA90048. Tel(213)550'7299

For your 48 page $5.00 full color catalog of Kitchens, Bedrooms and Bathrooms phone: (212) 4A6-4530 or (213) 55O'7299 (west coast),

alternatively, send $5.00 to: Smallbone Inc., 150 East 58th Street, New York, NY 10155.

Name

Address

lblephone

Zip Code

HG FEBRUARY I99O
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Deep-dish entr6es serve up

down-home comfort
By Gene Hovis

L*" always had a particular affection for the do-ahead one-dish
meal that can take on the air ofa special occasion. I can't think of
anything that fits the bill betterthan a steaming golden-crusted meat
or poultry pie, filling the room with its mouth-watering aroma. Ac_
companied by a simple appetizer, a green salad, dessert, and a bottle
of your favorite wine, it's a recipe for entertaining with a mini_
mum of fuss. Potpies that don't
have a bottom crust, such as

the classic beef and chicken
pies, can be made well in ad-

vance-the day before, if nec-

essary-and simply popped
into the oven an hour before
dinner. Pies with bottom
crusts disappoint by gerring
soggy if you make them wait
to be baked.

I think my enthusiasm for
potpie began when I was a boy
in North Carolina. Wednesday
was Chicken Potpie Day in my
school, an occasion to be an-

ticipated and savored. Years later when I moved to New york, I dis_
covered a splendid little restaurant called Mother Hubbard's in my
Greenwich Village neighborhood. I became a loyal patron because
Mother H's chicken potpie, a specialty of the house, was as good as

those I remembered from childhood.
Fashions in food are as changeable as the width of men's neckties

and the length of women's skirts. We are now seeing a shift away
from bizarre combinations and minuscule portions arranged on a
plate like a still life, trends that have dominated American cuisine in
recent years. It's back to basics-honest, hearty food is in, preten_
tious food is out.

Potpies have been around in one form or another for hundreds of
years. The frontispiece of a French cookbook translated and pub-
lished in London in the seventeenth century features a drawing
of a peacock pie gamished with the bird's head and tail positioned
on the pie as if back where nature intended them to be. Later,

English cookbooks made their way into the kitchens of colonial
America and an ambitious cook of that time could find directions
for a Hare and Pig Pye. The Pennsylvania Germans have taken
justifiable pride in their version of potpie, called bottboi, since pio-
neer days. Really a kind of stew, it is made with poached chicken
and fresh noodles or dumplings. And dear to the hearts-and
palates-of most Britons is steak and kidney pie, a combination
of chunks of sirloin steak and veal kidneys in a rich brown sauce
topped with flaky pastry.

No account of the history of potpies would be complete, howev-
er, without a mention of the Automats, a large chain of cafeterias
run by Hom & Hardart, known to its devotees as H & H. The Auto-
mat dominated serve-yourself eating for years and was a hangout
and home away from home for many people, myself included.

Eating at the Automat required a first stop at the cashier,s counter
where dollar bills were changed into nickels, dimes, and quarters.
On one side of the cafeteria gleaming white-tiled walls provided the
setting for the long steam table behind which workers wearing spot-
less white portioned out whatever you chose from an enorrnous ar-
ray of foods. But the Automat's main attraction was the little metal-
framed glass doors that honeycombed a large expanse of wall in
another part of the cafeteria. Behind each door was a treasure wait-
ing to be eaten-beef and chicken potpies, baked macaroni and

cheese, all kinds ofsandwiches,
little casseroles of Boston baked
beans, and rice pudding, among
other tempting edibles. To take
possession of your prize, you
had only to deposit the required
amount of coins in a slot (in
those days, usually two or three
nickels) and.the door would
magically unlock.

My absolute favorites, of
course, were the potpies filled
with savory chunks of beef or
chicken, pearl onions, and
string beans, bathed in a deli-
cious gravy. As an added treat, I

The last Automat in l{ew York would buy a side order of green
Cityprovidesanappropriatesetting peas at the steam table, cut a
for chicken potpie, long a favorite hole in the center of the crust,ofcafeteriaconnoisseurs' 

and carefully pour in the peas,
swishing them around in the gravy to distribute them evenly.

Caught up recently in a wave of nostalgia, I invited some of my
former Automat eating companions for an H & H evening. The
menu was based on food favorites from those days. Although chick-
en potpie was the featured dish, I couldn't resist also including
baked macaroni and cheese, lemon pie, and pumpkin pie. During
dinner we swapped memories. One friend recalled a birthday party
she hosted at the Automat when she presented each of her guests
with a modest supply of coins and the privilege of choosing his or
her own party food. Another friend, a struggling young actor in his
Automat days, remembered how he would order just a serving of
potato salad but would augment it with lemonade that he made with
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SeeYourWorld
The

Eyes A
Great Decorator

Mart Hampton is admired
throughout the world for the
incomparable taste and style he
brings to clients in his decorating.
Now he brings the same fresh
ideas, keen observations, and
professional advice to you in this
wise, warm, extraordinary volume.
In 37 essays he guides you through
everything irom "The Uses of
Wallpaper" to "The Delights ol
Chinoiserie," irom "Setting the
Table" to "Learning Irom the
English Country House." There
are whole sections devoted to
colors, individual elements such
as curtains and iireplaces, styles,
materials, even decorating out-
doors. He has illuminated the text
with over 100 oI his exquisite
watercolors and added his own
wonderf ul handwritten notes.

Mark Hampton ()n Decorating
is one oI the most personal books
ever created by a great decorator,
as well as informative, engaging,
and inspiring.

To reserve your copy in the
special slipcased edition created
exclusively Ior Cond6 Nast read-
ers, please send your name and
address with check, money order,
or credit information Ior $29.95
plus $3.00 shipping for each
book to:
The Cond6 Nast Collection, PO.
Box 10214, Des Moines, IA 50336.
Or, ior Credit card orders:

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-453-1400

CA, CO,IA, MA, NY, KX GA, MI,
IL residents please add applicable
sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks
ior delivery.
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a glass of water, free wedges of fresh lemon,

and sugar (from the dispenser on the tables).

And none of us could forget how, after a

nickel was dropped into the proper slot, a sil-
very spigot shaped like a dolphin's head
poured coffee-always piping hot and filling
the mug perfectly.

If you're planning to make a nostalgic
deep-dish dinner of your own, there are plen-

ty of potpie recipes from which to choose.

OLD.FASHIONED CHICKEN POTPIE

Crust
4 cups sifted all-purpose flour
I pound cold butter, cut into cubes

1/+ cups ice water

Chicken and Stock
I chicken or capon, 6-7 pounds
8 cups chicken broth, fresh or canned
I carrot, unpeeled and scrubbed
I large whole onion, peeled
4 stalks celery, cut in two
4 sprigs parsley, Italian or curly

Salt and freshly ground pepper

Filling
Cooked chicken, skinned and
cut into substantial pieces

4 carrots, scraped and sliced in
%-inch rounds

/z pound string beans. cut into
l-inch pieces

l2 small white onions
4 stalks celery, cut into %-inch slices
2 medium parsnips, scraped and

cut into /z-inch rounds
2 medium potatoes, peeled and cut

into l-inch cubes
lOtlz ounce package frozen green peas

4 ounce jar pimientos, drained
and diced

Sauce
I cup flour

3/c cup water
Chicken stock (see above)

I cup grated Parmesan cheese
I cup heavy cream

Salt and pepper

Don't let the length of this recipe discourage
you. I can't pretend it's a 30-minute dish, but
much can be done in advance. You can prepare
the chicken, stock, and piecrust a day or two
ahead. For the piecrust, a cook in a hurry could
use prepared or frozen puff pastry. Capon is my
bird of choice. It is meaty and flavorful and will
not fall apart even after long cooking.
Crust. Place flour and butter in food processor
fitted with the steel blade. Process, turning on
and off rapidly, just until butter is cut into flour
and consistency is crumbly. Add ice water, in-
creasing amount if needed, turning processor
on and off a few times, just until dough begins
to form. (Ifyou don't have a food processor, put
the flour in a bowl. Add butter, cutting it in with

a pastry blender or two knives until the mixture
is the consistency ofcoarse cornmeal. Sprinkle
with ice water and toss with a fork until ingredi-
ents adhere.) Gather the dough into a ball and
flatten slightly. Flour lightly, covertightly with
plastic wrap, and refrigerate until ready to use.
Stock. Place chicken in a large pot with chicken
broth, carrot, onion, celery, and parsley. If
broth doesn't completely cover solid ingredi-
ents, add more broth or water. Cover pot and
slowly bring to a boil. Reduce heat and slide
cover over so pot is open an inch or two. Skim
surface of stock frequently until scum changes
to white foam. Simmer about I hour or until
bird is tender and the juices at the thigh joint run
clear when pierced with a knife. Remove chick-
en and let cool. Strain stock and discard vegeta-
bles. Season stock to taste with salt and pepper.
Skim fat off the surface (or let cool, cover with
plastic wrap, and refrigerate a few hours or
ovemight; the solidified fat can then be more
completely and easily removed).
Filling. When the chicken is cool enough to
handle, remove skin and cut meat into large
chunks. Set aside. Cook carrots, string beans,
onions, celery, parsnips, and potatoes in the
stock, covered, for 9-10 minutes until barely
tender. Add peas 1 minute before vegetablos are

done. Strain stock and return to pot, reserving
vegetables. Reduce stock by cooking over mod-
erately high heat about 30 minutes. There
should be about 8 cups of concentrated stock.
Add pimientos to vegetables and mix thorough-
ly. Spread chicken pieces over the bottom of a
lightly oiled l4-by-ll-by-2-inch ovenproof
baking dish. Cover with vegetables.
Sauce. ln asmall bowl mix flour and water until
smooth, then slowly stir into the hot stock and

cook over moderate heat, whisking with wire
whisk until sauce is smooth and the consistency
of heavy cream. Stir in grated Parmesan cheese

and heavy cream. Heat through, but do not boil.
Add salt and pepper ifnecessary. Ladle sauce (7

cups) over filling to top of baking dish. Dust
with freshly ground black pepper. Let cool be-

fore covering with crust.
On a lightly floured surface, roll out dough to

a 3/a- to %-inch thickness. Allow for a gener-
ous l-inch overlap all around. Cover filling
with crust, rolling back the overlap and crimp-
ing with the tines of a fork to make it adhere
tightly to the edge ofbaking dish. Cut vents in
crust to allow steam to escape. Refrigerate for at

least t hour before baking.
Preheat oven to 400 degrees Fahrenheit.

Place baking dish on aluminum foil or baking
sheet to catch any juicesbubbling over. Bake 20
minutes. Reduce heat to 375 degrees and bake
an additional 35-40 minutes or until crust is
nicely browned. Serves l2 or more.

VEAL, HAI|I, AND LEEK PIE

Crust
2 cups all-purpose flour
% teaspoon salt
% cup lightly salted

butter
I egg yolk

3-4 tablespoons cold water

I
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Filling

I cup leeks, green and white parts
coarsely chopped

Va cup (% stick) butter
7a cup fresh breadcrumbs
% cup milk
I cup cooked lean ham, cut into strips
I cup cooked veal, cut into strips
I egg, lightly beaten
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
2 tablespoons minced fresh parsley
1 tablespoon chopped fresh basil

or I teaspoon dried
I teaspoon grated lemon rind
I cup well-seasoned veal stock
I cup well-seasoned chicken stock

o Solariums-Choose
from 10 systems in
wood or aluminum,
curved or straight.

. Patio Rooms-Choose
from 3 designs, insulated
solid roof or glass, built
on your deck.

o Heat Mirror'u
Glass-Keeps summer
heat out, winter heat in.

o NewProducts-
Wood cladwindows,
doors, skylights.

Save two waYs on our most
popular solahiums and patio

Salt and freshly ground pepper
3 hard-cooked eggs, cut

into quarters
Egg wash (l egg yolk beaten
with 2 tablespoons cream and
pinch of salt)

Crusr. Sift flour and salt into bowl. Cut butter
into small pieces and coat with flour. Rub the
butter in with flour using fingertips until mix-
ture is crumblike. Make a well in the center of
flour mixture. Add egg yolk and then water.
Mix quickly, pressing mixture together with
fingers (adding more water if necessary) to
make a smooth dough. Turn dough onto a

floured board and knead lightly for a few sec-
onds. Divide dough into two portions, wrap in

fooms:

BRING TIIIS AD TO A
PARTICIPATING LOCATION TO
RECEIVE YOUR BIG SAVINGS!

Over 27O independently owned
and operated franchised
locations worldwide.

$UFIUMS . PAIO F6MS . SMDES
WNPWS . @RS . SgLlCrc
tfur l,iottrg... htfu rs' "

For FREE BROCHURE md ncarest lo€tion,
CALL TOLL FREE 1-8O0-rOUR SEASONS (1-EOO-368-7732) orwite:

E YEs! Send me a FREE "(;uide to Beautiful Li\ing Space':

n l've enclord t5.oo for "'lte (bmplctc Btr)k of s(rtriums" md
"B€fore md After tdea B(rck':

plastic, and chill for 30 minutes.
Filling. Cut the leeks into 2-inch slices and
swirl them around in a bowl of water, changing
it a few times until no dirt remains in the bottom
of the bowl. Drain well. Chop leeks coarsely
and saut6 in % cup of butter until wilted. Trans-
fer to a large bowl. Soak the breadcrumbs in
milk and add them to the bowl along with the re-
maining ingredients except the hard-cooked
eggs. Add salt and pepper to taste. Preheat oven
to 425 degrees.

Roll out halfthe dough and line bottom and
sides of a shallow casserole (or l0-inch pie
dish) 2t/t inches deep with sloping sides and a

%-inch rim. Spoon a third of the pie filling into
casserole, a layer of eggs, another third of the
filling, remaining eggs, and remaining filling.
Dome the top so that the crust will be high in the
center. Roll out top crust and moisten the edge
of bottom crust with egg wash. Arrange top
crust in place and cut slits to allow steam to
escape. Trim the overhang and crimp to seal

the edges. Paint top with egg wash. Bake 25
minutes. Reduce heat to 350 degrees and con-
tinue baking 35 minutes longer. Ifcrust begins
to get too dark, cover loosely with foil. Use
a baking sheet or a layer of foil under the cas-

serole to catch drippings. Serve pie at room
temperature or cold. A glass of ale is a fine ac-
companiment. Serves 4-6.

MEAT AND POTATO PIE

Filling
'/4 cup vegetable oil
I cup coarsely chopped onions
I cup coarsely chopped celery

% cup chopped green pepper
2 pounds ground sirloin
/2 cup tomato sauce
I teaspoon ground rosemary

Salt and freshly ground pepper

Topping
5 large potatoes, peeled and boiled

Va cup (Vz stick) melted butter
24 cup grated Parmesan cheese

% cup heavy cream
Salt and pepper
Paprika

Filling. Heat oil in a large skillet. Add onions,
celery, and green pepper. Mix well and cook for
5 minutes, stirring a few times so that vegeta-
bles cook evenly. Add ground sirloin and con-
tinue to cook and stir until meat loses its raw
look. Mix in tomato sauce and rosemary. Sea-

son to taste with salt and pepper. Transfer to a

lightly oiled casserole-a 9-by-13-by-2-inch
rectangle or a deep lO-inch pie dish. Preheat
oven to 375 degrees.
Topping. Mash cooked potatoes until smooth.
Add melted bttter, t/z cup of the Parmesan
cheese, and the heavy cream. Beat until light
and fluffy. Season to taste with salt and pepper.
Spread potato topping over meat and smooth
with a spatula. With the tines of a fork, draw di-
agonal lines on topping. Sprinkle with remain-
ing Parmesan cheese and dust with paprika.
Bake 40-45 minutes or until topping is golden
brown. Serves 6-8. a

7.We'oe rorlad brck tbe prioes to 79E9,
2. Plus-take ap to 70"/o otf last year's low prices.
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The Solid Cherry China Cabinet. If this piece doesn't pass our inspecrion ir won't pass
through our doors. Crafted and signed bj,'the hands of i{arden. Senh $1, fb;u **fi.r"
set of Portfolios to Harden Furnituie, McConnellsville, New York 13401. t"t. g$-Z+S-f OOO.
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ther let it go nor been content to relinquish the house I grew up in to

my mental meanderings. Instead I take every available opportunity

to retum. Rooted in the privacy of my old home, I pop in a dusty

eight-track tape of Mitch Miller's Christmas Album and shameless-

ly indulge in a torrent of uninhibited, unabashed, and decidedly un-

hip sentiment. Then strange things begin to happen. Things I can't

explain. Why, after fifteen years of vegetarianism, does the smell of
sizzling bacon beckon? Why do I get teary-eyed over a glass of Tang

or downright mournful when I hear the opening bars to the theme

from The Jackie Gleason Show? Why

do I shut all the doors and

One of the stars of TV's Anything But Love

revisits the scenes of her childhood

By Ann Magnuson

f u.n though I threw my crystals away years

Fugo. I still have a weakness for psychics. The

L only way I can justify this embarrassment is to

point out that they are far cheaper than psychia-

trists and just as effective. So when I was in Min-
neapolis last year, I had to visit a psychic in St.

Paul who came highly recommended. Her eye-

sore of a house sat crumbling alongside rows of
tidy suburban houses nestled in a middle American neighborhood

that looked just like the neighborhood I grew up in back east.

Twice her trance was intemrpted by the sounds of a giant German

shepherd throwing up in the next room, but finally I got to ask my

most burning question: "Is my father making a mistake selling our

house?" "Yes," she answered unequivocally, but I was to (A) Let

it go, (B) Be content to visit the house in my memories and dreams,

and (C) Please pay her $85 in cash.

Since that edict was delivered from the "other side,'' I have nei-

Home Sweet Suburbio

;
o

Actress Ann

i.lagnuson today,

left, and, above

righg in 1955

before one

of her early
performances.

ilagnuson mans

the lemonade

stand, above.

Left: With her

brother, 8obby,

in front of
the house they
grew up in.

secretly turn on the Muzak station? Is it so I can smirk Letterman-

style at the Postmodern inanity of it all? Or is it so I can instantly feel

my parents in the next room where their transistor radio plays the

diluted standards as they ready themselves for an evening out?

All this nostalgic angst because a bright orange disarmingly

generic FoR SALE BY owNER sign looms ominously in our azalea

garden. Our home sweet suburban home is being unceremoni-

ously dumped on the market and with it my only link to a glorious

Beaver Cleaver past.
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of closeness becomes a lasting memory marked
forever by your Howard Miller clock. For a full-color

of Howard Miller's world of clock, send $5 to

X'Howard Miller Clock Company
860 East Main Street, Zeeland, Michigan 49464

The "Remembrance" oah (or cherry) tipb chime curio grandfathu clork.
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THE HG DIRECTORY

A monthly guide to the toll-free numbers

of prestigious advertisers in the building and

remodeling, furniture, home fashions, and

tabletop markets. Call for further information

about products and serices, to order brochures,

or for information on store locations.

BUILDING AND REMODELING
AGA Cookers 800-633-9200

American Standard 800 -gzl -7 7 O 0 X4023
Andersen Corporation 800-255-2550

G.E. Appliances 800-626-2000
Kohler Color Coordinates 800-772-1814 DEPT

Kohler Company 8004-KOHLER
PPG Industries, Inc. 800-2-GET-PPG

FURNITURE
Century Fhrniture Company 800-852-5552

Drexel Heritage Flrnishings Inc. 800-447-4700
Expressions Custom Furniture 800-542$4519

Hekman [irrniture 800-253-9249
Henredon F\rniture Industries 800-'144-3682

Kittinger 800-876-23/8
thomasville [irrniture 800-225-0265

Wesley Allen Brass Beds 800-541-3027

HOME FASHIONS
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. 800-233-3823

Colonial Williamsburg 800-446-9240
Duette by Hunter Dou$as 800-32-STYLE

DuPont@ "Stainmaster" Carpet 800-4-DUPONT
Karastan 800-234-1120

Laura Ashley Home Collection 8OO-223-G9V

Baintree Designs 8OO422-44OO

Revrnan 800-23/-0658
Vectra Fbbric hotector 800-241-'1880

TABLETOP
Georg Jensen 800-223-1275

Lenox China & Crystal 800-635-3669
Noritake Company, Inc. 800-562-1991

0rrefors 800-351-9842

Beed & Barton 800-3z8-1383

Royal Cop enha gen 80 0-223 -127 5
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Sometimes I wonder why I get so upset

over the prospect of strangers moving in. It's
not as if it's the same house we built in 1960.

The tasteful Jackie Kennedy White House

tour touches that my mother spent the prime

of her life maintaining were long ago laid to

waste by the appearance of the inevitable
stepmother and her counteroffensive deco-

Wby, after

fifteen years of

aegetarianism, does

tbe smell of sizzling

bacon beckon ?

tal fashion, the entire incident was forgot-

ten-just in time for the Uriah Heep concert.

Still, I'd scream, "When I'm eighteen, I'm
leaving and never coming back!"

Then why do I feel as ifthe breath has been

knocked out of me when Dad talks about sell-

ing the house? Is it because after ten years of
self-imposed exile from Main Street, USA,

to the crack-filled roach-infested slums of in-

ner-city Bohemia, the promise of a fully op-

erating toilet, heat in the winter, and freshly

plastered walls is palatable again? Or is it be-

cause real estate prices for comparable hous-

ing in New York and Los Angeles have

soared into the stratosphere, condemning us

all to rent hell? Or is this simply another case

of Waspish "thirtysomething" whining that

has no place in a country of a million home-

less people? One thing's for sure, the prom-

ise of liquid equity has replaced any hope of
achieving a sense of permanence in this

Bush-whacked country of ours. Eastman Ko-

dak can only preserve so much.

Fortunately the real estate market in my

hometown has bottomed out. Although it
doesn't do my father any good, it gives me a

chance to return once again and re-repack the

storage boxes in the basement that are full of
school papers, half-filled diaries, bad college

poetry, Creepy Crawlers, an autographed

eight-by-ten of Soupy Sales, my first pair of
platform shoes, an old rusted gerbil cage,

two Troll houses, the entire oeuvre of Milton
Bradley, and other memorabilia useless to

anyone besides myself. I'll save it all until

my dying day and shift the thankless task of
dividing it between Goodwill and the inciner-

ator to an indifferent executor.

Until then I can sneak home and swing in

the hammock Dad puts up in the backyard

during the summer. It used to be so easy to

lose yourself there amid the hypnotic sounds

of lawn mowers and the narcotic smell of
charbroiled burgers. Up in the sky, specks of
light left a (naze of crisscrossing trails that

turned from white to orange to fuchsia before

disappearing into the night. You'd wonder

where the jets were going and imagine your-

self traveling past the sprinklers and bird

feeders, exploring the world that lay beyond

the patio. What exactly was out there was

anyone's guess. But one thing was certain-
that pinprick in the map you called home was

the center of the universe and, like gravity,

would always pull you back. I

rating strategies. Gone are the green and gold

color scheme and Colonial motifs, replaced

by powder-blue and baby-pink pastels and

reams of Laura Ashley wallpaper. Scented

soaps, dried-flower arrangements, spray-

painted pussy willows, lacquered cattails,

and ceramic bowls of potpourri fill every

nook and cranny. My old room-which I was

guilty of transforming from a frilly pink pre-

pubescent boudoir to a black-lit, Day-Glo
shag-carpeted opium den-disappeared
completely to make room in the master bed-

room for aJacuzzi that no one ever uses. In
every part ofthe house, foreign furniture oc-

cupies once-friendly territory. Familiar up-

holstery lovingly stained with Nestl6 Quik
now sits mildewing in the basement covered

with the petrified droppings of the dreaded

Siamese stepcat.

The basement! It holds so many treasured

memories. From the childhood reenactments

of favorite Srar lrek episodes to the night my
parents caught me and my high school chums

having a cherry vodka and pot party to cele-

brate David Bowie's much-anticipated TV
appearance on The Midnight Special. ln a

voice that could have doubled for God's in
The Ten Commandmenrs, Dad bellowed,
"Ann, it smells like burnt rope down here. "
I was grounded for six months and forbidden

to ever watch subversive programming like
Don Kirshner's Rock Concert again. But the

sentence was soon reduced to three weeks

and by the following weekend, in true paren-
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Winter visitors receive a warm welcome

at Minnesota's venerable Naniboujou Lodge

By Karin Winegar

t,*, years ago, Duluth bankers, chicago sportsmen, and New

York writers and celebrities, including Ring Lardner, Babe Ruth,

and Jack Dempsey signed on as charter members of the elite Nani-

boujou Club. They purchased 3,3fi) acres along the Brule River, in-

cluding a mile of Lake Superior shoreline, fifteen miles northeast of

Grand Marais, Minnesota, and optioned 8,000 additional acres

along the nearby lakes for their private hunting chalets.

Naniboujou Lodge, named for the Cree spirit of the outdoors,

was slated to have tennis courts, a golf course, a swimming pool,

stables, and beach pavilions. The 1929 market crash, however, put

an end to these projects and to the arrival of elegant families who

traveled to Naniboujou by steamship across the Great Lakes. What

remains today is the original lodge, a heavy-shuttered gaping horse-

shoe-shaped building of weathered cedar and cypress trimmed in
cinnabar and maize. Five massive wooden flagpoles rise from the

gambrel roof. On one side, the lawn slopes down to thickets of ruby-

branched alder and rustling horsetail where the Brule River mean-

ders into Lake Superior. On the other, it spreads out to a rocky beach

of the plummy pink granite that permeates the north.

Indoors, a 30-by-80-foot dining hall features soaring vaulted ceil-

ings and walls aglow in a sort of psychedelic Art Moderne interpre-

tation of Cree Indian designs. The paint is virtually undimmed since

designer Antoine Gouff6e applied it in the nine weeks before the

lodge opened in July 1929. The Iargest native rock fireplace in Min-
nesota, 200 tons of Lake Superior stone laid by a Swedish mason,

flanks one end of the hall. At the other shimmers a mural of a dreamy

blue-lidded Naniboujou. At night

the haunting owl faces, the teeth,

claws, and humped noses along the

walls blaze by firelight like techni-

color beadwork.

Much of the original furniture re-

mains: a ten-sided gossip seat up-

holstered in faded coral velvet, two
massive oak library tables incised

with the owl motif, overstuffed
armchairs, and carved chandeliers

ofbalsam pine and parchment.

Young owners Tim and Nancy

Ramey and their five lively chil-
dren are robust and athletic, and

their north woods chAteau once fre-

quented by city swells now serves

hikers and honeymooners, wander-

ers and writers. There are still no

telephones or television. Instead,

guests cross-country ski in the adja-
The incised wood lantern over l{anibouiou's centparkorhiketotheDevil'sKef
main door, above, may have bcen.a model 

tle, a waterfall that splits in two.

The great halt with cr"" ."i:r. p"ir"aT= Gouges at Naniboujou's front

1929 by Antoine Gouff6e. Above lefc Yisitors doormarkitasascratchingpostfor

to the l{anibouiou shore of Lakc Superioy black bears, and deer and moose

once arrived by lake steamer. browse the meadow behind the vol-
leyball court and basketball hoop.

A pair of otters galumph along the trout-fishing paths on the Brule,

and a bald eagle recently made off with one of the three Canadian

geese that graze on the lawn. True to its original billing, Naniboujou

is still a place to ''plunge into the wilderness. " lt
For reservations contact Tim and Nancy Ramey, Naniboujou Lodge,
HC I Box 505, Grand M arais, MN 5 5604 ; (2 I 8 ) 387 -2688.

Superior lodgingt
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I There s a place whereyou can sink
into a soft ch air, turn on answenn8machinethe
and the rest of the world doesn't have to exist.

I

Heritage Upholstery For the nearestyou, call toll free 800-44

REXEL HERITAG
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Y-es. therei one thing that s crnwded on Seabourn Cruise Line. Your

daily agenda. But nothing else.

To the Mediterranean we'll keep you as busy as you want to be.

Unless you prefer to relax and do nothing. But who can resist:

The legendary Isle of Elba. Site of Napolean's exile. And his ..maskl,

The opulent languor of St. topez and Nice on the Riviera.

The sensual Creek Islands. From Crete to Corinth to Corfu. And

the classical mainland itself.

And ltaly! The canals of Venice. The breathtaking bay of Sorrento.

The ancient cities near Vesuvius. And Sicily at the tip of "The Bootl'

And as you explore the Mediterranean you'll relax in space.

Unprecedented space. Because Seabourn ships are full size but carry only

212 passengers. Comparably sized ships carry 400.

So everyone enjoys an outside suite. With walk-in closet. Large bath.

Sitting area with five foot wide viewing window.

Seabourn. The history and art of the Mediterranean. On ships

that are making history in the art of cruising. call your travel professional.

or for our newest brochure call (415) 391-7444 or write seabourn cruise Line,

55 Francisco St., San Francisco. CA 94133.

Seaboum sails the Mediterranean throughout the spring, summer and fall of 1990.

Cruises are 7, 14, 2l or more days.

Embark at Istanbul, Piraeus, Venice or Nice.
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enter piccrsso's bedroomooo
Chagall's garden, Bonnard's bath, for the most inti-

mate, revealing look

lives of the great Euro-

century, in their own

ever offered into the

pean artists of this

worlds, both

private, seldom-seer mp

at work and at play Nexander

Liberman, himself a renowned painter and sculptor,

YAI{ DOIIGE]'

GIAGOMET?TI

visited modern masters from

Dali and Dufy, to Rouault,

and Matisse, engaging them in candid

Ciacometti,
L6ger, Braque

conversations

as well as i,*rro photographing

their environments. And the book

that resulted has established itself

as a contemporary classic on art

and the act of creation. This newly

revised and expanded edition mns

301pages, 9" x12'l

with 138 illustra-

tions in full color

and 73 duotones. rnar'sE

I'

,{

cql! to!!-free
1.800-367-7400

'l'he -lrtist in l{is Sturlio usuallv sells ftrr $60.00.
.\s a Contl6 Nast Reader. \-ou (:an have it fbr 20u/,t

less' $+8.(X) plus $3.50 sli\rping 1or each cop\:
Residents of NY, CA, CO, GA, lL, lA, KY Ml, MA pleose odd soles lqx. Pleose ollow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

or send check to Cond6 Nast Collection. Dept. +20083, PO. Box 1,0214,Des Moines" IA 50336
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Available At

The Diane Freis Boutiques

BEVERIY HILIS

450 North Camden Drive
(?til 275-3431

PAIM BEACH

V/orth Avenue-Via Mizner

(407) 655-9070

PAIM DESERT

73lll El Paseo

(61il 713-4472

SAN FRANCISCO

120 Maiden Lane

(41!, 397-3165

HOUSTON

Galleria Il
(713) 621-008r

tAS VEGAS

Caaars Palace

(702) 734-7588

NASSAU, BAIIAMAS

Prince George Plza-Bay Street

(809\ 322-7365

Also Available at

The Following Retail Stores

NORDSTROM

Tacoma

San Francisco

Valley Fair

Fashion Valley-San Diego

Southcoast Plza
Brea

Montclair

Santa Ana

Clackamas Town Center

I, MAGNIN-WIISHIRN

Palos Verdes

Wilshire Blvd.

BUttOCK'S

Scottsdale

Pasadena

IORD & TAYTOR

New York City

We$field, NJ.

NEIMAN MARCUS

St. Louis

e

I

For More lnformation, Call (800) 869-0559
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SHERLE WACNER REPLACES THE SILVER SPOON

SHERLE\AI\CNERd
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It's no wonder today's more fortunate tykes develop a rather lofty perspective of the world when perched atop a
Sherle Wagner original. Hand-carved from solid marble, its classic grandeur never tarnishes. And, as with all Sherle Wagner

custom pieces, you may make your selection from a variety of exquisite marbles. One note of caution: while such
consummate style is not easily replicated, it's easily grown accustomed to. For illustrated catalogue,

send $5 to Sherle Wagner, 60 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022.
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Craftsman Joe Biunno gets star

billing for decorative hardware

By Dana Cowin

y morning a woman wearing an Hermds scarf

walks into Joe Biunno's cluttered showroom and grabs

her husband's elbow. "This is it," she says. "We've
found it. " What she has found is curtain salvation. On one

wall there are over fifty hand-carved wood finials-pointed
ones, rounded ones, ones carved to look like pineapples,

dragons' or lions' heads, and acorns. Above the workroom door

dangle dozens of curtain rings, and lined up like rungs on a ladder

are myriad options for bronze curtain poles. The Hermds woman's

double-digit walk through the yellow pages has yielded this unex-

pected windfall of finials, metal tassels, curtain rings, and poles.

Just knowing that among the ads for Roto-Rooter

and rent-a-cars there is a listing for Joseph Biunno

should make all of us a little more hopeful when try-
ing, unsuccessfully, to find that elusive detail with-
out which all seems lost. For Biunno, a third-
generation craftsman, is considered by decorators to

be one of New York City's best kept secrets . Many

have known him since he was a scraggly haired sev-

enteen-year-old kid apprenticing with his father, a

well-respected furniture finisher. The younger
Biunno became better acquainted with clients when

he was sent to their houses in his father's place-not
always a pleasant experience, as he was often greet-

ed at the door by a person who would say, as politely
as possible, "Oh, I was expecting Mr. Biunno. "

Joe has continued the family trade. The crafts-

manship remains old world, the quality unchanged

from the fifteen years the two Biunnos worked
together in a small room with no help. But Joe

Biunno's natural knack for marketing has brought the business

side up-to-date. After his father's death, Biunno moved to the

building in which the upholsterer A. Schneller Sons is a tenant.

Biunno figured Schneller's proximity would bring more work. He

also hired a staff to increase the capacity for carving, gilding, and

turning. And already known among design cognoscenti as the

man to replace lost antique keys, he cultivated another crowd-pleas-

ing sideline, curtain hardware.

Biunno decided to produce one finial a week until he had a display
wall full of spikes . (To the faint of heart it looks like a torture rack in
a TV show-"Holy finials, Batman, it's curtains for us. ") He bor-
rowed designs from books, enlarged the dimensions of lamp finials
found in flea markets, and adapted carvings from furniture that

came into his shop forrepairs. The finial Biunno is most proud of is a

regal-looking hand-carved water-gilded goat with a curly mane and

rugged ridged homs, which he first spied on a round three-legged

table. In the showroom the animal's face is about nine inches long
and hangs out on a pole over the air conditioner. The goat has also

been incorporated into fumiture made in the workshop. "I try to get

as much mileage as Icanoutof one shape," he says. "Afterl getthe

initial idea, these things just seem to create themselves. ' '

Far from creating themselves, most things in Biunno's shop are

the result of his constant attention. His vocabulary is short a few

words-"I can't" has seldom been heard on the premises. When

one client wanted a 24-foot solid mahogany pole, too big to be

turned on most machines, Biunno made it by hand. To dress up sim-
ple carved-wood curtain rings, he spent days on the phone and look-
ing through catalogues trying to locate the perfect string of beads to

wrap around the ring like a bracelet around a wrist. The final effect

is worth all the trouble: the curtain rings stand out but aren't flashy.

When another client asked him to make one hundred gilded balls to

attach to a blanket, Biunno acquiesced.

All this hard work has certainly paid off. He will never be con-

fronted with a disappointed face again-he is the Mr. Biunno every-

one wants to see. (Joseph Biunno Co., 129 West 29 Street, New

York, NY l0001r;212-629-5630) .

(urtoint Up

G

Biunno gilds finials
in his New York

studio, above. Curtain
rings, above right,

and finials, right" are
carved with old-

world care. Top left:
The goat's head is

a favorite design.
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I to L.A. last night, I was seated

next to an actor. He was on his way to complete a suspense film at a Hollywood studio; I was about

to spend a few days looking at houses for the magazine. What we do is different, and yet I've been

thinking we share a common pursuit-drama. This heightening of effect is present in the best

houses, and we try to capture it in every issue of the magazine. Frank Lloyd Wright was a master of

The veranda of a
I'larrakesh villa,

where Moorish

arches and vibrant
bougainvillea set
the stage for drama.

U
o
I
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drama: in his 1923 Storer house he created it with imposing concrete blocks

and heroic scale. The present owner, Hollywood producer Joel Silver, has re-

mained faithful to the architect's vision in his careful use of Wright-designed

furniture alongside twentieth-century Arts and Crafts objects. Renowned pho-

tographer David Seidner cultivates a dramatic aesthetic of roughness and de-

cay in his finely tuned Paris house, and Patrick and Martine Guerrand-Hermbs

have drawn upon the romance of North Africa to set the scene in their villa in

Marrakesh with elegant Moorish detailing inside and a dreamily exotic lantern-

lit tent outside. There's drama to spare in the majestic mountains and pines of

Aspen, Colorado, where Peter Guber, the newly appointed cochairman and

CEO of Columbia Pictures, and his wife, Lynda, retreat to a wooden house on

100 acres of land. The awe-inspiring setting is a constant backdrop, whether

seen stretching out from the glass-walled living room or referred to symboli-

cally in the extraordinary boulder-lined master bath. tn the Petrie apartment

David Easton's Adamesque central hallway frames an elegant-and dramat-

ic-sweep of space. And in Jerry Hall's cozy London apartment, her presence

takes center stage in a Warhol portrait over the mantel while an array of dresses provides a fanciful supporting cast. By

now, 7:30 A.M., my actor acquaintance is at the Paramount studio and has no doubt been remade by makeup artists into a

menacing villain. I, meanwhile, am thinking about the February issue and the role of content, sequence, presentation-an

editor's very own lights, camera, action.
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foel Silver is one of Hollywood's hot-

| ,.r, yorng producers. His string ofac-
I tion-picture successes ranges from 48

U nrc and Predutor to the even bigger
box-office blockbusters Die Hard and Le-
thaLWeapon ( I and 2). But that, as they say

in show business, is only Silver's dayjob.
For the past five years, his true love-his
grand passion-has been the painstaking
and sympathetic restoration of Frank
Lloyd Wright's 1923 Storer house, a strik-
ing composition of angular pavilions nes-
tled into the foot of the Hollywood Hills
and the second in a series of four Wright
residential designs from the early 1920s.

These houses, all located in or near Los
Angeles, were a laboratory for the archi-
tect's experiments in textile block con-
struction, in which plain and patterned
concrete blocks were knit together with
steel reinforcing rods to produce structures
that could be easily assembled with un-
skilled labor-and therefore for relatively
little money. Alas, building these houses
required far greater skrll than Wright had
imagined; they turned out to be anything
but inexpensive. Wright soon abandoned
the experiment (he tried again, successful-
ly, decades later), and the Storer, Millard,
Ennis, and Freeman houses were left to
suffer the ravages of time and in some
cases uninformed alterations.

Of the four the Storer house has fared the
best, thanks to its current owner's interest
and enthusiasm. Joel Silver is a veritable
walking encyclopedia on the subject of
Frank Lloyd Wright, and he put his knowl-
edge to practical use, personally orches-
trating a sensitive and resourceful restora-
tion with Malibu
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A ltistoric Frank Llovd Wriglrt house

is brought bat'k to lil'e bv

fihn producer Joel Sih,er: Bv Pilar Viladas

Photographs br, Oberto Gili
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'Wffiryfu Wingdd Victory is a p[aster cast of one of the
''':-:''" ar:chitect's fuvorite sculptures. Details see Resources.
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architect Eric Wrrght (grandson of the
master and son of architect Lloyd Wright,
who had also worked on the house and
who designed its original landscaping)
and decorator Linda Marder. Silver
was pleased with the results-but that
was only the beginning. "My 

-qoal was a

full realization of Wright's vision of this
house," he explains.

T\hase two of the project. which is

ll no*complete. called lor lbllowing
I the spirit of Wright's intention as

L,.h u, it did the letter. Certain as-

pects of the original design that were never
executed-the canvas canopies over the
east and west terraces, the white-painted
leading on the windows, the curve of the
driveway, even a mahogany floor lamp-
were carefully produced according to the
original drawings. Other things required a
combination of historical knowledge and
imaginative improvisation. A swimming
pool, not in Wright's design but later
planned by Lloyd Wright, was added to the
backyard, its custom-made patterned con-
crete blocks echoing those of the original
lily pond on the front terrace. The land-
scaping, a tangle of overgrown shrubbery ,

was replaced with a reinterpretation of
Lloyd Wright's earlier scheme. Of the fin-
ished product Eric Wright reports, "I think
my grandfather would be pleased. "

By day the living-dining wing of the
house is an airy sun-filled pavilion; Silver
often spends mornings working at his din-
ing table. By night the house assumes quite
another personality, becoming a luminous
exotic jewel box of a building with a magic
carpet of city lights at its feet. Either way,
the house perfectly embodies Wright's no-
tion of a California "Romanza," which
was. as the architect described it in his
autobiography, "the mysterious remain-
ing just haunting enough in a whole so or-
ganic as to lose all evidence of how it was

made." Making this particular romanza
truly livable, however, posed a challenge.
Wright designed no furniture for the
house, save the aforementioned floor lamp
and a series ofbronze light fixtures that Sil-
ver found piled in a junk heap when he

moved in. Here his approach was also
sympathetic rather than slavish; original
Wright pieces from other sources mix with
commissioned reproductions and contem-
porary adaptations.

Amassing all this furniture was one
thing; arranging it was quite another.
Wright had placed the living room on the
second floor of the main wing to take ad-
vantage of the impressive city view, leav-
ing the entry/dining room and kitchen on
the first floor-an arrangement that was
more effective in theory than in practice.
"l had a problem getting people up to the

Tire entry/dining area on the first floor, above, functions by day as a home office. Righu By

night this space becomes a dramatic setting for dinner, offering a view to the pool beyond.
Flanking the dining table, which is a Wright original from the 1908 lsabel Roberts house,

are a Bugatti pedestal and a large Teco vase that may have been designed by Louis Sullivan.
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By dry or by nigbt, the bouse embodiu Vrigbt's notion of a California "RurnAnzA"
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living room," recalls Silver. "They liked
to hang around the entry and dining room.
So I took all the furniture out of the entry-
except for two ottomans-which left no
place to sit but the living room. " This ex-
ecutive decision would no doubt have
made the imperious architect smile.

(1 ilu"r'r growing collection of objects

\ ana artworks provides the same fas-

. Jcination on a small scale that the ar-
lJchitecture does on a large. It is
founded on a solid assortment of Arts and
Crafts pottery, which includes important
pieces ofTeco, Fulper, and Sicard. These,
as well as the Roycroft and Jarvie candle-
sticks, the Tiffany lamps and vases, and
other treasures, generally predate the
house by at least a decade, yet they seem as

appropriate as Silver's holdings of Wright
furniture, which extend from the turn of
the century to the 1950s. Silver is a dis-
cerning collector and has targeted many of
his acquisitions with the advice of Tod
Volpe, a founder of New York's Jordan-

Volpe Gallery and now an independent
dealer and consultant in Los Angeles.
"Joel and I became friends through our
shared interest in the Arts and Crafts move-
ment," says Volpe. "He has an exception-
al eye. He owns one of the best pieces of
Sicard ever made, and he recently bought a

rare Tiffany American Indian lamp. As a
collector, he knows the importance of
building relationships, and together we
have made an important statement. "

Given Silver's I've-got-to-have-it ap-
proach-collecting for pleasure rather
than just investment-it is no surprise that
his houseful of museum-quality objects
looks anything but museumlike. He under-
stands that works of beauty-from build-
ings to bowls-need to be used, not simply
admired. This outlook will serve him well
as he tackles his next architectural project,
the restoration of Wright's 1939 C. Leigh
Stevens residence, known as Auldbrass
Plantation, in Yemassee, South Carolina.
From all indications, this latest Wright-Sil-
ver production looks like another hit. I

J*l Siluer has builr his

uidc-ranging collection on a

solid Arts and Croftt base

On th" dining table,
opposite, a pair of brass
Roycroft candlestick, 1940s
wineglasses by Dorothy
Thcrpe, and sterling flat-
ware designed by Charles
Rennie Mackintosh and
manufactured by Sabattini.
Above: The study houses

Silver's collection of Arts
and Crafts pottery, a chair
from Wright's 1903 Larkin
Building, and a ponrait by

James Montgomery Flagg.
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A Warhol ponrait
opposite, hangs over

the sitting room. Family
the mantel with cards
Below: Two party

Price, the one at
Beaton print, flank
wore to Lord

Peacock Ball.

Jerry Hall,
fireplace in

share

in a Cecil
dress Jerry

I 986

invitations.
by Antony
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Jerry Hall homes in on a stylish London pied-d-terre

By Cuy Nevill Photographs by Christopher Simon Sykes
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"Jerry approaches decorating, "
says Dauid Mlinaric,

"tbe uay other people

approacb gardening

-trying 
out and fiddling"
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f n 1988 Jerry Hall decided she had to

I have a base in London. It all happened

I u.ry quickly. Within a week she had
Ibought a fin de sidcle flat in Kensing-
ton and had even begun improvising her
housewarming party. Then Mick Jagger
advised her: "Don't move in, call David
Mlinaric." Jerry telephoned the decora-
tor's office, said, "Y'all come on over,"
and the Mlinaric empire descended. Ever
the professional, Mlinaric saw the possi-
bilities immediately and, crossing the
threshold, instinctively sensed there was a
terrazzo floor underneath the pile carpet.
But it was to Jane Rainey--daughter of the
late Lord Harlech, once British ambassa-
dor to Washington-and Tino Zervudachi,
both from Mlinaric's office, that he dele-
gated the job, which had to be completed
for Jerry's dinner party four months later.
Their task was easier than most because
Jerry, Mlinaric says, "approaches deco-
rating the way other people approach gar-
dening-trying out and fiddling. Jerry has
this life force. That is why it took so little
time to complete; she knew what she want-
ed and it all came together. "

Knowing how to fend for herself comes
naturally to Jerry Hall. She and her twin
sister, Terry, the youngest of five girls,
were raised in a three-bedroom house in
Mesquite, now a suburb of Dallas. Soon
after they were born the family fell on hard
times. Their father, a half American Indian
Clark Gable look-alike, who once served
as an officer under General Patton, gam-
bled away the family fortune, putting
the deed to their farm in Gonzales on the
table as a final gesture. Next he became
a truck driver, transporting dangerous ex-
plosives across the country and taking fish-
ing trips on the side. He named his twin
progeny so he could boast to his mates
that they were boys. Meanwhile, Jerry's
mother, Marjorie Hall, a glamorous wo-
man of lrish-Scottish descent, taught the
girls about etiquette and beauty and that
sex is the most important beauty secret.
"She filled our heads with fantasies,"

f erry Hall, opposite above, reclines on a

George Sherlock chair. Opposite below: An
Aubusson carpet provides common ground
for a pair of Sherlock chairs, an embroidered
ottoman, and a Louis XV needlepoint-
upholstered sofa in the living room. Left:
Coats and boots line the entrance hall where
a reproduction William lV chair sits next to
an lrish coal bucket used as an umbrella stand.
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Jerry says. "My mother told us we were
Amazon goddesses. "

Summers were spent with their grand-
mother in Gonzales, rising early, sewing
and cooking, reciting Bible verses, making
soap and candles. Riding and going to
church and funerals were their diversions.
Their grandmother made them eat be-
fore they went out, like Scarlett O'Hara, so

as not to gorge themselves in front

a gregarlous
' and useful up-
bringing. Jer-

ry, in fact, was
bred to run a

good house. At
sixteen she won a' scholarship to col-

lege. Before leaving
for school, she took a

trip to Paris, was no-
ticed, and soon ap-

peared on the cover of British Vogue.
Since then she's never looked back.

When Mick Jagger entered her life, he

had his own ideas about decorating. Jerry's
London flat is the first place that truly bears
her own imprint. Inspiration for the look
of stylish clutter that prevails came from
her mentor Christopher Gibbs, the Bond
Street antiques dealer Jagger has been
buying from since the sixties, and from
her mother, who is an incorrigible collec-
tor. "You fall over the minute you walk in
her door," drawls Jerry.

For furniture she and her decorating
crew started with her finds gathered over
the years from house sales in Ireland and
France. These included a set ofeighteenth-
century Irish dining chairs, an eighteenth-
century Irish wake table used for dining, a

William [V sideboard, kilims, embroidered
ottomans, and paintings of saturnine cher-
ubs. Next they feverishly scoured Lon-
don'sbest (Text continued onpage 165)

Tire bedroom, far left,
combines rare I 9th-century

Japanese curtains and Egyptian
hangings and bedcover on

a William lV four-poster
Mick JagSer bought from
Christopher Gibbs in the

sixties. Above: Ceiling-high
shelves oftoys and, on the

floor, a Spitting lmoge head of
Mick in the nursery. Left: James

and Elizabeth Scarlett Jagger
with each of their parents.

RlGfr : JAMESCURGY,REXROR
CENTER: DAVE GERRARO/SPOONERGAMMA-LlAlS
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Patrick and Martine Guerrand

behind when they

Bv Charla Carter
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Royal gardens seems altogether too ur-
bane, Patrick and Martine Guerrand-Her-
mds opt for an extreme in scenery and
sensibility-their villa in Marrakesh.

"We're just a three-hour flight from
Paris, but it looks like something out of the
Bible," says Martine. "Time has stopped
here. The chaos of the modern world
doesn't exist." Marrakesh's exotic fla-
vor-its pink clay walls, spice-scented air,
and djellabah-clad inhabitants-is what
appeals to the Guerrand-Hermds, as does
the fact that its average year-round temper-
ature is a sunny 80 degrees. These same at-
tractions have been drawing adventurous
European expatriates to Morocco since the
early decades of the century-a group that
later included Leo Tolstoy's granddaugh-
ter Tatiana who lived in the Guerrand-Her-
mds house in the 1950s.

Patrick Guerrand-Hermds, a retired ex-
ecutive in his family's luxury leather-
goods firm, first explored Marrakesh in
1954 as a cavalryman stationed in Moroc-
co. Three decades later he surprised Mar-
tine and their two sons, Olaf, 26, and
Mathias, 18, with the news that he'd just
bought a villa in the heart of the Palmeraie,
Marrakesh's vast palm grove.

By the time the Guerrand-Hermds
moved in, La Source, as Tatiana dubbed it,
bore the imprint of an eccentric doctor who
left the villa with a decidedly split person-
ality. La Source is. in fact, two houses in
one. There is the original 1920s French co-
lonial side containing most of the living
space and a 1950s three-floor tower that
serves as the bedroom wing. As a result the
interior is a maze of winding passageways,
staircases, entries, and exits leading from
one house to the other. It makes for some
"impossible inside circulation," Patrick
concedes, "but there's nothing more bor-
ing than a salon-to-the-right, bedrooms-to-
the-left floorplan, n'est-ce pas?"

Guests like French writerJean Diwo and
his wife, Irdne, recommend asking for a
map to discover La Source's many de-

A Mo.o.."n waiter lights the way to
a cavernous Berber tent in a corner of the
Guerrand-HermEs garden. Made of black
camel's hair and sheep's wool and carpeted
with kilims, the alfresco shelter seats 25
people for feasts of couscous and taline.
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Martine Guerrand-
Hermds, right, on a

bougainvillea-draped
terrace, greets her

husband, Patrick, astride
one of his Moroccan
Barb horses. Below:
From the terrace of

the master bedroom,
a view of La Source's

abundant five-acre
garden of anemones,

asters, delphiniums,
and I,500 rosebushes.

ln the master bedroom, above, cream-
colored walls and canvas-covered
armchairs provide a serene settint for
Syrian and Moroccan antiques and an

Orientalist painting. The bed stands

in the alcove next to the fireplace, behind

curtains of French cotton available from
Brunschwig & Fils. The double doors
lead to Marcine Guerrand-Hermds's
bathroom. Details see Resources.
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"Time has stopped bere, The chaos of the mod,erru world doesn't exist"
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lights. These include three spacious salons

that convert to living or dining rooms, sev-
eral flower-filled terraces where hot honey
cakes and tea are served at breakfast, and

seven bedrooms all of which boast superb
views of either the Palmeraie or the Atlas
mountain range.

A lthough their intention five years

A ugo *u, simply to ,.u..ung. o bit.
/t the Guerrand-Hermds ended up

,[ Icompletely revamping La
Source's interior. Initially, they asked a

"very brilliant, very self-assured decora-
tor to submit a plan, ' ' explains Patrick, but
in the end they waved him away, saying
"Forget about your bare white walls and

fancy decorating ideas, we want a place to
put our books. " Finally they turned to Guy
and Rajaa Morin, a local Marrakesh couple
more attuned to their tastes and the local
offerings, to help them graft traditional
Moroccan elements onto La Source's

otherwise undistinguished interior. The
Morins added four crescent-shaped fire-
places and replaced existing doors with
brass-studded carved cedar ones rescued

from defunct palaces in Marrakesh's Me-
dina, the old Arab quarter. Local artisans

tiled sink tops in the colorful geometric
mosaics known as zellige and rebuilt walls
the Moroccan way with layers of cork,
packed earth, and tadlak, a plasterlike ma-
terial that is polished for several days with
agate stone, black soap, and beeswax to
give it a luster resembling pink marble. A
bathroom off the Chambre Toubkal (also

known as the Young Marrieds' bedroom
for its romantic view of Toubkal, the high-
est peak of the Atlas Mountains), is a tad-
lak jewel. Its floor, heavy round columns,
sink top, even bathtub are all covered with
the rosy finish.

This palette continues in Patrick and

Martine's spacious bedroom, which has its
own vast bougainvillea-carpeted terrace.

Here, as in all the rooms, the only wall
decorations are sumptuous nineteenth-cen-
tury Orientalist paintings. ("A family
weakness," says Patrick.) The antique
furniture-intricately carved Moroccan
and Syrian pieces inlaid with silver and

mother-of-pe21l-',ry3s found for the most
part in Paris, since, as Martine laments,
"there's none to be had in Morocco. " For
fabrics the Guerrand-Hermds chose cot-
tons patterned with French Provincial
flower motifs that reminded them of
Islamic decorations.

With Marrakesh's climate so warm and

dry, more time is spent outdoors than in.
The five acres of garden surrounding the
house were in a state of general neglect
when Patrick first surveyed them but their
potential did not go unnoticed. "The gar-

den's splendid savagery intrigued me, " he

says. "I threw myself into its renais-
sance." Almost as soon as the deed was

signed, truckloads of fertilizerbegan mak-
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ing their way to Marrakesh from France.
Even grass seed was imported-it arrived
in 25-pound gunnysacks from America.
Fifteen hundred rosebushes were planted
and their flowers are displayed throughout
the house in sumptuous bouquets arranged
by Martine's mother, Kaki.

At the end of the garden lies a pool with a

Moroccan-style men's changing room and
steambath, "constantly being invaded by
the women," says Patrick in mock exas-
peration. (The women's changing room is
several all-too-exhausting yards away.)
Guests indulge in poolside games of pi-
nochle, gin, and a quaint local favorite
called Moroccan's beard, while lounging
on plush beach towels branded with the
Hermds family name.

A bona fide bedouin tent, fashioned
from heavy black camel's hair and sheep's
wool and carpeted with kilims, stands in
another corner of the garden. Occasionally
the family gathers for quiet meals under its
dark canopy. More often, however, the
tent shelters glittering crowds of 25 or
more who dine by the stippled light of sil-
ver lacework lanterns. These couscous and
tajine feasts are often colored by spectacles
in which dozens of Berber horsemen fire
their guns in the air at full gallop.

La Source is noted for its inspired enter-
tainment, but Patrick, citing the proximity
of ski fields, the ocean, golf courses, and
riding trails insists it is the outdoor life they
most enjoy. "La Source is a country house
for us," explains Martine, who makes a
point of being in Marrakesh with her hus-
band in the autumn for the pruning of the
garden and again in the spring when "the
flowers are stunningly beautiful. " Is there
ever a time when Marrakesh and La Source
are anything less than enchanting? "yes,"
replies Patrick. "In August temperatures
rise to a hundred degrees in the shade.
That's when we turn the house over to
some friends of ours-the marquis and
marquise de Contades-and they love it. "
He considers for a moment and adds, "But
I think rhey live only at night. " I

Editor: Beatrice Monti della Corte

The bathroom, opposite, is finished in
tadlak, a marblelike plaster. The divan and
cushions are covered in a Brunschwig
French cotton. Righc Vines of flowering
jasmine and plumbago create an enchanting
setting for the pool tucked into one
end of the garden. The tower in the corner
houses Moroccan-style changing rooms.
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fVhy the classic

f u! l-blown beauty

is the flower
of the moment

By
Stephanie Mansfield

Produced by Ruth Ansel

Jngrid Bergman has one named after

I her. So do Princess St6phanie and Dol-

I ly Parton. Bette Midler and Linda Ron-
Istadt croon over them. Geoffrey Beene
and Pat Buckley dote on them, and Mike
Nichols has cast them in a supporting role.
Voluptuous, intoxicating, and ephemeral
at its sensuous peak, one flower has cast a
spell over kings and courtesans, poets and
princes, and, of course, Gertrude Stein: the
rose. The most fussed over flower in his-
tory is now the hottest in horto-chic. "Ev-
eryone's in love with roses," says
Manhattan florist Marlo Phillips. "We'll
be eating them soon for all I know. "

"They're the most grateful flower,"
says social arbiter Pat Buckley, wife of
William F. Buckley. "The care you give
them comes back tenfold. " Buckley, who
has been known to take a blow dryer to the
soil to avoid root rot, prefers white, pale

A.a.us lsabella Rossellini, opposire, in a

Polo by Ralph Lauren sweater with the
Danish-grown tea rose 'lngrid Bergman'.
Left: Charlie Chaplin masrers the silent
language of flowers. Above: The musk
rose 'Will Scarlet'. Details see Resources.
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Floral footwear, l
above, designed for " =, 

'-.

HG by Manolo Blahnik. \
Carolina Herrera in \

clothes she designed, above '';'
ri8ht, and one of her rose :

arrangements, opposite top left.
Below: Schumacher's Cabbage
Rose carpet. Below right: Old

yellow, and llr,r'ibundas that
' bloom repeatedly. Fabric design-

er Fernanda Niven, who found in-
spiration for her Cowtan & Tout
chintzes in the old roses of her
Southampton garden, is especially
proud of her 'Mme. Alfred Car-

ridre'-"because I know how hard it
is to grow. It would be happier in En-
gland." Cornelia Sharpe Bregman,
former model and actress, adores
white roses: "They're so peaceful and
serene. " Kenneth Jay Lane, whose di-

It's hard to imagine Miss

amond rose clasp for pearls was inspired
by a rose image in Cocteau's Beauty and
the Beast, singles out'Jazz'.

eoffrey Beene's affinity for roses

dates back to his first encounter
with a climbing rose in his grand-
mother's Louisiana garden. He

has grown roses at his country house for
years and does his own simple ,urange-
ments. Beene sniffs at the notion that roses

are sexy. "It's a lushness of beauty." He
also sees the flower as without class dis-
tinction. "The rose is everything to every-
one." But party designer and planner
Philip Baloun says the appeal is more elit-
ist and a direct result of English manor
envy. "Roses are equated with gentility.
That's what people are looking for. "

Savvy shop owners have begun shipping
roses direct from their farms in Guatemala
and Ecuador. Jorge Zambrano, manager of
Manhattan's Rosa Rosa, takes delivery of
800 dozen (yes, dozen) roses four days a

week and usually sells out by early after-
noon. "People send their limos, " he says.

Clients include Joan Rivers, Carolina Her-
rera, and "a Mrs. Steinberg who calls from
her car phone every day, making a $4
phone call to see if I have a $5 bunch of
roses." A block or two down Lexington
Avenue, Roses Only sells Ecuadoran roses

Croses trown by Peter Schlesinger.
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Arnerica ueeping zaer an armful of gladiolus

for $6 a dozen. "The price
of roses has always been
inflated," says manager
John Crowell. His clients in-
clude lvana Trump, who or-
ders roses for the Plaza Ho-
tel lobby twice a week
and makes sure "nothing
is wasted" by having the
faded blossoms taken to
the hotel basement, hung
by their stems, and placed
in dried arrangements in
the Plaza suites.

At the moment cham-
pagne roses are hot. So are
the lavender 'sterling silver'
roses. What's also hot is the
full-blown look-"the
fleeting floral moment," as

Marlo Phillips describes it. "If the petals aren't on the floor by the end
of the party, people aren't happy." Phillips is famous for cramming
masses of roses into simple bowls. Two years ago, while impatiently
waiting for the buds to open, she took a hair dryer to the arrange-
ment and created the ultimate full-blown look, a floral Farrah Fawcett.
Said to be Dominick Dunne's inspiration for the pricey, upwardly
mobile florist in People Like Us, Phillips was hired by Mike Nichols
to supply a rose arrangement for his frlmWorking Girl. The only prob-
lem was that by the end ofthe day, the roses had peaked and had to be
replaced. Afterthree days of shooting, Nichols's florist bill threatened
to put the picture over budget.

In California, Roses of Yesterday and (Text continued on page 164)

Rose Kennedy
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I a
J n his twelve yeius as a decorator with

I Parish-Hadley Associares. Gary

I Hager admits that few projects have
I captivated him as much as this Man-
hattan duplex, which he worked on with
colleague David McMahon. "Everything
in it has interest, scale, texture," he says.
"Everything was designed to be unlike
what other people had. These clients had a
strong interest in quality and in having
original objects."

Hager's clients, a Wall Street invest-
ment banker and his wife, wanted a fresh
modern look for the apartment they share
with their three young children. "They
wanted it to be crisp and clean but not hard
or formal , ' ' he says. ' 'I call it soft geome-
try-the lines are simple and spare, but
they have a serene elegant quality." That
gentleness comes from Hager's muted pal-
ette; awash in neutral colors, the apartment
changes its expression in different lights.
Hager took his inspiration from the green-
ish gray water of the East River, which is
visible from nearly every room: "I wanted
it to look like the sea on a stormy day. "

The decorator's first challenge was to
give the apartment a sense of proportion.
"We started with a fantastic space, and we
wanted to improve it, ' ' he says. To give the
front hall scale, he painted the walls like a
giant checkerboard with more than a dozen
subtle colors, from pink and tan to green
and gray, topped with an umber glaze.
From a distance the effect is like a highly
burnished leather quilt. To give the front
hall more structure, he suggested enclos-
ing the main staircase. He also convinced
his clients to raise the living room door-
ways and put black nickel doorknobs low
on the ebonized ash doors to make the
twelve-foot ceilings look even higher.

This adventuresome spirit extended to a
variety of objects Hager selected, made by
artists from all over the world. Many of the
handcrafted tables and lamps are finished
in white gold or bronze, which he finds

D".o..ao. Gary Hager's neutral color
scheme and handcrafted metallic pieces
create a living room that reflects changes
in light. Hager combines a creamy rug by
Gregory Newham and a caf€ au lait
fabric with a gilded mirror copied from
a Jean-Michel Frank original, sculptor
Bruno Romeda's bronze coffee table, and

Josef Hoffmann's ebonized oak armchairs
from Galerie Metropol, NYC. The
limestone mantel and silvered lamp are by
Parish-Hadley. Details see Resources.
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warrner than silver or steel. To set off the
dark herringbone parquet floors, he com-
missioned a Gregory Newham woven rug
in pale beiges and smoky grays and a neu-
tral fabric for the sofas. His favorite pieces
include his honey-ash console with unusu-
al lyre-shaped legs fabricated by John Sa-
vittieri and a bronze coffee table fashioned
by sculptor Bruno Romeda. The center-
piece of the room is the sleek limestone
mantel by Parish-Hadley, topped by a scal-
loped mirror. "The mirror is a copy of one
I have by Jean-Michel Frank," Hager says.
"It's a whimsical object-a relief from any
seriousness." In the fireplace stands a pair
of seventeenth-century andirons, which the
decorator bought from Danny Alessandro in
Manhattan. "The living room is a big strong
room, so the fireplace had to be gutsy," he
says. "lt had to have integrity to hold up

Tile living room, left, has a collection
of artists' designs, including Hager's
honey-ash console executed by John
Savittieri and a bench with a woven seat by
Robin Goss. The night scene is by Yvonne

Jacquette. Above: The reflection in a mirror
designed by Hager provides a glimpse
of the living and dining rooms. With walls
covered in silver tea paper from Roger
Arlington, the dining room comes alive
after dark. The 1908 Carl Witzmann
chairs are from Galerie Metropol. Above
the Michael La Rocca table, a painting by
Franz Willems from Barry Friedman, NYC.

the room." Hager also clad the window-
sills in black granite with black nickel
grills to complement the architecture: "I
thought they should be part of the overall
room, as much as the windows."

f n the dining room Hager used black

I and silver to create a more sophisticat-

I ed aura. "Because this room comes

Ialive after dark, I wanted to take ad-
vantage of the night view." The walls are

covered in silver tea paper, which reflects
and diffuses light. The mist black granite
table was made by Savittieri, and the black
stained and polished beechwood chairs are
a 1908 Carl Witzmann design executed by
J. & J. Kohn. "This is a room that evolves
from morning to night," he says. "lt's not
a static environment. "

The library, whose walls are glazed a
sea green, is reminiscent of the water be-
yond. Even Poseidon would feel at home
here. Since his clients use the room for re-
laxation, Hager designed a built-in enter-
tainment system-set into curved plaster
reveals-around the black granite fire-
place. "This had to be a more intimate. in-
sular sort of room," he says, "cozy with
places for reading, watching television,
listening to music . ' ' Hager's ultimate goal
was to achieve tranquillity: "This apart-
ment is an oasis in the city, and I wanted it
to echo the peacefulness of the river and
sky. " r Editor: Jacqueline Gonnet
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T n the Seine Vallev of Nor-
I rnundr. winds irom the
I Chrnn"l sweeo across the

Irtu, landscape. and a taint
mist hangs over miles of apple
orchards. Alongside fields of
flax alternating with pasture-
land stand half-timbered
houses where the same fam-
ilies have lived for centuries.
One domain northwest of Rou-
en, near the commune of Li-
m6sy, has been in the same
family for six hundred years,
but not since the eighteenth
century have its gardens and
park played so prominent a role
in life on the estate.

In the 1700s, Toustain de

Frontebosc. an ancestor of the

Bagneux, the present owners,
wrote a scholarly manuscript
concerning the principles of
Norman horticulture and agri-
culture, including tenets he

practiced in the environs of his
own chiteau. With all due re-
spect to the spirit of Fronte-
bosc's treatise and to the
venerable French tradition of
plantings based on clarity and

geometry, Pascal Cribier, a 34-year-old
landscape architect, has staked out a fresh

interpretation of these ideas on the Ba-
gneux property to create a veritable garden

for the twenty-first century.
Adalbert and Anne-Marie de Bagneux

retreated to a four-room farmhouse on their
domain, La Coquetterie, when the eigh-
teenth-century ch6teau burned down after
World War II. Using the regional vernacu-
lar of half-timbering with brick infill, they

expanded the house but kept its charm in-
tact. Adalbert de Bagneux was mayor of
Lim6sy from 1929 untilhis death in 1973,

and since then his wife has carried on to
complete their projects at La Coquetterie.

Pascal Cribier's office in Paris is at the

edge of the Luxembourg Gardens, with a
view over the tops ofthe radiating all6es of
horse chestnut trees that give this park its
distinctive quality. The view in autumn.
with its rows of golden to bronze leaves, is

particularly symbolic of Cribier's favorite
theories about the effectiveness of planting
in quantity, with a composition that relies

on slight variations of a repetitive motif in-
stead of major contrasts. He also under-
stands the spirit of a working domain

where, as Madame de Bagneux says,
"gardeners like best to mow lawns and clip
hedges and would rather tend vegetables
than flowers." It is Cribier's ability to
grasp the genius of place and express it in a
modern design idiom that has inspired an

ever-increasing demand for his work.
Madame de Bagneux's basic require-

ment for La Coquetterie was clear: a gar-

den close to the house that would be beauti-
ful year-round and easily maintained.
Cribier, however, characteristically takes

the position that gardens around a house

make the structure itself too important.
''Instead, " he says, ' 'the garden should be

a collection of variables of which the house

is only one element," and in a little sketch
to make his point, geometric shapes spin
off and away from the main house.

Within a large graveled stable yard in
front of the house, framed at one of its far
corners by cow sheds, Cribier has laid out
an enchanting potager, or kitchen garden,
called the Jardin des Carr6s. In the tradi-
tional potager, like the one in the re-creat-
ed Renaissance garden at Villandry, the

carr6, or square, is the basic form for the

entire series of beds, each planted with

only one kind of vegetable or
herb. At La Coquetterie the po-
tager consists of 36 two and a

half meter squares set in a grid
of twelve rows of three across.

Here too, vegetables, flowers,
herbs, and low evergreens are

distributed, one variety per
carr6. each square a miniature
version of single-crop agricul-
ture. Whole fields of lavender
or tobacco waving in the wind
are the sort of image Cribier
has in mind when he says "in
large quantities, in a kind of
saturation of plants, each one

becomes more valuable as part
of a whole." Each square is

framed with what must be the

rarest paving blocks in
France-stones recently re-
moved from an inner courtyard
of the Palais-Royal to make
way for contemporary stone
and marble columns by the
sculptor Daniel Buren.

Under soft gray skies and
amid a sea of gravel paths, this
arrangement of squares
appears cool and spare, and
the muted shades of greens,

grays, blues, yellows, and whites have a
luminous quality. Squares of similar
colors, like the beds of purple petunias
and lavender, seem to call out to one an-

other. Contrasts of texture-stiff blades,
floppy leaves, and rigid stalks-are as

important as color in modulating the reg-

ular grid. The sum of these parts is as sat-

isfying as the enclosed gardens of the
Renaissance, and yet it feels refreshingly
new, modern, and open.

No other area near the house is left
simply to be neutral-not even the grav-

el space for parking. Here twelve linden
trees set out in a rectangle will be pleached

and clipped over the years so that their

Ctippea box globes in the entrance court,
opposite, are set on the diagonal among

sandstone pavers typical of the region.

Pascal Cribier calls the geometric shrubs
"sentinels." Above: Seen in profile, plants

in the two and a half meter square beds

(here lavender, Siberian iris, and perovskia)

suggest miniature versions of agricultural
crops in large fields. Colors within the grid

change seasonally as flowers come into

bloom and fade and vegetables mature.
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t dirt gardener himselt. Cribier en-

/l joys the sense of taming these

/{ forces of nature and of conraining
J- I both the wild and the ordinary in a
strict geometry of space. Along the piers of
the cow sheds he has placed terra-cotta
pots filled with immense bouquets of wild
grasses and herbs. And in the entry court to
the house, 25 box clipped into small globes
appear to have sprouted up between the
typically Norman sandstone pavers, like
sentinels in military formation-a disci-
plined rank that nevertheless allows for di-
agonal paths to the doors. From this
courtyard one can survey the entire potager
seated in comfort against the sword-shaped
leaves of one of Claude and Frangois-Xa-
vier Lalanne's fanciful patinated-bronze
benches. (The design was originally com-
missioned for the Lila Acheson Wallace
garden at Colonial Williamsburg.)

To protect the swimming pool on the
back lawn from the constant winds off the
Channel, Cribier has set a tall hedge of
yews within an existing low stone wall. He
is making adjustments as well in the fam-
ily's long floral border at the bottom of the
lawn that, along with the hedge behind,
creates a strong horizon at the end of the
garden. In summer and on into autumn this
border glows with the richer hues of zin-
nias, asters, &nd cosmos-and dahlias do-
nated by the village curd.

At a time when most contemporary ar-
chitecture in France appears to be striving
forthe boldly (Text c'ontinued on page I 64 )

Beyond a summer border at the bottom
of the garden, an early morning mist
blown in from the Channel hangs over
woods and fields. $ome of the trees
silhouetted on the horizon were planted
in the I 8th cenrury by the horticulturist
and scholar Toustain de Frontebosc,
an ancestor of the Bagneux family.

il5

I

branches form a floating hedge, suspended
above the family cars (sometimes as many
as 25) that assemble on weekends and holi-
days. In front of a laurel hedge on the lawn
bordering the potager is another example
of what Cribier calls "la force v6g6tale"
(the natural vigor of plants): here he has
trained three triangular pylons from living
hornbeams, their supple trunks, three to-
gether, bent and tied into forms Madame
de Bagneux calls her Eiffel Towers.
Crowned by bushy leaves and braced with
cut branches, these have become living
stakes for tomato vines.
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chairs. A pair of Empire chairs
is upholstered in taffeta.
Opposite above: Striped
Clarence House Taffetas Ray6

is gathered at the windows.
Details see Resources.
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f n the library of Milton and Carroll Pe-

! trie's Fifth Avenue apartment there is a

I Rillow that says: "Behind every suc-
J- cessful man is an exhausted woman."
This is obviously Canoll Petrie's idea of a
little joke because you have never seen a
less exhausted looking woman. Elegantly
dressed and coiffed, perfectly poised, and
radiating her famous southern charm, Mrs.
Petrie looks energetic and assured-a
woman who knows exactly what she wants
and wastes no time getting it.

What Mrs. Petrie wanted, in this partic-
ular case, was a different apartment. She
and her husband, the retailing tycoon and
noted philanthropist, entertain a great deal,
and they needed a place with a larger din-
ing room and more space for staff and ser-
vice. They found just that-five floors
up from where they were living. What
Mrs. Petrie didn't want, however, was
a new apartment; the look of the old one
suited herjust fine. So, with the help of two
decorators who had worked on the old
apartment-David Easton with John
Christensen (the architectural planning,
the living room, library, and entrance hall)
and Robert Denning of Denning & Four-
cade (the dining room)-and one, Pauline
Boardman (the bedrooms, bathrooms,
kitchen, servants' quarters, and contract-
ing), who had not, she proved that you can
indeed take it with you.

Easton's goal was to create a sense of
Classical symmetry in the new apartment.
Three small corridors were made into one
large columned entrance gallery with
bookcases, a black and white marble floor,
and yellow faux bois paneling. He aligned
the doors that open offthe hall into the liv-
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The Height

of Elegance
Milton and Caruoll Petrie rnaued fiue /loors up

ouitbout leauirug bome, By PilarViladas

Photographs by Oberto Gili
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Thi tiring room's pale pink

walls and gray green faux
marbre trim provide a back-
drop for Louis XVI fauteuils

covered in a Brunschwig
brocaded stripe and

paintings by George Romney
and Hubert Robert. The

girpet was custom-made in
with an Empire design.
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ing and dining rooms and added a wall to
shorten the living room's narrow propor-
tions and create a small library.

In the living room the same Louis XVI
fauteuils and pastel silk sofas and arm-
chairs sit on the same Empire document-
inspired carpet, but a switch from the old
apartment's yellow walls to the new apart-
ment's pale pink sets a more delicate, fem-
inine tone: "I have a weakness for pink,"
confirms Mrs. Petrie.

Next door in the library, Easton gath-
ered China Trade paintings from all three
of the Petries' houses and hung them as a
collection on the red walls. Accented by
apple-green upholstery and curtains, this
room has a warmth and intimacy that is not
lost on its owners: "We almost always go
there when we're alone," comments Mrs.
Petrie. The dining room is covered in the
same rose damask as in the old apartment.
This room's ceiling is painted, as was its
predecessor's, but its design of rose gar-
lands and birds against a blue sky is what
Robert Denning calls "a more developed
version-very Watteauesque. "

David Easton gave the entrance gallery,
above, a Classical symmetry. Right: ln the
dining room Robert Denning used the same

Lee Jofa rose damask he applied to the walls
of the Petries' former apartment. Again,
he had the ceiling painted with a blue sky
but this time with garlands of roses. An
Empire chandelier was transferred from
the old library. The Louis XV console
is gilt wrought iron with a marble top.
Overcurtains are of Rose Cumming chintz.

Thanks to Pauline Boardman, Milton
Petrie's bedroom looks suitably masculine
(with the exception of his famous collec-
tion of teddy bears). and his wife's is luxu-
rious and feminine-the perfect spot for
Mrs. Petrie to relax with her two poodles
and long-haired Chihuahua, who were out
being groomed during our visit. "They
spend more time at the hairdresser than I
do," shejokes.

7Tt he unorthodox lhree-decorator ar-

' I 
t rong.r.n, worked just as well the

I ,econO time around-a tribute to
I Mrs. Petrre's powers ot manage-

ment, if not of persuasion. But then, as

Denning says, "Carroll is the ideal client.
She makes up her mind and pays her bills.
And she likes and lives with the results.
What else can you ask for? It's flattering. "

It is also interesting that someone of
Mrs. Petrie's considerable wherewithal
would opt for minimal changes when she

could have given her new apartment a radi-
cally different look. "It speaks well of
knowing yourself," says Denning. "Few
people have such assurance." It is an as-

surance, adds Easton, that comes from ex-
perience. "Carroll has seen a lot of the real
thing-great houses , great rooms. ' '

Now that the Petries' New York base is
completed, Mrs. Petrie is at work on her
next project-a condominium at the
Breakers in Palm Beach. And after that?
The tireless southern belle replies, "I think
I'll take a rest." a

Editor : J acque line G onnet
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Tbe unorthodox tbree-decorator arrangellterut worked just as rtell tbe second

tirne around-a tribute to Carroll Parie's powers of persuasion
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For swen centuries the glorious glass of Bohemia

bas set the worldl standard, By Martiru Filler

Photograpbs by Alexaruclre Bai lbacbef
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f\ ome artifacts not only epitomize a particular moment in

\ design history but also reflect epochs ofpolitical, social,

. -l economic, and artistic change. Few man-made objects

)\r.-/ .onn..t those themes more completely than Bohemian
glass. Since the Middle Ages, the rich natural resources and

abundant forests of Bohemia (part of present-day Czechoslova-
kia) have provided the raw materials and fuel for what became

the world's most versatile and wide-reaching glass industry. By
the mid eighteenth century Bohemian glass could be bought as

far away as the shops of colonial Boston, the markets of Mexico
City, and the bazaars of Constantinople. Schools in some ob-
scure Bohemian hamlets taught up to a dozen languages to pre-
pare village boys for careers in international trade. Princes and

prelates gave and received state presents of prestigious Bohemi-
an crystal, which remained a global watchword for excellence
until the cataclysm of World War II.

The venerable reputation of the Bohemian glass industry has

long been eclipsed by other European manufacturers. Now, in a
country far more famous for its crystal today than Czechoslova-

kia, a major retrospective of seven centuries of Bohemian glass

is being held. The exhibition "Verres de Boh6me," on view at

the Mus6e des Arts D6coratifs in Paris through January 28, is
more than just a dazzlingpanorama of antique and contemporary
glass treasures. Rather, over two hundred examples of master

craftsmanship illuminate a neglected body of work rarely seen in
such depth and quality. It concentrates only on the very best.

As this exhibition demonstrates over and over again, the fac-
tory owners of Bohemia were clever, adaptable, and receptive to
new ideas as part of a comprehensive marketing strategy that
would be the envy of many current CEOs. During the Renais-
sance, the glass of Murano was rightly regarded as the world's
finest. The soda-based Venetian pieces were purer than the yel-
lowish or greenish potash-based Bohemian material. What bet-
ter ploy for covering up the imperfections of Bohemian glass

than appropriating and modifying the dense intertwining gro-

tesques and flower, leaf, and vine motifs used on the fashionable
Italian glass? The Bohemians eventually found themselves with
an enduring classic, and glassware based on those early designs

is still being made in Czechoslovakia.
The demand for novel colors and rich ornamentation led the

Bohemians to the frontiers of creativity in search of new tech-
niques. When a Prussian glassmaker finally developed a deep-

red ruby glass during the 1670s, it caused a sensation and

became a jealously guarded secret. Within a decade the Bohemi-
ans had learned the formula and made it their own. True to form
they went even further with it, creating extravagant Baroque
pieces swirled with twisting strands of ruby glass and gold fili-
gree resembling ribbons wafting (Text continued on page 160)

Bohemian glassmakers have constantly experimented with
innovalive techniques. From left: Covered ruby glass goblet dates

from the late lTth century when the secret Prussian formula
became known in Bohemia. The double-layer Zwischengold
stemmed glass and armorial beaker are both mid l8th century; a

close-fitting gilded liner was fixed with clear adhesive inside the
outer glass. Two Baroque glasses, a goblet engraved with a

portrait of Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I, late lTth century,
and goblet with grotesques, l7l5-20, have gold and ruby stems.
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TW f e had scouts looking alloverthe
I I / country tor us, Irom Montana

W to New Mexico." says Lynda
Y Y Guberofthe search she and her

husband, Peter, made for a mountain re-
treat. "Then a broker in Aspen called one
day and said. 'You have to come up imme-
diately.' A few hours later we were driving
up this extraordinarily beautiful winding
path to the ranch. Peter and I both laughed
because it was like the song 'On the Road
to Mandalay.' "

One glance at the view east across the
Aspen valley toward Red Mountain and
the continental divide was all it took to con-
vince the Gubers this was the road well tak-
en. Naturally the Gubers named their new
ranch Mandalay. This romantic allusion to
a locale that has been the subject of a Rud-
yard Kipling poem, a vaudeville song,
and a 1926 silent movie is appropriate to
the Gubers. Peter Guber is half of the
Guber-Peters Entertainment Co., respon-
sible for producing such films as Flash-
dance, Rain Man, The Witches of
Eastwick, Gorillas in the Mist, and Bat-
man. The Academy Award-winning part-
nership so impressed the Sony Corporation
when it bought Columbia Pictures Enter-
tainment last year lhat 47-year-old Guber
and partner Jon Peters were hired to head
the studio. Redheaded Lynda matches her
husband stride for stride in energy. A deco-
rator, former schoolteacher, and educa-
tional reform activist, she is currently
making her film debut as screenwriter and
producer of a film tentatively titled Spiritu-
al Girls on the March. The two met when
they were students at Syracuse University
and have nearly set a Hollywood record
with 24 years of marriage .

In Aspen, a town that might more fit-
tingly be called Rockywood for the pletho-
ra of film folk in its midst, the Gubers'
presence hardly raises an eyebrow. After
all, Jack Nicholson, Kurt Russell, Goldie
Hawn, Don Johnson, and Disney boss Mi-
chael Eisner are only a few of the luminar-
ies who have flocked to the remote valley.

Of course, Aspen has always been a

Lynda and Peter Guber, left, trailblaze
through the aspens on their Colorado
estate. Right: Goatskin lampshades hang
from oxen yokes in the barn where the
Gubers gather to play pool and saddle up
their horses. Next to a wall of chaps, hats,

and saddles, an Alaskan dogsled doubles
as a chaise longue. Details see Resources.
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Arpen on Location
Hotshot producer Peter Guber creates the ultimate Western movie set

By Kent Black PhotoEaphs by 0berto Gili
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Contractors estimated two years for the projut, but Guber,

accustomed to tigbt schedula: g,ot the job done iru 130 doyt

boomtown. First there was silver in the late
nineteenth century, and now there's gold
in real estate, retail, and tourism. Guber,
though, dismisses the attractiveness of
glitzat 8,000 feet. "Sure, the social scene

is there if you want it. But we chose the

ranch for seclusion. At home in Bel-Air I
sometimes feel that if I
wind my watch too loud,
the neighbors will call and

complain. Here I could fre
off a howitzer and no one

would comment."
The Gubers' transformation of Manda-

lay, in fact, was like a sustained artillery
barrage. The house was bought in March
1986. Renovation began the following
month. "Peter was absolutely determined
that the ranch be finished by Labor Duy, ' '

says Lynda, still awestruck by the under-
taking. Although local contractors esti-
mated two years, Guber, accustomed to
tight production schedules, got the job
donein 130days.

Just short of tearing down the original
clapboard house, the Gubers enlarged the

foundation, raised the roof, re-sided the

structure with logs from Montana, re-
placed the plumbing and electrical wiring,
reconfigured rooms, and refloored all
7,200 square feet with Mexican tile and

wide pine planks salvaged from a ware-

house in Pennsylvania.
Los Angeles interior designer Dayna

Van Kleeck, who acted as the Gubers' de-

sign consultant, traveled all over the West

with Lynda hunting down furniture and ob-
jects. Peter meanwhile took on the weighty
responsibility of owner-builder, and for a
month he camped out in one small room of
the house to oversee the crucial stages of
the renovation. "We started out at six in
the morning when the specialists arrived.
At three in the afternoon the first shift
would go home and another crew of stone-
masons or tilers would come in and work
until nine. (Text continued on page 162)

ft" ,r"ra".n theme of the house unfolds

opposite the front door, left, where a cedar-

root table suppofts an lndian portrait, a

Pueblo pot, and a tomahawk head. Above
right: Saplings line the cathedral ceiling, and

Navajo Germantown weavings, blankets by

Beacon and Pendleton, and a Ralph Lauren

Home Collection fabric on pillows
decorate the living room, which is both

cavernous and cozy. RiSht: Tucked into

the side of a hill, the house is surrounded
by dramatic views of the Aspen valley'
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An American photographer in Paris arranges the fragments of

his domestic life. By Edmund White Photographs by David Seidner

r 32;



avid Seidner is a 32-year-old
American photographer who has

the requisite courage and inner
strength to see the world in bits and

pieces-which is precisely the way it is
most of the time. One definition of creativ-
ity is the ability to hold contradictions in
suspension, to postpone our natural need
for closure in order to explore what is dis-
turbingly open-ended. By this definition
Seidner is one of the most powerfully cre-
ative talents around. His pictures are usual-
ly of fragments-bodies glimpsed in
motion, faces broken down and analyzed
by mirror shards, figures half canceled out
by superimposed images.

"I like to orchestrate accidents," he re-
marks with that level gaze and unsmiling
expression so at odds with his natural gift
for intimacy-and for antic fun. Tall,
crop-haired, blond, broad-shouldered, he
has that slightly uncomfortable look of a

bodyguard put into a suit, but in fact he's
thoroughly at ease in the international art
scene. Like his photographs, Seidner him-
self is never simple; he's bristling with
complexities. For someone of his preco-
ciousness, for instance, he's almost shock-
ingly dissatisfied with his achievements to
date. Holding up an impressive book of his
photographs, David Seidner (Rizzoli), he
hums "Is That All There Is?" Like all gen-
uine artists, he measu'res his work to date
not against the competition but against his
own potential, which is daunting.

Perhaps to dramatize his multiple per-
sonality, Seidner divides his time between
two cities, New York and Paris, though al-
ways in small installments. "Paris is calm
next to New York, " he says. "It's far from
the hype. In Paris I have a house, a convert-
ible, fresh flowers, and the luxury of hours
of quiet. New York is a place to earn a liv-
ing. It's also the best meeting place-the
most intense concentration of interesting

David Seidner's living room, left, has

the calm of a theatrical space drained of
drama. Jean-Michel Frank upholstered
furniture blends with an African stool
and table and ceramics by Lachenal,

, Primavera, Cl6ment Massier, and Royal
Copenhagen. Ri8ht: ln his office, meticulous
order prevails. On the wall hang Seidner's
exhibition prints, a drawing by Yves
Oppenheim, and, at top right, a small
photograph by lrving Penn of Lisa

Fonssagrives, a model of the forties and
fifties who is the subject of a book
Seidner is editing. Details see Resources.
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people in the world. In New York you can
sit down to dinner with a writer, a doctor, a
painter, a stockbroker, and a taxi driver all
at the same table; whereas Paris is nothing
but cliques-cinema, literature, and no
real art world. But if New York is exciting,
it's also ahardplaceto work. In fact, I wish
my New York friends lived in Paris. ''

S
eidner's Paris house, a turn-of-the-
century atelier down a cul-de-sac in
Montparnasse, is a reflection of his
divided personality, as modern and

relaxed as America and as subtle and re-
fined as France. Although anonymous
from the outside, it is richly luminous and

detailed inside. As soon as the front door
opens, the visitor is greeted by a daz-
zling jumble of handcrafted ceramics from
the early 1900s; just beyond them is the

living room, a dramatic two-story room
softly lit by the pearl-gray light of Paris.
Like a stage after the set has been struck,
the room has the calm of a theatrical space

drained of drama. The green walls, back-
drops for so many of Seidner's photographs,
are, as he would say, "narrative"-sug-
gestive of forgotten stories, like an old
billboard fluttering with layered posters.

The melancholy is intensified by an
old wood ladder posed against one wall,
as though the stagehand had just gone
out for a coffee break.

"When I bought this place," Seidner
says, "it was a dance studio. I've even kept
a few of the full-length ballet mirrors. Of
course I had to redo everything else-
plumbing, wiring, floors, walls-but I
wanted to end up with something that felt
old and lived in. I prefer sketches to fin-
ished paintings and ruins to intact build-
ings. " The walls were built up by trial and

error with layers of spackling compound
applied with a spatula. The narrative look
was helped along by the roughness of the

original walls. The wood plank floors re-
semble ship decking after it's been sun-

bleached, again a look that was carefully
contrived. Seidner streaked them with
white wood stain, then sealed them.

On this stage Seidner has placed exqui-
sitely anonymous furniture by Jean-Mi-
chel Frank who-nearly fifty years after he

committed suicide in New York (to which,
as a Jew, he'd fled the Nazis at the outbreak
of the war)-remains the reigning spirit of
French interior design. The Frank dining
room chairs, which Seidner spotted at a
flea market, are covered in a dull orange-

Tire photographer, above, caught in

a moment of stillness. Left One of
Seidner's signature prints through
painted glass. Below: A somber dining
room relieved by wit; the table look
hewn from oak but is concrete
and fiberglass. Unearthed at a flea
market, Jean-Michel Frank dining
chairs are upholstered in what Seidner
insists is Pompeian red fabric.
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"I wanted sometbing tbat

felt old and liued in,

I prefer sketches to finished
paintings and ruins

to intact buildings"

Ab"lon" spoons on a leafy dish, tStr Io 4ght: A carefully arranged still
life. Right: The nearly monasric bedroom with stark wood paneling after Jean-
Michel Frank and a Noguchi lamp. Above: A tableau shot in Seidner's studio
when he was preparing for an exhibition at the Mus6e des Ara de la Mode.
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a Pompeian red, he insists. The dining
room table , which looks carved out of mas-

sive oak, is actually a concrete and fiber-
glass piece rescued fiom an artyjunk shop.

Also found in a flea market were a pair
of chairs carved out of real elm tree trunks.
Seidner obtained the Frank sofa by trading
some of his photos with decorator Jacques

Grange. The ceramics, most of them Royal
Copenhagen, have beautiful patinas that
allude to the walls. For all its look of poetic
decay, however, the house is rigorously
organized, as a visit to the meticulously
neat office on the balcony reveals.

A eidner is multitalented. As a teen-

\ug.r. he worked for a Los Angeles

. lfurniture desipner, then moved to
L-/N.* York and'took up tashion-"1
change cities the way other people change

shirts." He keeps copious journals and

writes regularly for Bomb. He exhibited
his sculptures before he ever showed pho-
tos. But his first love was photography,
and it remains his governing passion. At
age fourteen he had already begun to pho-
tograph at school. "The camera is like a

beard or sunglasses-it permits anonym-
ity," he explains. Anonymity suited the

naturally shy youngster.
Seidner took his first fragmented photo

when he went out to interview and shoot
avant-garde composer John Cage and had

only a telephoto lens for a full-length por-
trait. Improvising quickly, he took five dif-
ferent shots of Cage from head to toe which
he assembled later-a perfect homage to a
composerwhose music incarnates the prin-
ciple of randomness.

When he was nineteen, Seidner came to
Paris to visit, but he stayed to study art his-

tory and literature. "My first day here I
was flabbergasted by the crumbling walls,
the flaking paint, the half-effaced narra-
tives that suggested murders, births, in-
trigues. " By the time he was 2l , he'd had

his firstParis (Text continued on page 162)

A dazzling array ol turn-of-the-century
vases inlaid with broken ceramics fill
Seidner's entryway, left. The style is

known as pique-assiette (freeloader),
which here puns on the term's original
meaning, "stealing from a plate."
Opposite: The remnants of a dance

studio-ballet mirrors sans barr+-haunt
the dining room. Playing with the illusion

of romantic neglect, Seidner built the
walls with layers of spackling compound
to create the expressive surface that's
often the backdrop for his photographs.
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Pnittipr Hathaway, above, steals home

after a day of auction house dealings.

Righc ln the living room a Biedermeier-
inspired sofa and paisley-upholstered club

chair by Hathaway's decorators, M Group.

T meant this to be a nocturnal cocoon, a

! plrce where I could come at night and

I L. tur away f,rom New York." says

I enittip, Hathaway. reclining on a
chintz-covered Louis XVI canap6 in his
Park Avenue apartment. "lt was not meant
to be lived in during the day. "

Although the inspiration came from Pa-
risian apartments of the nineteenth centu-
ry, the place feels more like a gentleman's
rooms in London's Albany. True, there are

significant French elements to these
rooms: the canap6, a nineteenth-century
architectural drawing by Paul Lebret, a

Louis XVI secr6taire ir abattant. and a

Charles X daybed. But there is also a play-
fulness at work here that seems far too
eclectic for a punctilious Parisian abode.

In fact, the curious, droll, and ludicrous
abound, like the sophisticated contents of a
toy chest. Offsetting the seriousness of the
secr6taire, for example, is a Scottish salm-
on painting; nearby, an unupholstered Ital-
ian Rococo stool with goat legs, which
looks like a truncated animal. has its ex-
posed spine covered with a black-lacquer
tray on which, fittingly, rests a volume ti-
tled Legendar), Parties, 1922-1972. Such
items as the l914 silver writing tray with
Mickey Mouse pens, the huge green mar-
ble foot by the fireplace, and the butter
churn by the door holding ceremonial
swords, walking sticks, and $ l0 umbrellas
bring together three centuries to produce
an effect that is uniquely 1990.

Known as Pete, 34-year-old Hathaway,
who is vice president of Sotheby's Europe-
an furniture division, found the apartment
four years ago with the help of Sotheby's
International Realty's Lee Thaw. What he

was looking for, Hathaway admits, was
"something decidedly grander"-some-
thing that no doubt could accommodate his
six-foot five-inch frame, a stature accentu-
ated by his imperious posture and what in
the South is called "big hair." The first
time he saw the three rooms was "like
walking into a suite at the Hotel Pierre in
1955," he says, dismissing "hideous" as

too equivocal a description. "There was

this fake gold-flecked Louis XV boiserie
and a white grand piano in here and nothing
but a harpsichord in the library," recalls
Hathaway, lighting a cigarette with his
horn-encased lighter and gesturing around
the living room. "Still, it would have tak-
en an idiot not to see the potential. "

Although he knew what he wanted,
Hathaway was less certain about how to go
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The Phillips Collection
Soth ebv's Fre n c h 
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about it, so he called on M Group, a part-
nership of architect Hermes Mallea and

decorator Carey Maloney, the latter of
whom Hathaway had first met in the early
1980s when they shared an office at Chris-
tie's. The room was so small, says Ma-
loney, that ''if we leaned back in our chairs
at the same time, we'd bump heads. "

Since the apartment was not as grand as

Hathaway wanted, M Group took steps to
enhance its dimensions in a variety of
ways. Uneven beams were sheathed and

supported by pilasters, which also created
a consistent aesthetic. South-facing win-
dows blocked by a high rise were turned
into shallow closets, the doors covered
with squares of distressed glass. This en-

larging effect was duplicated on either side

ofthe pocket doors leading into the library/
dining room. Since Hathaway wanted the
walls to have a Mediterranean feeling, M
Group hired Jean Charles Dicharry to paint
a light green glaze:' the result looks as if a

century of rain has washed out the original
paint. Perhaps the most impressive new
touch, however, is the faux mahogany in
the library, bedroom, and bathroom. The
Texas-born Maloney wasn't satisfied that
the faux just be good; his rule is that ' 'it has

to look better than the real thing. "
M Group's most important contribu-

tion, acknowledges Hathaway, was its
ability to deal with the fact that, as he says,

he has never been able to part with a single
thing he'd collected: "Luckily, I had them
to act as editors. ' '

l dmits Malonev. "When most cli-
A ents call up and tell you they have

/{ 1ur, boughi a new chair. you groan
J. Ior cross yourself. When Pete calls
to say he just bought a new chair, you can't
wait to see it." Asked about the less plea-
surable aspects of working with Hatha-
way, the decorator drawls diplomatically,
"Many of our clients are collectors or in-
volved with businesses such as Sotheby's,
so when they don't like something, they
don't say, 'I'm not sure,' they say, 'Good
God, I wouldn't put that in a doghouse. "'

Maryland-born Hathaway was influ-
enced early on by the English and Conti-
nental furniture collected by his parents
and their parents. Many of his earliest ac-
quisitions-soldier prints given to him by
his father-now hang throughout the
apartment, "though most of them are
stuffed into the closet," he says with a

laugh. These prints, as well as six others
of the battle of Trafalgar, an eighteenth-
century chief constable's tole hatbox,
and a gaucho's belt studded with silver
coins, add a decidedly martial flavor to
the proceedings.

Hathaway's flair for collecting emerged
precociously (Text continued on page I 60 )

Willi"- lV chairs surround an Empire center table in the library/dining
room, right, where Hathaway's childhood collection of l9th-century soldier

prints and nautical scenes line the walls. Both the mirror and daybed

are Charles X. Below: A Louis XVI fruitwood secr6taire is topped with a

l9th-century English tole hatbox and a Scottish painting of a fish.
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1^\ or. architects are not very person-

\:,." snilfls Frederic Schwartz. turn-

. -t ing up his nose in prolessional
lJ disdain. The 37-vear-old architect is
referring, of course, to the fact that many
ofhis high-profile brethren in the architec-
tural community have adopted a one-style-
fits-all approach to design which
effectively ensures that your house will
look like my house and that our house will
look like their house.

To Schwartz this is worse than an aes-

thetic shame: it's a missed architectural op-
portunity. He and his partner, Ross
Anderson, have built their reputations on

an entirely different foundation. They be-

lieve there are as many styles as there are

clients, as many solutions as there are
problems, and that the architect's job is to
serve as matchmaker. "We are verr'per-
sonal," announces Schwartz. and he and

Anderson have the portfolio to prove it.
Their funky neon-lit Mexican restaurant in
Manhattan's Tudor City looks virtually
nothing like their sleek corporate offices
for Finlandia vodka in Rockefeller Center,
and neither could ever be confused with the

contemporary variation on the classic
Shingle Style cottage the partners just fin-
ished in East Hampton. What this means,

as you may have deduced, is that your
house needn't look at all like my house.

Even by Schwartz's standards, the
apartment he recently completed on Cen-
tral Park West is decidedly more personal

than most. Quirky and idiosyncratic, flam-
boyant and brazen, this is one house that

can be safely classified sui generis. Ac-
cording to the architect, the stimulus for
this unabashed individuality came from a

very private, though spirited, young man

in his mid twenties who was looking for
considerably more than simple residential
accommodation for himself, his bearded
collie, and his 37 chairs.

"A wonderful client is a wonderful
thing," says Schwartz. "And this client
was unbelievably wonderful." By that the

ln the living room a custom V'Soske

carpet modeled after a map of Manhattan
gives the same exuberant punch to the
floor that colorful leaded-glass doors, an

extended quotation from ltalo Calvino's

lnvisible Cities, and a glorious 2-D garden

of overscale stenciled roses give to the
walls. The two tubular-steel and cane

chairs are by Mies van der Rohe, and the
black wood armchair is by Gerrit Thomas

Rietveld. All three are 1920s originals.
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Architect Frederic Schwartz

left no surface untouched

in the Central Park Wbst

apartment of a young collector

Charles
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ln the bedroom, left,

Schwartz added a sprightly
Formica ColorCore television

cabinet of his own design.

Resting on the Barcelona
table from Knoll lnternational

is Ettore Sottsass's I 982
Mizar vase for Memphis. The

owner's noteworthy collection
of modern and contemporary *-

furniture classics includes, in :
the living room, above and

right, pieces by Alvar Aalto,
lsamu Noguchi, Mies van der

Rohe, Robert Venturi, and
Frank Lloyd Wright, among

countless others. Fabrics
are from Clarence House.

Details see Resources.

"A Luondrrfnl client

is a utondrrfol tbing,"

says architect Scbwartz,

"And tbis client cuas

un b e l i wa b l y u on drrf, l "
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A f.i"r" courtesy of ltalo Calvino
encircles the stenciled dining area,

above, where Schwartz's Skyscraper
chair presides at the head of the
table. Robert Venturi and Frank
Lloyd Wright supplied the other

chairs. The dinnerware is from Swid
Powell. Qpposltg Ettore Sottsass's

l98l Casablanca cabinet for Memphis
anchors the other end of the room.

Below: ln the library a Mondrian-
style wall pattern adds color{ul

counterpoint to ebonized ash book-
cases. Robert Venturi chair for Knoll.

architect means that his client came well
prepared, not only with an adequate budget
but with a sophisticated visual sense he had
cultivated at Harvard and was eager to nur-
ture at home. In other words. Schwartz's
client viewed the renovation of his apart-
ment not merely as an adventure in the do-
mestic arts but as an adventure in the
decorative arts.

A s an obvious poinr ol deparrure.

/l Schwanz began with the notewor-

n :ir ;$ i:':i:H i [:H:[.i:l: I ]
teen-mostly chairs by the acknowledged
masters of twentieth-century design. Al-
though many are familiar classics, these
are not garden-variety "licensed" repro-
ducticlns but originals-with a smattering
of even rarer prototypes-that span the de-
cades from Gerrit Thomas Rietveld's de
Stijl and Mies van der Rohe's Bauhaus to
Robert Venturi's Postmodernism and Et-
tore Sottsass's Memphis. "Even though
these are museum-quality pieces, "
Schwartz explains. "this is an apartment.
not a museum." So rather than opt for a

minimalist gallery installation of white

walls, wood floors, track lighting, and lit-
tle else, Schwartz took a livelier tack that
engages the collection and the apartment in
what he calls a "dialogue. "

Before he could prepare the prewar
apartment to hold its own in the anticipated
conversation, Schwartz felt it necessary
first to return the rooms to their original
middle-class respectability. Moldings,
cornices, and other traditional details were
meticulously preserved, restored, or,
where necessary, re-created in a low-pro-
file effort at continuity that he dubs "in-
visible architecture." The sole change in
the layout was the reconfiguration of a
maze of garret-size service rooms into one
large open dining and kitchen space. Oth-
erwise. everything is again as it was in
l9l0-except, of course, for Schwartz's
contribution to the dialogue, a showstop-
ping decorative overlay that engulfs nearly
every surface in this once sleepy two-bed-
room apartment.

It is rare, even by contemporary stan-

dards, for an architect to indulge himself in
so spirited an outburst of creative energy.
Perhaps Schwartz was inspired by his
open-minded (Tert continued on page 162 )
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Otda FitzGerald writa about ttfe in tbefamily castle with her husband,

rhe Ktigbt of Gtiru, Plcotoyapbs by TbibaulrJeanson
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!.1 
'trc in Cuunty Limerick appears to

I I .havc been consunted by a passion-
I-/r,. attachment to the place. When
my husband and I moved into the many-
windowed battlerncnted castle-built by
his ancestor the 24th Knight of Glin in the

1780s-l soon discovercd that this house

on the banks of the River Shannon would
always be my grcatest rival fbr my hus-
band's al'l'ections. Sonre living fbrce fiom
the past has been carried through without a

break to the present. and it seems to bring
back things-and pcople-that belong.

The castle's "sugar icing" battlements
and its "toy fbrt" Gothic lodges were add-
ed in the ltt20s by the Knight of Glin's
dashin-e son and hcir. John Fraunceis Fitz-
Gerald (known locally as the Knight of the
Womcn lbr his anlorous exploits). Myth
and tirlklore havc surrounded all the he-
reditary "fairy-tale" Knights of Glin since

the lirurteenth century. though this cadet
branch of thc Nornran Geraldines was in-
variably on the losing side of the battles it
tbught. Alier suppor(ing their kinsman the
earl ol'Desnrond in his unsuccesstul fight
against the English. their original castle-
of which only a stump remains-was laid
seige by Queen Elizabeth's soldiers. As if
to prove this ancient Irish family could still
hold its head high an.rong the mushrooming
English nobility and gentry who had
usurped their lands since the sixteenth cen-
tury, Clin Castle rose proudly from its
foundation. a lone symbol of the lading
Gaelic way of lif'e. Ironically. it is Glin that
remains intact today while the splendid
mansions built to satisty the ascendancy's
colonial ambitions lie strewn around the
whole'o1'County Limerick as ruined hulks.

Glin Castle is not a decorator's dream.
Nevcr conrpletely done over. it is instead a

house that has gradually grown together,
roorn by r(x)m, to become a living page out

A sportint scene by Desportes and

Regency gilt sconces are placed above a

late lSth century lrish mantelpiece in the
smoking room, above right. Right: Neo-

Jacobean oak dining room furniture was

ordered from London in l8l0 byJohn
Fraunceis FitzGerald, whose portrait hangs

to the right of the door. Above the mantel
is Jean-Baptiste van Loo's portrait of Sir

John Willes, a forebear of Olda FitzGerald.
Opposite above: A second-floor hallway
displays family mementos. Oppq{!9
below: ln the entrance hall a Neoclassical
ceiling, c. 1780, retains its original colors.
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Beyond a round mahogany table,
c. 1720, a grandly architectural

Neoclassical mirror from Dublin
dominates the library chimneypiece.

The marble mantel is

garnished with Chamberlain
Worcester china. ln the corner

stands a mahogany bureau bookcase
with scrolled and

apron made c.

pediment
1750 for a

in Kilkenny. The gilt oval
crowned by an urn and

exemplifies the virtuosity
of lreland's Georgian
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of the history of Irish artists and craftsmen.
The powerful and beautiful eighteenth-
century mahogany tables and chairs that
have gathered around our household are
carved with such an extraordinarily vivid
animal-like quality one almost expects
them to walk away emitting low grunts and
growls. Every wall is plastered with paint-
ings of lrish subjects by lrish painters like
a foreign envelope with stamps; some
of these we have brought from places
as far away as New South Wales and Van-
couver Island. Since the diaspora of the
hated Anglo-Irish landlord class brought
the dispersal and rejection of their cul-
ture, it is only now that Irish works of
art they commissioned are beginning to

A brrt of Milton, le1!, surmounts a

bookcase in the library. Above: Ceiling
plasterwork in the entrance hall

includes insignia of the 24th Knight of
Glin. Riglc An engraving after a

Susannah Drury gouache of the Giant's
Causeway serves as a backdrop to a

grouping ofThai and Chinese objects.
Below left: A wooden birdcage lantern
illuminates the back stairwell. Below:

Oswald Birley's l9l I painting
of Countess Annesley in the library.

Belqwgigfrq A lodge turret.

be appreciated in their native country.
"When the sky is blue and the river is

blue," I brightly tell one of my friends as

we walk around the house in the teeth of a

gale blowing up from the estuary, "you
can't imagine what a beautiful view it is

across the water to County Clare." My
friend clearly doesn't believe me. I can
hardly believe it myself as the gray wind-
lashed waves of the river are only just visi-
ble through the mist and rain. Hurrying
into the gleaming hall through chaste gray
stone pillars under a butterfly-shaped fan-
light, we shut and bolt the door behind us.
Instinctively I listen for the sound of a door
knocker, though none exists-due to the
eerie tradition that three knocks by an in-

I'{wer completely

done ouer, the castle

has groutn together

room by room

\
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visible hand herald a death in the family.
Four soaring Corinthian columns sup-

port a ceiling which still has the original
paintwork of over two hundred years ago.
An Irish harp, a French horn, wheat
sheaves, spidery vines, and a wild boar
dance in delicate plasterwork against an

apple-green ground. Tall windows flood
the room with light, and the double flying
staircase leads up to a Venetian window
framed by a cornucopia of plaster flowers.
Sometimes, standing here with my hand on
the inlaid wood of the stair rail in the im-
mense peace ofthis great house, I feel cer-
tain now will be the time I see a ghost, but
all that greets me is the tapping of roses on
the windowpane and the rustling of the

Staffordshire pottery, left, on a

mantel carved in Dublin in the 1780s by
Pietro Bossi. Above: FitzGerald crests

on a chairback in the entrance hall.
Blght A painted English chair in the

drawing room. Below left: The garden
room holds l9th-century Wedgwood

PotteD/. Below: The grotesque mask
on a table is a hallmark of lSth-century
lrish cabinetwork. Below right: Prints
of Olda FitzGerald's judicial ancestors

preside over a Coalport tea set.

wind in the Pinus radiata as it drops pine
needles gently onto the lawn below.

Upstairs, the bedrooms each have a

dressing room and bathroom to match.
Rugs cover the wall-to-wall carpets; com-
fortingly plump chintz-covered beds sit be-
side chaise longues and pretty rosy-painted
Victorian china wash sets. The huge old-
fashioned baths deliver piping hot water
from their brass taps, while fluffy white
towels air on the warm pipes.

Our season lasts from April to October.
During that time, we entertain a wealth of
visitors interested in Irish decorative arts.
Some come to dine and stay the night; oth-
ers, perhaps enthusiasts from the Art Insti-
tute of Chicago or the Brooklyn Botanic

One almost expects tbe

animal-like tables

to walk away

emitting low growls
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Garden, join us for feasts laid out on our
dining room table. It always seems to me
that the gay, albeit rather wooden, portraits
of my husband's ancestors gaze curiously
down at the flowers we bank on the side-
board, against the glowing crimson walls.
All is peace and composure in the drawing
room where we have our coffee. A hand-
kerchief-size Aubusson lies in front of the
delicate Bossi chimneypiece beneath cir-
clets ofpale green leaves enclosing an oval
of blue feathers on the ceiling. All around
the room faded prim Anglo-lrish ladies sit
up straight with hands folded demurely in
their laps, staring blankly out of gilded
frames. Their faces give no clue to the
hearts that once beat so proudly beneath
blue bodices and white fichus.

/flhrough the library. as a gilded mir-

I ror glows dimly against the Prus-

I sian blue of the wall. the contents of
I the Sheraton-style bookcase pro-

vide the ideal refuge on a wet afternoon.
Out through the secret door in the book-
case. one travels across the back hall and
into the smoking room. a dovelike and in-
imitable gray with great mirrors reflecting
the company gathered within. The elabo-
rate brasses around the grate sparkle in the
firelight. Conversation flows, and crystal
glasses of palest lrish whiskey encourage
professors to indiscretions.

Hurry up the stairs to the third floor and
the largest and best country house nursery
in the world. Dolls and teddy bears are
piled on the window seats, the fireguard
has a double rail for airing nappies, and the
huge toy cupboard has shelves ofold-fash-

ioned children's books. I always want to
stay here gazing out over the gardens be-
low, crooked castellated farm buildings
slightly blurred by the trails of smoke idly
drifting up from kitchen chimneys. On the
other side of a gray stone wall is a huge and
noble kitchen garden. A headless marble
Ariadne chained to her rock in a rustic tem-
ple stands near acres of vegetables and
herbs edged by cascading sweet peas and a
cutting border for the house.

If we decide to leave the nursery. a small
door in a pink passage will open to let us

enter the strange underwater luminous
world of empty rooms and attics. Up the
ladder steps. we can throw open the sky-
light-lo and behold. with a rush of air rve

are on the roof. By now a miracle has oc-
curred: the storm clouds have vanisheel and
the rain has stopped. Although the wc'ather
often plays this game of nerves with me, it
can seldom resist the final curtain call. As
the blue ceiling of the sky stretches away to
the distant Gahiay hills. the steel ribbon of
the Shannon snakes its way to l-imerit:k
and beyond. On the other side of the water,
golden gorse brightens the irregulrr fields
of County Clare. I heave a se'cret sigh of re-
lief that my earlier words can ne.w be seen

to be true: it is a beautitul view. With this
sudden gift. I forhear to boast. I

Editor: Amiria tle Moubrov

The castle is available for rental or overnight
stays. Contact Glin Castle, Glin, Counr-,- I-im-
erick, Ireland; (68) 34 173, Far (68) 34361. An
e.rhibition, "Vanishing Irish Countm Houses"
(Feb. lO-Mar. I l). is being presented bv the
Sociery of the Four Arts, Four Arts Plaza. Palnt
Beach, Fl 33480; (107)655-7226.

Tilu forr-poster, c. 1820, in

the Blue Bedroom is hung
with an early l9th century
glazed chintz discovered in

London. Alongside the plain
footboard is a curvaceous

Victorian daybed upholstered
in a Cowtan & Tout Bowood

chintz. The washstand set
is English pottery. Eelor

righq: Butlements added in' e.the lgth century give a

medieval air to the castle's
classically symmetrical south

fagade. Details see Resources.
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Over the Iop

The latest redesign of the Mercedes SL

convertible stops traffic

By Pilar Viladas

1" r", Angeles, as everyone knows, you are what you drive. I had

never given this maxim much thought, as I considered myself a
modest person who drove a modest car. But when I test-drove a

1990 Mercedes-Benz SL two months before its American debut, I
was forced to reassess my position because for one briefheady week

I was queen of the road.

Total strangers stopped me at red lights. "Did you get that in Eu-

rope?" one woman inquired knowingly as she emerged from her

own Mercedes. I was quizzed on the car's particulars by everyone

from Japanese executives to gas station attendants-all of whom, it
seemed, had been waiting a long time to see this car.

But then so had Mercedes-Benz; the new SL is the first ma-

jor redesign of the company's renowned convertible in eighteen

years. Beginning as an offshoot of the legendary 300SL Gull
Wing in 1954, the carcommenced its second generation run in 1963

with the 280SL, the roadster with the removable "pagoda" roof.

The third generation, which started with the 1972 350SL and fin-
ished last year with the 560SL, was a smash hit-over 230,000

cars were sold worldwide. So how did Mercedes improve on a

winner? The two new versions

of the Sl--the 300 (with a

228-horsepower, 24-valve in-

line six-cylinder engine and

choice of five-speed auto-
matic or manual transmission)

and the 5OO (322 horses, 32-

valve V-8 automatic four-
". :' speed transmission) bring

A long hood, steeply sloping 1990s refinements in design,
roof pillars, a compact roof, performance, comfort, and
and integrated headlights and safety to the venerable line.
taillights are all part of On the outside the new SL is
the Mercedes SL's aggressively

aerodynamic new design. 
-'' aggressively aerodynamic'

with integrated headlights and

taillights and a steeply sloping compact roof. (Every SL has both an

electronically operated soft-top and a removable aluminum hard-

top. ) On the inside, two microprocessors and an onboard diagnostic

system keep both car and driver purring happily. The new SL is

The Mercedes-Benz SL's profile is powerful and fast but remark-
equally sleek topless, above, or with ably quiet, and it handles
the removable hardtop in place,

bottom. Below: The interior offers
an a??ay of creature comforts.

ic setting, an electrostatic air filter, and a feature that recirculates

warm air from the engine even after the car has been turned off. An

infrared remote security system is supplemented by a locking sys-

tem for six interior storage compartments, to safeguard valuables

even when the car is parked with the top down. ABS antilock brakes

are standard in the car, as are air bags, and an integrated roll bar de-

ploys automatically when a rollover is imminent.

Response to the SL has been predictably overwhelming. There is

a six-year waiting listforthe carin Germany; in the U.S., which will
get over half of the annual production run of 20,000-25,000 cars,

the wait is as long as six months. And what price glory? The 300SL

automatic will sell for $73,500, the 500SL for $83,500-and most

of the cars sold in this country will be 500s. Even by today's stan-

dards that's a lot of money. But then the privilege of being queen (or

king) of the road doesn't come cheap.

One night I drove the SL to dinner at the Ivy, an L.A. restaurant

with a clientele so glamorous that Rolls-Royces and Ferraris barely

raise an eyebrow. When I emerged from the restaurant after dinner,

I have to admit I experienced that little thrill that is peculiar to the

land of the car: the SL had been parked right in
front, in the place of honor. Right this

beautifully. It boasts in-
creased shoulder and hip
room and enough headroom

to please a six-foot-six pas-

senger. Seat belts are integrat-

ed-at lastl-into the seats,

which adjust electronically to

ten different positions and can

be programmed to three dif-
ferent memory settings; these

also control the positions of
steering wheel and mirrors.
The climate control system

has a programmable automat-
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What's the easiestwayto move?

O ttire afootball tearn.
O Liue in a ffailer.
O Call abeadandletA

belp smooth tbe uay.
T€aT

Call after call, AT&T is the best value around. For a free copy of the AT&T Moving Book, call I 800 225-7466 Ext. 1011.

-ATt,T
-The 

rightchoice.o 1989 AT&T
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Phillips Collection

(Continued from page 140) at age six-
teen. During a vacation with his family on
Martha's Vineyard he "found these two
nineteenth-century organ pipes and bought
them for $50," he recalls proudly. "I rode
back to the house on my bike carrying them
as if I were Lancelot. I think my family
thought I was crazy." The gaudy but amus-
ing pipes stood in the comers of various Hath-
away residences until he had M Group ex-
tend them, attach a number of large brass
rings, and set them up in the living room as

curtain rods.
Part of Hathaway's flair comes from just

this penchant for creating new functions for
disparate objects. Like the butter chum ac-
commodating umbrellas and walking sticks,
a bit of an eighteenth-century Venetian bird-
cage has been incorporated into the frame of
the painting by Sorine, brass-trimmed
hooves are used as ashtrays and paper-
weights, and an Indonesian musical instru-
ment holds the TV.

After graduating from Boston University
in 1977 with a degree in art history, Hath-
away took a year to travel around the
world, acquiring objects such as the two nine-

teenth-century kneeling Buddhist monks
from Burma that stand guard inside the
library. Although Hathaway's parents'
influence had initially inclined his taste to-
ward English furniture, his move to Sothe-
by's French department in 1984 convinced
him of the superiority of French design
and craftsmanship. Now responsible for
Continental furniture for the eighteenth cen-
tury and the decades immediately preceding
and following it, Hathaway often laments
the unavailability of the really fine pieces of
this period. "Most," he sighs, "are complete-
ly beyond my reach. "

As for Hathaway's nocturnal requirements
for the apartment, they are not simply to pro-
vide a haven away from the Manhattan
throng. He is an inveterate host. "Despite the
relatively small space, I wanted to be able to
give large cocktail parties as well as small
dinner parties, " he explains. Thus, when the
library is converted into a dining room, the
poker tabletop comes out from under the bed

and goes on the Empire center table to ac-

commodate ten diners-"twelve, if I really
want to jam them together. "

For soir6es he hires Sotheby's chef, Ber-
nard Mignot, to take charge of the kitchen. It
is the only room in the house in which Hatha-
way has not left an indelible imprint. Aside
from a huge pairof longhoms along the top of

a wall, the room is the same nondescript in-
dustrial space with brick-design linoleum
that came with the apartment.

Given Hathaway's disinterest in the culi-
nary arts, it comes as no surprise that he

knows little beyond where to find the cork-
screw. As if this separation needed any fur-
ther emphasis, the entrance to the kitchen is

camouflaged into the fabric of the wall and

hidden by a screen that M Group designed us-

ing Charles X wallpaper-a slight problem
for uninitiated guests in search of ice.

After four years of planning and construc-
tion, Hathaway says he's getting ready for a

change. "I've already started talking to
Carey and Hermes about redoing the place.
Despite the fact that we fought like cats and
dogs over details, we really had a lot of fun
working together. " Motioning toward the li-
brary wall where the Trafalgar prints hang,
Hathaway gets a certain glint in his eye.
"l am thinking about buying this pair of
eighteenth-century life-size cast-iron gar-
den figures and putting them back here.
I'm beginning to feel the need to simplify

-all these patterns are driving me crazy.
Still, I don't think there is much chance of
my going minimalist and ending up with a

futon and a bonsai, ' ' he says wryly. ' 'Where
would I put all this stuff?" lt

Editor : J acqueline Gonnet

Crystal Cazing

(Continuedfrom page 124) in a breeze.
Just as it was for medieval alchemists, the

quest for gold was an obsession of Bohemia's
glassmakers. The instability of the precious
metal during the glassblowing process made

it difficult to work with. Gilding applied to
the exterior of a vessel wore off with use. An
ingenious solution was Zwischengoldglas
(between gold glass), an ancient Roman idea
revived by the same Prussian who invented
ruby glass but again taken to new heights by
the Bohemians. A Zwischengoldglas piece is
made from two tightly interfitting glasses-
an inner liner and an outer shell-fixed to-
gether with a clear adhesive. The surface of
the inner glass is embellished with elaborate
gilded scenes and sometimes also painted in
polychrome but is protected from abrasion
once it is inserted and sealed within the exte-
rior one.

The Bohemians remained responsive to
the latest design trends and offered approxi-
mations ofvirtually every new product on the
international market. They produced milk
glass to imitate more expensive ceramics be-

fore Europeans discovered how the Chinese
made porcelain. When the English potter Jo-
siah Wedgwood introduced his matte black
basaltware, the Bohemians came up with
opaque black hyalith glass incised with
chaste intaglio patterns not unlike Wedg-
wood's. His famous blue and white jasper-

ware was also reinterpreted in blue glass and
white enamel or with engraving. Sparkling
cut-glass motifs were interspersed among
Classical details on glassware as the nine-
teenth century progressed.

The Biedermeier period, typified by the

house-proud burghers ofCentral Europe who
became the Bohemians' primary audience,
was another high point in the development of
the most important local industry. Painted
and engraved pictorial beakers commemo-
rating everything from romantic sentiments
to historical events became popular collec-
tor's items (a new activity among the grow-
ing middle class) as well as ubiquitous
souvenirs sold at the spas and resorts that pro-
liferated along with travel.

Industrialization al lowed glass production
to reach an unprecedented volume by the end

of the nineteenth century, but Bohemian arti-
sans, like their contemporaries all over Eu-
rope, returned to the crafts tradition in

reaction to the predominance of machine
manufacturing. The glassmakers of Bohemia
embraced the luxuriant Art Nouveau style
with particular enthusiasm. The art glass of
the Loetz firm has been especially prized as

among the most imaginative of the period,
though yet another foreign influence provid-
ed the initial spark of inspiration-in this
case the incomparable American glass virtu-
oso Louis Comfort Tiffany.

The ceaseless political upheavals of the

twentieth century, which witnessed the birth
of the Republic of Czechoslovakia in 1918,
its takeover by the Nazis in I 939, its domina-
tion by the Soviets a decade later, and its re-
pression after the Prague Spring in 1968, all
had obvious impact on the Bohemian glass

industry. Age-old foreign connections were
broken, production intemrpted or ceased al-
together by war and political turmoil. The
variable output of those troubled times makes

the last segments of the "Verres de Bo-
h6me" exhibition considerably less absorb-
ing than the first. Nonetheless the most
recent pieces-startling experimental works
by the emerging generation of Czech glass-

makers-herald a new renaissance as the
Iron Curtain begins to fall all across Central
Europe. I Editor: DeborahWebster
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An important Prernier issue
in fine porcelain andbronze...

The Red Squirrel, nature's
treetop acrobat, inspires a

delightful new work of art

tree to tree in search of food to store
away. But just for an instant he stops
and feels the sun's warmth. With a
flick of his tail, he'll be gone.

Now the delight of this moment
is captured in a new work of art
from Lenox. Springtime Scamper is
crafted in bisque porcelain and hot-
cast bronze, and painted by hand.

Skilled artisans use the traditional
"lost wax" method of casting bronze
to create a charming, lifelike effect:
the porcelain dogwood blossoms rest
on remarkably slender bronze stems.

Superb craftsmanship can be seen
in every detail-the squirrel's bright

eyes, his delicate
ears and lively

expression.

O Lenox, Inc. 1990

Even the fluffiness of his tail has
been portrayed in porcelain. And
each charming detail is painted
by hand in nature's hues. This fine
imported sculpture will also bear
the Lenox@ trademark in pure
24 karat gold.

Shown actual size

Springtime Scamper is the first
issue in a new Lenox collection
portraying woodland favorites. To
acquire this important premier
issue, mail your order by
February 28,7990. You need send no
money at this time. szzle

t-
_l

Springtime SCamper Please mail by February 28,1sg0.
Please enter my reservation for Springtime Scamper by Lenox. I need send no money
now and prefer to pay as follows:

Ll DIRECT. I will be billed in 3 monthly
installments of $13* each, with the first
installment due before shipment. Address_

n BY CREDIT CARD. After shipment,
please charge the full amount of $39*
to my credit card: E MasterCard

VISA f American Express

Acct. No. 

-Exp. 

-

City

Name
PLEASE PRINT

State 7,io
82279

Mail to: Lenox Coliections
P.O. Box 3020, Langhorne, PA 19047 -0620

LENOX. SINCE 1889.for shipping and handling.
applicable.

per sculpture

_lL Sales tax u.ill be billed if

Springtime
Scamper

Lerto>r.
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Aspen on Location

(Continuedfrom page 128) When they were
done, our cleanup crew would take over. At
ten I would walk around with an assistant and
make notes for the contractors. "

Not surprisingly, like many Guber pro-
ductions, Mandalay is an entertaining and
dramatic creation. One enters the split-wing
house through double doors of swamp cy-
press fashioned by local sculptor Eddie Run-
ning Wolf, whose carved deer heads on
either side ofthe entrance serve as doorpulls.

The front foyer leads to the living room,
which is the focal point ofthe house. The 60-
by-30-foot space, with its picture windows
facing south and east over the valley and sky-
lights set in a cathedral ceiling lined with sap-
lings, is both cavernous and homey. Huge
unfinished wood posts and beams loom over
intimate furniture groupings that combine
such westem flavors as a 130-vear-old Nava-

jo rug, Edward S. Curtis prints, Frederic
Remington sculptures, saguaro cactus, and
Mission oak chairs and benches. There is
scarcely a corner in the entire house, in fact,
that has not been branded with a westernism.
Even the stairwell leading down to the first
floor has a handrail of tooled leather.

These lower depths contain the Guber
screening room featuring eight overstuffed
rawhide chairs, coffee tables made from In-
dian drums, and a wall lined with Guber's
own Hall of Fame: nearly two dozen framed
shots of the Columbia chief with the likes of
Jack Nicholson, Madonna, Richard Nixon,
Fidel Castro, and Michael Jackson.

The real stars at Mandalay, however, are
those close friends who come to visit. Four
guest suites come equipped with fireplaces,
Navajo rugs, the bleached horns of bighorn
sheep, and panoramic views. Most telling of
the Gubers' concern for their guests' happi-
ness is the mini department store in the con-
verted wine cellar that contains shelves and
racks stuffed with ski and hiking boots, ten-

nis shoes, rackets, sweat suits, ski outfits,
riding gear-in short, every item that could
possibly be used in the great outdoors. "Ac-
tually I am just a little embarrassed about
that room," giggles Lynda. "I knew I was
going too far when I started coordinating all
the outfits. "

The deluxe guest accommodations extend
beyond the main house to the bam a quarter
mile down Mandalay Road. The Gubers and
their triends gather here to cross-country ski,
snowmobile, and saddle up. And those spe-
cial guest accommodations? When a party
gets going, four Dutch doors facing the room
are opened so the four horses can stick their
heads out and take part in the action.

Though assuming the helm at Columbia
means less time for the Gubers to spoil them-
selves at 8,000 feet, they're determined not
to relinquish holidays at the site of their most
complex and personal production. After the
long road to Mandalay, they'd like to stop by
once in a while and admire the view. ll

Editor: John Ryman

Sharp Foeus

(C ontinued from page I 36 ) one-manshow as

a photographer. Soon he was known as a seri-
ous original talent, and the fashion establish-
ment pounced on him. Now, ten years later,
Seidner has a flourishing business as a pho-
tographer for such clients as Yves Saint Lau-
rent, Claude Montana, and Bill Blass.

Although he complains of being lazy, the
man is actually a dynamo. generating count-
less new projects. Currently he is editing a

book of the best fashion pictures taken of his
friend Lisa Fonssagrives, a top model of the
forties and fifties (and wife of photographer

Irving Penn). Seidner is also putting together
his own pictures of men, a new subject for
him, as well as working with a Paris lab to
resurrect nineteenth-century printing tech-
niques (collotypes, platinum prints, prints on
glass). And he recently experimented with
printing photos on canvas.

"My work is all about setting a scene,"
Seidner says, his seriousness leavened by an
air of unreality you might find from some-
one being teleprompted from Mars. "It's
artificial, not documentary." The same
atmosphere of artifice and theatricality
characterizes his house-but it's a sober, not
a flashy, theatricality.

Perhaps that's the final contradiction in
this romantically ambiguous young man-

his work is artificial without being insincere,
and he makes his living from fashion without
everbeing merely modish. This combination
of the eternal and the fleeting owes some-
thing, no doubt, to Baudelaire, the poet who
invented modemity for the French in the last
century. As Baudelaire wrote, "The beauti-
ful is made up of an etemal and unvarying el-
ement, the exact quantity of which is
exceedingly difficult to determine, and of an-
other element that is relative, circumstan-
tial-which is, if you will, by turns or all at
once representative of the period, fashion,
morality, passion." The topical and the
eternal come together in David Seidner's
taste-the final satisfying resolution of his
ambiguity. I Editor: Jacqueline Gonnet

Writing on the Wall

(Continued from page 146) client. Or per-
haps he felt the pressure to measure up, aes-
thetically, to the work of AlvarAalto, Marcel
Breuer, Charles Eames, Isamu Noguchi,
Frank Lloyd Wright, and the other masters of
Modemism who supplied the furniture. But
for whatever reason, Schwartz clearly aban-
doned himself to his obsession with pattern,
ornament, and color.

From the Hall of the Giant Rose Entry to
the Mondrian Orange Dining Room, from
the Symbols of the Universe fire screen to the
Wright and Wrong leaded-glass pocket

doors, from the anatomically correct His and
Hers andirons to the New York, New York
map carpet, from the Bubble Bath Bathroom
to the Rolling Thunder television stand, no
surface has been left untouched-or un-
named-by the architect and his retinue of
first-class stencilers, stained-glass makers,
ironmongers, cabinetmakers, weavers, and
other assorted artisans. There is a sense of
joyful abandon, an unapologetic insouci-
ance, about the visual feast Schwartz has laid
out. Witness the over-the-rainbow palette:
wild rose, sunny orange, dusky orchid, snap-
dragon, viva la pink, valentine, shark's
tooth, orange chiffon, dew green, lavender
glow, cardinal, lemon lime, and lemon me-
ringue. It works as part ofthe kaleidoscopic

spectacle, but it isjust as certainly beyond the
wildest dreams of even Benjamin Moore.
Like Schwartz's color spectrum, the apart-
ment is excessive and obsessive, but it is also
calibrated and controlled.

"There is a practical side to this apart-
ment," says Schwartz, "alot of problem
solving. But there should be a poetic side to
architecture, too. Maybe that's where the
Italo Calvino quote comes in. " The architect
is referring to the extended passage from the
Italian writer's novel Invisible Cities tran-
scribed on one wall in the living room. The
quotation is a personal favorite of both
Schwartz and his client-an elusive bit of
prose amid the pragmatic poetry. a

Editor: Heather Smith Maclsaac
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Are our kids gening smart,
or just "street smart"? Are they
really prepared for a success-
ful life? Is it possible to raise
happy and intelligent
children who can make sane
decisions in life?

S cientolog,P philosophy
provides practical knowledge
you can use to improve life
for you and your children.

For a free information
brochure call 1-800- 334-LIFE.
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Fomral Fann

(Continued from page I I 5 ) new, Pascal Cri-
bier belongs to a school of young landscape
designers who prefer to crystallize images for
the present from the art and architecture of
the past. Although the resulting forms may
appear minimal, they evoke the richness of
centuries of French culture.

What also touches Cribier's work directly
are visits to such favorite haunts in Paris as

the concentric oval beds ofthe Ecole de Bo-
tanique in the Jardin des Plantes, where more
than I 0,000 kinds of plants are classified for
the public. Cribier regularly exchanges ideas
with colleagues such as architects Frangois
Roubaud and Patrick Ecoutin in the kind of
collaboration of friends that has always stim-
ulated French artists. After Cribier briefly
described the proposed Jardin des Carrds at
La Coquetterie to Roubaud, the latter
sketched the imaginary grid of squares, con-
veying in spirit all the texture and magic it
now has in reality.

Curiously, these Parisian designers tend to
see the history ofFrench gardens through the
eyes of a California landscape architect, Bar-
bara Stauffacher Solomon, whose influential
book Green Architecture and the Agrarian
Garden Cribier keeps close at hand. In an

imaginative combination of drawings and
photographs of European landscapes, this
American observer conveys the essence of
the tradition that Toustain de Frontebosc
wrote about centuries ago and that has again
beautifully come to life at Lim6sy. I

Editor : D eborah W ebster

Fame of the Rose

(Continued from page 103) Today does a

brisk mail-order business in antique rose-
bushes, catering to clients like Barbra Strei-
sand, Bette Midler, and Walter and Carol
Matthau, all of whom have thriving old rose
gardens. Roses weren't always this fashion-
able. Thomas Christopher, author of In
Search of Lost Roses, points out that the rose
was considered rather utilitarian in the late
eighteenth century. Bulbs were in vogue
then. And Philip Baloun says that during the

recent Art Deco revival people were drawn to
more "architectural" flowers like calla lil-
ies. "Flower choices," he observes, "are
definitely linked to interior design state-
ments. " For Christopher the rose's enduring
appeal is based on its past. "The rose has this
tremendous history. ' '

The Bible mentions the rose twice. The
Romans wore wreaths of roses. Cleopatra
once gave a dinner for Mark Antony and cov-
ered the floor ofher hall with roses eighteen
inches deep. Red roses have been taken as a
symbol of the blood of the early martyrs, and

church windows were made in the form of
roses. The Wars of the Roses are said to have

begun in an English garden where Richard
Plantagenet and the earl of Warwick plucked
white roses as their symbol while the earl of
Somerset and the earl of Suffolk snipped red
ones. In France, Madame de Pompadour was

especially fond of roses, as was Madame Du
Barry, whose bedroom held a canopy em-
broidered with them. Empress Josephine,
whose gardens at Malmaison became world
famous, made it possible for flower portrait-
ist Pierre Joseph Redoutd to produce one of
his major works, Les Roses. Beloved in liter-
ature from Shakespeare to Sackville-West,
the rose inspired Oscar Wilde to write the bit-
tersweet tale "The Nightingale and the
Rose" and Lewis Carroll to paint white roses

red to please his Queen of Hearts.
In modern times, roses have become ce-

lebrities in their own right. Anyone who
wants a rose named after himself can call the

American Rose Society in Shreveport, Loui-
siana, and ask to be put in touch with a hy-
bridizer who will develop a flower. The
Temptations are negotiating to have a rose

named after them, as did the Tupperware
company. Eva Gabor has a showy hot pink
rose, while Princess St6phanie's is a brash
young hybrid tea. Dolly Parton's is a lush or-
ange and Minnie Pearl's-what else?-a
miniature. "Cary Grant's was exciting,"
says the society's office manager, Carol
Spiers. "He and his wife were calling up all
the time." Though Ivana Trump may not
have a rose named for her yet, "you never

know," she says.

From Gypsy Rose Lee to Sweet Rosie
O'Grady, from the yellow rose of Texas to
the one in Spanish Harlem, the rose is an

American classic. Even if the swimsuit com-
petition becomes pass6, it's hard to imagine
Miss America weeping over an armful of
gladiolus. And Valentine's Day just
wouldn't seem right with a box of chocolates

and a dozen freesia.
Putting fashion aside, Geoffrey Beene

has the last word. "The rose," he says, "is
eternal." a Editor:RuthAnsel
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Model Aparhnent Resourees

(Continuedfrom page 93,) antiques galleries
and turned up the missing details in record
time. For the sitting room Rainey and Zervu-
dachi found a Louis XV sofa and hours later
discovered a rare eighteenth-century needle-
point tapestry cut exactly to fit.

Working with the existing layout of the
apartment, however, proved more challeng-
ing. The lighrfilled double drawing room
gives way to a warren of small rooms divided
by a narrow hall. Egged on by Jerry's chants
of "Go on-more, more," Rainey's sister,
Victoria Lloyd, and her partner, Marina
Cuinness, transformed this passageway into
a gallery by covering the apricot-colored
walls with prints. Their choices range from a

Hogarth and Fuselis to amusing eighteenth-
century French and English fashion illustra-
tions of hats, wigs, and hairstyles.

Jerry, nonetheless, isn't entirely steeped
in the eighteenth century. Andy Warhol's
silkscreen-on-canvas portrait of her is the fo-
cal point of the sitting room where it is
flanked by Carlo Maria Mariani's l98l Ci-
parisso / and Conrad Martin Metz's 1176
painting of boy cricketers. George Sher-
lock's modern yet classical sofas fill up the
rest of the room, and silk noil curtains frame
the windows. Everywhere there is ordered
chaos ofthe most engaging kind: silver- and
tortoiseshell-framed family photographs line
the dressing table; children's hats and toys
blanket the floors;jeweled butterflies cling to
curtains; and books flood the tables and
shelves. The children's and Nanny's rooms
are pattemed with chintz, while cricket para-
phemalia and a rubber head of Jagger from
the television show Spitring lmage add color
to the nursery. For her own bedroom Jerry
opted for a William IV four-poster Jagger
bought years ago from ChristopherGibbs. It
now lacks its canopy (for Jerry fears enclo-
sure) and is instead draped with nineteenth-
century silk and Egyptian cotton. Rare
nineteenth-century Japanese fabric hand-
painted with guinea fowl serves as curtains.
And the display ofextraordinary textiles con-
tinues in her dressing room where an array of
plumed and embroidered party dresses perch
on the outside of a wardrobe.

Jerry loves to entertain, and now with her
apartment finished and her children removed
from the vicissitudes of New York, there's
more reason to celebrate. London suits Jerry
Hall, and judging from the flurry of friends
and family who stream in and out of her
door, Jerry's Mesquite ways are just right for
London. l Editor: Amicia de Moubray

DECORATION
Page 5o Gozebo, by Bonetli ond Gorouste for Elo-
mine, solid blue, 54" wide, $77 yd, border 54"
wide, $1 07 yd, o l f -over pottern, 5 4" wi de, $1 21 y d,
lo order ol Le D6cor Fronqois, NYC (212) 734-
0032. French Art Deco coffee loble, $4,500, Josef
Hoffmonn nest of tobles, c. I 906, $6,500, Korl Tro-
bert loble lomp, 1930, $1,,l00, Emil Lenoble ce-
romic vose, c. 1925, $6,500, The Athlete, bronze
figures by Fronz von Stuck, c. 1 904, Portuguese Art
Deco silver leo set, I930, $9,500, Moison Desny
bross bowl, c.1928, $6,000, Rene Crevel hond-
mode corpel, c.1928, Emile Hoppe monlel clock,
c. 1908-10, $l 

,l,000, 
Russion ovont-gorde poinl-

ings, Robert Morc obstrocl composilion lo left of
monlel, 

,l980, 
$5,500, ot Borry Friedmon, NYC

(2121 794-8950. Arl Deco slone heod, $9,000, ot
Molmoison Anliques. NYC (2,l2) 288-7569. s2
Troponi furnishings, lo order ot Furniture of lhe
Twenrielh Cenlury, NYC (212) 929-6023. Eorly
1 9th cenlury curloin, $4,000, ol Lindo Fresco, NYC
(212)737 -4182. Louis XVI screen with hoirdressing
orchileclurol corloons, $,l6,500, ol Florence de
Dompierre, NYC (212) 966-1399. Sofo, ormchoir,
rug, curloins, pillows, speciol order from Jocques
Gronge, P oris 47 - 42- 47 -34. So rdono po le on orm-
choir, 

,l.3 
m wide, Fr850m, from Modeleine Cos-

toing, Poris 43-5 4-91 -71 . Lote 1 8lh century Russion
chondelier, c. 

.l925 
Lomberl-Rucki pointing over

monlel, Regency bench wiih scrolls in fronl of
monlel, lwo Auguslin Poiou drowings lo righl of
window, rocoille drowing obove, ol Didier Aoron,
NYC (21 2) 988-5248. Reclongulor R6gence-style
slool nexl lo sofo, port o{ lorger set, lole Renois-

sonce helmel on pouf, $2,500, 1 940s gilt rope ond
tossel choir, $l,500, Art Deco morble Eve sculp-
ture on monlel, $,l2,500, lcorus drowing to left o{
montel, by Bumbeck, 

,l945, 
$5,000, T6te de Femme

drowing beneolh, by Bumbeck, 
,l945, 

$4,000, ot
Molmoison Antiques, NYC (212) 288-7569.torly
'l9th cenlury porceloin drope-design seot lo righl
of ormchoir, $2,500, morble busl of Nubion mon
on toble, $8,500 for mole/femole pr, ol Newel Arl
Golleries, NYC (212) 758-1970. Clossic lomp,
Giocometli reproduction, $490, shode (no mork-
inS), $ZO, round Pompeion loble, $3,040, lo the
trode ol Sirmos, NYC, for showrooms coll (212)
371-09]0. Tino Froser ceromic vose on window-
sill, sold os pr, lo lhe trode ot J. Gorvin Mecking,
NYC (212) 677-4316. Turn-o{-the-century ltolion
sconce, $,l8,000 pr, to the lrode ot Morvin Alexon-
der, NYC (212) 838-2320. Thorn choir on montel,
limited edilion, by Michele Oko Doner, $5,800, ot
Art el lnduslrie, NYC (212) 431-'l.661. Burning
Bronch fireploce lools, by Michele Oko Doner,
$950 sel, ot Furniture of the Twentielh Century,
NYC (212) 929-6023. Cholmeley on choirs, Bie-
dermeier Slripe on cushions, Norfolk on wolls, lo
lhe lrode ot Quodrille, NYC; Morion Kenl, Atlonlo,
High Point, Woshington, D.C.; Leonord B. Hecker.
Boston; Rozmollin. Chicogo; John Edword
Hughes, Dollos, Denver, Houston; Hugh Cochron,
Donio; J. Robert Scott, Loguno Niguel, Los Ange-
les; JW Showroom, Philodelphio; Thomos & Co.,
Phoenix; Sheors & Window, Son Froncisco; Jone
Piper Reid, Seottle; Compbell-Louis, Troy. Arm-
choirs, designed by Genevidve Foure, $2,800 eo,
to order from Genevidve Foure, NYC (212) 288-
2946. Joseph Louis Potlin, Henry Wolker d'Acoslo
pointings, 19th-cenlury Chinese voses, ol Didier
Aoron, NYC 1212) 988-5248. Louis XV clock, ol
L'Anliquoire & the Connoisseur, NYC (2121 517-
9176. Louis XIV mirror, ol Philippe Forley, NYC

Tn m€figrtsh @mtry Qorden...
Beautiful hand oafted conseruatories made in England
since 1874 to our original Victorian desitns - an
impeccable pedigree befitting that of Entland's finest
homes and disceming gentry. Our modularsystem and
estom buildinS capabilities ensure an infinite variety of
desi8ns for a vast ran8e of American home styles. Built
ftom the finest quality Westem Red Cedar our
conseruatories are available with special insulahng glass
or anh solar glass, combining modern technology with
caftsmanship of a bygone age. Prices from $17,000
(excluding foundations and installation). Our aSents
are available for on-request visits.

See us at the National House Builders Exhibition,
Atlanta, Ceortla.

For 22 page colour brochure send to:

o
oo

Tel:

Address

Name
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Resourees

-

(2121 472-1622. French tiles, ?S 4"x4", $3.50 eo, ol
Counlry Floors, NYC, for deolers coll (212\ 627-
8300. Louis XVI ondirons, $5,000 pr, .l940s 

book-
cose, $4,000 set of 4, ol Molmoison, NYC (212)
288-7569. Chinese export goming tobles, ot Hyde
Pork Anliques, NYC (2'l 2) 477 -0033. 'l 9th-century
lomps, $2,250 pr, ot Hubert des Forges, NYC (212)
744-1857. Round Williom lV tobles. ot Philippe
Forley, NYC (212ir 472-1622. Oushok corpet,
$78,000, ot F.J. Hokimion, NYC (212) 371-6900.
WRIGHTIN HOLLYWOOD
Pates 8G8t Byfield Velvet on furniture, lo the
trode ol Stroheim & Romonn, for showrooms coll
(212) 691 -07 00. R. M. Schi nd ler Wolfe House cus-
lom-mode lomp nexl to fireploce, to order from
Roberl Nicolois, Los Angeles (213) 939 -1477 .82-
83 lmperiol Triongles on din ing choirs, to lhe lrode
ol Schumocher, coll (800) 423-5881. Fronk Lloyd
Wright Coborel chino dinner ploles, $30 eo,
breod/buller ploles, $20 eo, ot Tiffony & Co., coll
(8001 526-0649. Dining choirs, similor custom
pieces to order from Gordner Woodcroft, Poso-
deno (818) 449-2594.84 Dorothy Thorpe wine-
glosses, similor items ol Off lhe Woll, Los Angeles
(2,l3) 930-l I85. Chorles Rennie Mockinlosh New-
bury silver-ploled f lotwore, by Sobottini, forks ond
spoons,$265 pr,knives,g130 eo, lodles, $420 eo,
from llolode, for deolers coll (209) 275-0566.8;6-
87 Fronk Lloyd Wright Midwoy toble, $2,3,l0,
choirs, $955 eo, by Cossino, lo the trode ot Atelier
lnlernotionol, for showrooms coll (71 8) 392-0300.
Teok choise longues, $2,970 eo, from Weolherend
Estole Furniture,for represenlolives coll (207) 596-
6483.
THE MODELAPARTMENT
Page3 88-89 Orgonzo/ solin dress in Cecil Beo-
lon print, feothered toffeto dress, lo order from
Anlony Price, London 629-5262.9o-9t George
Sherlock choirs, to order from George Sherlock
Antiques, London 735-3955. 92-93 Bed, similor
ilems ot Christopher Gibbs, London 629-2008.
RETREAT TO ITIARRAKESH
Pates96-97 Les Arcodes Column Border Prinl, lo
lhe trode ot Brunschwig & Fils, NYC, Atlonlo,
Beechwood, Boslon, Chicogo, Dollos, Donio,
Denver, Houston, Loguno Niguel, Los Angeles,
Philodelphio, Son Diego, Son Froncisco, Seottle,
Troy, Woshinglon, D.C. 98 Brunschwig's Les Ar-
codes Print, Les Arcodes Border Print (see obove).
THE FAME OF THE ROSE
Pate tOO Coshmere turlleneck sweoter, by Polo
by Rolph Louren, speciol order ot Polo/Rolph
Louren, NYC (212) 606-2100. lo2 Cobboge Rose
9'x 12' corpel, lo the lrode ol Schumocher, coll
(800) 672-0068.
CITYLIGHTS
Pates lO4-OJ Custom-colored hondwoven cor-
pel, silk lhrow, to lhe lrode lo order from Gregory
Newhom, Kingston (914) 338-,l030. lnfinity, by
Chestnut Field, to the trode ot Lee Jofo, NYC, Chi-
cogo, Dollos, Donio, Houston, Loguno Niguel, Los
Angeles, Son Froncisco; Curron, Allonto, High
Poinl; Fortune, Boslon; Howord Mothew, Denver;
Tennonf & Assocs., Delroit; Fibre Gollery, Hono-
lulu; Duncon Huggins Perez, Philodelphio, Wosh-
inglon, D.C.; Jomes Goldmon & Assocs., Seofile.
Mirror, hond-corved by Bill Sullivon, NYC (2.l2)
713-5323. Bronze coffee toble, similor pieces to
orderfrom Bruno Romedo, Connes (93) 77-32-94.
Josef Hoffmonn ormchoirs, c. 1904, similor items
ot Golerie Melropol, NYC (212) 772-7401 . ro,6-
O7 Console toble, olher cuslom furnilure designed
ond/or fobricoted, to order f rom John A. Sovittieri,
Jersey City (201 ) 9,l 5-4500. Hondwoven seot, mo-
hoir throw, similor hondwoven fobrics, to the trode
from Robin Goss, Sougerties 1914) 246-2711. tO7

Chinese Pewter pewler-leof wollpoper (#MW4),
30" wide, $1 90 per 1 0' ponel, to lhe lrode ol Roger
Arlinglon, for showrooms coll 1212) 752-5288.
Corl Wilzmonn choirs, 

,l908, 
similor ilems ot Go-

lerie Melropol, NYC (2,l2) 772-7401. Custom-size
X-frome console toble, to lhe trode to order from
Michoel Lo Rocco, NYC (212) 755-5558. ln the
Spollighr, c. 1928, by Fronz Willems, ol Borry
Friedmon, NYC (212) 794-8950.
THE HEIGHTOF ELEGANCE
Pates I t6-19 Cuslom-mode silk lrims, to the
trode lo order ot Scolomond16, for showrooms
coll (212) 980-3888. t !6 Couchois Velvet custom
goufr6, to lhe lrode ot Brunschwig (see obove for
pgs 95-97). Domos Reclo, lo the trode ot Clorence
House, NYC, Atlonlo, Boston, Chicogo, Dollos,
Donio, Denver, Houston. Los Angeles, Philodel-
phio, Porllond, Son Froncisco, Seoltle, Troy. M
Toffetos Roye, to the trode ot Clorence House (see
obove). t t8-t9 Voison Brocoded Stripe, Les
Roses Moi16 Lompos on benches, Veronese An-
tique Velvet cuslom gouf 16 on ottomon, to the
trode ot Brunschwig (see obove for pgs 96-97).
I 2o-2 I Syon Domosk, to the trode ot Lee Jofo (see
obove for pgs 1 04-05). Tewksbuny,43" wide, $69
yd, to the trode ol Rose Cumming, for showrooms
coll (212) 758-0844.lmberline Coserto on choirs,
to the trode ot Clorence House (see obove).
ASPENONLOCATION
PaSes t 26-27 Oxen yoke lomp wilh rowhide
shodes, $800, ot Hemisphere, Sonto Monico (213)
458-6853. 129 Beocon Blonket fobric, 54" wide,
$250 yd, from Rolph Louren Home Collection, ot
Polo/Rolph Louren, NYC, Beverly Hills, Denver,
Polm Beoch. Antique Beocon ond Pendleton blon-
kets, similor items ol Terrilory, Los Angeles (2'13)
937-4006. Ron Monn Needle lomps with Awohnee
rowhide shodes, hoir-on-colfskin pillows, from
Ronch, to the trode ol Mimi London, Los Angeles
(2131 855-2567, or coll Ronch, Aspen (303) 920-,l079. 

!30 Wrought-iron towel bor, $37-$45, ot
Umbrello, Los Angeles, Sonto Fe. I 3 t Kivo ospen-
wood lodder, $300-$395, similor items ot Chris
O'ConnellSpiderWomon Designs, Sonlo Fe (505)
984-0,l36. Antique Mexicon choir, similor ilems ol
Cloiborne Gollery, Sonto Fe, NYC.
SHARP FOCUS
PaSe t 32 Morquis on furniture, to lhe trode from
Bergomo, for showrooms col I (/1 8) 392-5000. t 35
Akori light sculplure, by lsomu Noguchi, for deol-
ers coll Akori-Gemini (805) 966-9557.
THE WRITING ON THE WALL
PaSes I42-43 New York, New York corpet, de-
signed by Frederic Schworlz, io the trode ot
V'Soske, NYC (2'l2) 688-,l,l50, outside NY slote
(8001 847 -4277 . Custom Wright ond Wrong leod-
ed-gloss doors, mode by Noncy Howell, Finger-
tips hordwore on doors, mode by Solebury Forge,
Holl of the Gionl Rose stencil, pointed by Joe
Broby ond Mork Slrockbein, designed by Frederic
Schwortz, lhrough Anderson/Schwortz Archilects,
NYC (2,l2) 608-0,l85. Judith Stockmon gold-leof
terro-cotto sconce, $375, ol Urbon Archeology,
NYC, Bridgehompton. 144 Custom Rolling Thun-
der Formico ColorCore television slond, mode by
A. Leinoff, designed by Frederic Schwortz (see
obove). Mies von der Rohe Borcelono toble, to the
trode from KnollStudio, ot Knoll lnternofionol, for
showrooms coll (800) 223-1354. Etlore Sottsoss
Mizor vose, $2,200, ol Urbon Architecture, De-
troit, for deolers col I (31 3) 87 3-27 07 . t 45 Concin i

Gros Point on ottomons, to the trode ot Clorence
House (see obove for pg 1 1 5). Custom Divine Light
sconces, mode by Lehr Co., Symbols of the Uni-
verse {ire screen/His ond Hers ondirons, mode by
Solebury Forge, designed by Frederic Schwortz
(see obove). Lo R6colte on sofo, to lhe trode ot
Clorence House (see obove for pg 116). Robert
Venturi Chippendole side choir, Queen Anne side
choir (finish not ovoiloble) ond sofo, to lhe trode
from KnollStudio (see obove). AlvorAolto contile-

vered ormchoirs, to the trode from lCF, for show-
rooms coll (9.l4) 365-2500. lsomu Noguchi gloss/
wood coffee toble, $],566, from Hermon Miller,
for deolers coll (800) 851-.I'l96. Jovier Moriscol
Hilton serving cort, $2,000, Ettore Soltsoss Mur-
monsk silver fruil dish, $6,,l00, ol Urbon Architec-
ture (see obove). t4o Custom Skyscroper choir,
mode by Tonsuyo, Point ond Slob dining toble,
mode by S. F. A. Leinoff, Conol Slreet rodiotor,
Mondrion Oronge stencil, poinled by Joe Broby
ond Mork Strockbein, designed by Frederic
Schwortz (see obove). Roberl Venturi Chippen-
dole ond Queen Anne choirs (purple cloud like f in-
ish not ovoiloble), to the trode from KnollStudio
(see obove). Robert Venturi Nolebook buffet
plote, $65, Grondmother buffet plotes, $65 eo, sil-
ver-ploted condlesticks, $250 eo, Sleven Holl
Plonor buffet plote, $85, potino-on-bross
condlesticks, $375 eo, Gwolhmey Siegel Tuxedo
buffet plote, $65, Richord Meier silver-ploted troy,
$260, for Swid Powell, ot Bergdorf Goodmon,
NYC; Bloomingdole's, NYC, Chicogo; D. F. Sond-
ers & Co., NYC, Boslon, Woshington, D.C.; to or-
derol Neimon Morcus. Pyromid silver-ploted flol-
wore, from Georg Jensen, NYC, Chicogo, Costo
Meso. Custom bookcose/writing desk, mode by S.
F. A. Leinoff, Two Tone Mondrion All Over Stencil,
designed by Frederic Schwortz (see obove). Rob-
ert Venturi Sheroton choir, to the trode from Knoll-
Studio (see obove). Ettore Sottsoss Sirio flower
vose, $'l,300. ol Urbon Archilecture (see obove).
Cuslom wood-slot blinds, from Bookbinder Mod-
ern Blinds, NYC (212) 966-1585. t47 Ettore Sofi-
soss Cosoblonco cobinel, $8,700, ot Urbon
Architeclure (see obove). Vieux Honfleur on
shode, lo the trode ol Clorence House (see obove
for ps 1 l6).
KNIGHT IN IRELAND
PaSes I 56-57 Bowood, lo lhe lrode ot Cowton &
Tout, NYC; Trovis-lrvin, Atlonlo; Shecler-Mortin,
Boston; Rozmollin. Chicogo. Troy; Rozmollin ol
Boker, Knopp & Tubbs, Clevelond, Minneopolis;
John Edword Hughes, Dollos, Denver, Houston;
Bill Nessen, Donio; Kneedler-Fouch6re, Los An-
geles, Son Diego, Son Froncisco; Croce, Philodel-
phio; Woyne Mortin, Porllond, Seotlle.
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55Me adecorator?
IA looeit! ))

"Widowed in mythirties, with a young family
to bring up, an cffice job just wasn't for me.-I

thought of becoming a decbrator because the hours
wouldn't tie me down - but how to get started? The
Sheffield Home-Study Course helpecl me find a new

life. Today I'm independent - I love my work - and my
children aie proud of me."

- Mary S., Lakewood, N.Y.

Why don't you become an Interior Decorator?
A fascinating new home-study course

can help you get started

Have you ever enioyed re-doing even a small part of
your home-perhaps creating a whole new rbom-
and using your own ideas? Have you ever helped a
friend solve a decorating problem? You may have the
makings of a rewarding career.

Why not profit from an aptitude
that comes naturally?

Interior decorating is a field of many attractions. A
choice of good positions-full or part time. Perhaps a
business of your own, where you set the hours. Work-
ing in a world of fashion-of beautiful fabrics, furni-
ture and accessories. Where vou meet interesting
people, make many friends. Where you are well paid
lor vour talents.

Sou.nds uonderful? We at Sheffield School can help
make it all come true iI you can spare some brief time
at home for enioyable training. No previous experi-
ence or special skills are needed to enroll.

Classroom was never like this!
Sheffield's beautifully illustrated lessons come to you
by mail. They are accompanied by unique "Listen-
and-Learn" cassette tapes on which you hear the
voice of your instructor guiding you. It's like having a
private tutor all to yourself.

That's only the beginning!
You are assigned real-life decorating projects, based
on your lessons, which you work out at home and
return to our school. Here a professional decorator
reviews them and then-again spealing to you on
tape-offers you specific ideas and advice. No more
convenient and enfoyable method of learning has ever
been devised!

Call or s€nd for Sheffield's lavish free booklet which
describes our course in full detail, There's no obliga-
tion-no salesman will nisit.

"Your people were so helpful
and friendly!"

"I've never enioyed working as much!"

ffit,^ z,

Thanks to mv
Sheffield training
I'm now employed
as Associate Con-
sultant at a local
decorating shop."-
Dawn W -la uaille NY

'As soon as I fin-
ished vour Course.
I was 6ired by a
popular decoiating
store in town-anal
after just two
months I received a
25o/o wage increase!"-
Beuerly K-Awn, CO

\4, h,
"This course has taught me so
much!" For Free Booklet

Toll-Free
800-4s1-SHEFF
Operator
* tzo
or mail
couPon

Imaeine how eood I
feelYalking with
architects and
understanding
everything they
say-often making
very good sugges-
tions of my own."
Judy A-Silisbury, NC

v, Sheffit'lrl Solnol
gl""lJ]"Hr:{}:[]gP:r"l

r
S-h-e

Dept. HG
School of Interior Design
20,211. East 43 Street New York, NY 10017

Please mail me without charge or obligatron the full-color bookletYour Future in
lnteior Decorating, describing opportunities in decorating and how I can get started.

-{ddress
City/
State
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Patrick Vuitton gets carried

away with special orders

f ,u" n,. great-great-grandfather Louis, patrick vuitton is in the
luggage business. He works in Asnidres, a Paris suburb thirty min-
utes up the Seine, in a small office building near a small factory
filled with men who spend their days hammering tiny brass nails
into the LV-embossed leather bindings of those classic Vuitton va-
lises that make such an impressive thud when they slide onto bag-
gage carousels in airports throughout
the world. Although Patrick defines
his role in the family business as

guardian of the Louis Vuitton tradi-
tion, his special responsibility is spe-

cial orders. That is, if you, like a

certain Italian dandy, need a trunk for
transporting 72 shirts-and you want
those 72 shirts arranged in 36 draw-
ers-it falls to Patrick to provide you

with just such a hard-to-find-even-in-
better-department-stores item.

In his years ofattending to the spe-

cial needs of the special few, Patrick
has, as you might imagine, supervised

the design and construction of some

remarkable Vuitton malles. For ex-
ample, in addition to devising deluxe
travel accommodations for suits, hats,

dresses, and shoes, he has devised de-

luxe travel accommodations for met-

ronomes, caviar, and Scotch whisky. (The Scotch whisky case came
with a compartment for salted peanuts.) One of the more unusual spe-

cial requests to come Patrick's way ciune last year when an African
king rang up to order a custom-f,rfted trunk to transport the gun collec-
tion he never leaves home without. After Patrick took exact measure-

ments of the peripatetic arsenal, he spent six months trying to persuade

the king that one trunk would be too heavy to carry and that he really
needed three. When Patrick succeeded, Vuitton craftsmen got to
work, and within weeks the king was armed and ready for the road.

On a less hostile note, there was an Arab statesman who, after

buying and discarding thirty attach6 cases, showed up in Patrick's
office one day with a laptop computer and a bundle of papers-
"things he normally carries around. " Two hours later Patrick had

designed the perfect attachd case, which included a secret compart-
ment for the poems the statesman likes to pen when he's not attend-

ing to matters of state.

Despite all the extravagant special orders Patrick continues to add

to his dossier, the record for the most extravagant special order is
still held by the man who kept the Vuitton craftsmen busy for
months back in the thirties when he ordered a set of forty steamer

trunks-all in crocodile. Memorable, according to Patrick, but no-

where near, in terms of single-item-expense, the Macassar ebony-
lined trunk he built ten years ago for 200,000 francs, which in 1980

dollars came to about $46,fi)0.
I explained to Patrick, just in case he didn't know, that in certain

circles in the United States it is considered chic to use vintage Vuit-
ton steamer trunks as coffee tables, end tables, and television
stands. He seemed a bit nonplussed by the news and said that,
American practices notwithstanding, he would never fulfill a spe-

cial order for furniture other than the collapsible beds his ancestors
produced earlier in the century. Patrick noted

that he had tumed down, for example, a Viet-
namese orchestra conductor who requested a

Vuitton cabinet for his elaborate stereo system

at home: "We only make luggage. "
I asked if there is one person who qualified

as the world's all-time biggest Louis Vuitton
consumer. Is it Bianca Jagger, as I had heard?

Or was it the late Italian film director with the

serendipitous initials, Luchino Visconti? Pat-

rick said no. It was neither. Instead he named

both Bill Cosby and the late Yul Brynner as

two of the most impressive collectors, but add-

ed that he believed Jerry Lewis's collection
was probably the hands-down world's largest.
"He comes in looking very serious," said Pat-

rick. "He wants to make sure that he is getting

exactly what he wants. ' '
Although practicality is not an issue when it

comes to such fast-lane travelers as those Pat-

rick deals with, I was nonetheless curious to
know just what his clients do with those coffin-size malle armoires,
seeing as how they're too large to fit in the trunk of a Mercedes
560SEL, and porters have a tendency to flee when they see them
coming. "There are people who have theirown personal transporta-
tion systems, " Patrick explained patiently, referring to the private
jets, yachts, and railroad cars I had failed to consider. I said I had
forgotten about those people and that I would appreciate it if he

would name a few names-to jog my memory. "We believe in dis-
cretion at Louis Vuitton," he said. "lt's very personal. "

Charles Gandee

Patrick Yuitton at work in Asnitres
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Tbey're too large t0 fit in the trunk of a Mercedes 560SEL,
and porters tend to flee when they see them cuming
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